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ABSTRACT
HOW TO READ THE BOOK OF REVELATION IN THE LOCAL CHURCH:
OVERCOMING OBSTACLES AND REVEALING MESSAGES
by
Daljin Kim
Many Korean church members consider reading Revelation very difficult because
they do not know how to overcome the affective and cognitive obstacles they inevitably
face when they read it. However, the book of Revelation is not one they should put away
but should draw near to them and willingly read to live faithful lives.
This research evaluated the cognitive and affective changes of the Bible study
participants of Dayton Korean Grace Church in Ohio, as a result of four Bible study
sessions on how to read the book of Revelation in the local church in order to provide
them with a guide to removing obstacles and revealing messages related to their reading
of Revelation. A mixed, quantitative and qualitative method was used for this research.
Data was gathered from pre- and postquestionnaires and individual interviews with
participants to the intervention.
The results showed that (1) the Bible study brought significant changes to the
participants who had negative and passive attitudes and changed their value about reading
Revelation, (2) the Bible study brought significant changes to the participants who had
cognitive obstacles in understanding what Revelation reveals, and (3) reading Revelation
while focusing on overarching messages helps participants apply the significance of the
prophecies in Revelation to their present faithful lives with eschatological expectation.
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CHAPTER 1
PROBLEM
Introduction
As the written Word of God, the Bible reveals God's messages to his people who
believe that they belong to the eternal kingdom by the blood of Jesus Christ even though
they still live in the world. Those who have eyes to see and ears to hear what God reveals
through his words overcome any difficult situation with their unshakable hope, faithfully
discerning what is right or wrong in the sight of God. As the last book in the biblical
canon. Revelation also contains God's unchangeable, eternal truth to be revealed for his
saints who belong to his kingdom. In order to discover the messages of what God
included in Revelation, one of the best ways is to read the book thoroughly. However,
many Korean church members consider reading Revelation very difficult because they do
not know how to overcome the obstacles they inevitably face when they read it. They
become confused and give up reading the book of Revelation altogether.
I had a conversation with a church member who regularly practiced reading the
Bible every day. He said that he reads through the Bible once per year, except for
Revelation. When I asked him why he did not include the book of Revelation in his
reading, he answered that he could not read the book through because he could not
understand the book as a layperson. He was influenced by a prejudice that Revelation is a
book that reveals God's mysterious secrets and what will happen in the future only to
special, qualified persons. He did not consider himself to have any qualifications for
reading Revelation. He worried that he would receive God's curses and judgments if he
were to read and understand the book improperly, like false Christians who interpreted
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the book irresponsibly through history and derived extreme perspectives from their
allegorical reading. He would pass over Revelation and begin to read Genesis, chapter
one, again when he finished reading Jude, which comes just before Revelafion. Just as
Jews pronounce "Adonai" and pass over the Hebrew word representing God's name (nin')
when they read the Bible, this church member had passed over a part of the Bible with
fear and trembling. He did not want to be judged by wrongly reading the book of
Revelation, which consists of many difficult and mysterious expressions of God's plan
for future events in the form of prophecies. Like this church member, many Korean
Christians unfortunately do not know how to read the book of Revelation, and many
Korean pastors also hesitate to proclaim the messages of Revelation to their
congregations.
Korean Christians need proper guidance in reading the book of Revelation.
Without it, imaginary elements in Revelation make for some the reading and
understanding of God's messages to the churches and church members difficult.
Whenever readers encounter elements in Revelation that they have not yet seen in the
world, they feel frustrated with how to deal with them. Some grotesque images and
descriptions in the book give an impression of characters of fantasy movies or novels to
some readers. For example, the book describes a red dragon that has seven heads, ten
horns, and seven crowns on several heads (Rev. 12: 13). The image of Christ in the book
is not idenfified with the image held in believers' minds. One of the images is that he has
blazing eyes and a double-edged sword coming out of his mouth (1:13-16). Readers are
apt to be confused as to how to read and interpret these expressions.
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The false interpretation of a heretical group can strongly influence believers and
become a serious stumbling block in their faithful lives without clear standards for
interpreting the promises or prophecies in Revelation. False teachers in that group intend
to apply the prophecies of Revelation allegorically. Their deliberate interpretation distorts
the real messages God wants to deliver to his beloved people in his churches. These false
teachers like to use verses in Revelation for supporting their agenda and for attacking
established churches. For example, Shincheonji, which is one of the most serious heresy
groups founded in South Korea, interprets Revelation verses in a way that strengthens
their foundation and incites believers in the established churches to criticize their own
churches and leaders, causing them eventually to leave their churches. According to the
Shincheonji interpretation, the leaders of established churches cannot know the true
revelation of heaven because they are hired shepherds, but their true shepherd, Manhee
Lee, can know the hidden secrets of heaven and show the secrets to his people correctly
because he is the true messenger sent by God to the world (M. Lee 35-36). Just as
Jehovah Witnesses wrongly count and understand the number of saved people, the
Shincheonji teach that people cannot receive salvation unless they do not belong to the
twelve tribes, which they organized using the name of Israel's twelve tribes (Jeong 45).
Those false teachings and allegorical interpretations have influenced individual Christian
readers to lose their sense of discernment and have wrong or distorted perspectives about
the book. As a result, some church leaders warn church members against the
interpretation of the heretical group, and they do not allow believers to read Revelation
individually. Some church members do not want to hear the messages their preachers
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deliver from Revelation because of the fear of receiving wrong teaching, even though the
teachings are sound and appropriate for the churches.
Some pastors also proclaim the last things of the world, irresponsibly interpreting
and trying to apply some events that have occurred today in the world to final events
described in Revelation. Their proclamations seriously influence many Christians through
published books or broadcast preaching on TV, radio, or the hiternet. They tend to
identify what is prophesied in Revelation with what happens to the world today. When
unexpected events occur in these days, they consider them to be signs of the last things
for the judgments of God in Revelation. For example, when a great tsunami occurred in
Japan, they insisted that people prepare for the imminent end days because the end had
already begun. In addition, Harold Camping, the founder of Family Radio, publically
proclaimed the last day of the world according to his own interpretation of the book of
Revelation. After failing several times to predict the end of the world accurately, he
finally had to repent of his sins toward God and all Christians. Some people who have a
political position against that of president Obama in the US consider him the Antichrist in
Revelation. The principle of this political interpretation is the same as when Hitler in
Germany in the early twentieth century was regarded as the Antichrist. Some people
interpreted the wars in the Middle East as the last war of the world called Armageddon in
Revelation. In every time period, people tried to state that they lived in the end times, but
their trials were revealed as wrong and false concerning interpreting the prophecies in
Revelafion.
Conversely, many church leaders hesitate to proclaim the messages of Revelation
and avoid even reading and interpreting the prophecies in Revelation. They rarely use
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Revelation passages in the worship service, as people see in the Bible schedule of the
Korean Methodist church. Many of them do not confirm how to read and interpret
Revelation and deliver the messages to congregations. By speaking the words of
Revelation, they are afraid they will be equated with some church leaders who have
caused major trouble in the church and society. However, if they cannot testify to the
contents of Revelation, including judgment and eschatological truth, church members
will doubt their leadership ability.
The book of Revelation is not a book people should take away, but a book they
draw near to them and willingly read as God's Word. Most of all. Revelation is God's
precious Word that believers should read to live faithful lives. Modern Christians who
have a faith community also need to receive these messages for godly development and
growth. The fact that Revelation is confirmed into the canon means that it is to be read as
God's words not only to early church members but also to modern church members to
give them strong guidance. One of the necessary ministries of a pastor in a local church is
to give direction to church members in how to read the Bible because according to how it
is read, it can produce faithful benefits or can be a difficult book that frustrates readers as
a difficult riddle.
With the problems related to reading Revelation, I wanted to help identify
representative obstacles that church members face individually or in the church and
suggest an alternative reading approach, focusing on major messages of Revelation not
only for the early churches but also for the modern churches and church members with
the findings of this research project. The Word of God revealed through Revelation
should be kept in mind not only by believers in the early Church but also by believers in
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today's churches, that this book is regarded as a book of the canon. For this project, I
designed a four-series Bible study for the Dayton Korean Grace Methodist Church
(DKGC) in Dayton, Ohio, and interviewed the participants of the Bible study.
Purpose
The purpose of this research project was to evaluate the cognitive and affective
changes of the Bible study participants of DKGC in Ohio, as a result of four Bible study
sessions on how to read the book of Revelation in the local church in order to provide
them with a guide to removing obstacles related to their reading of Revelation.
Research Questions
The following research questions helped fulfill the stated purpose of this study.
Research Question #1
What cognitive and affective characteristics did the participants have with regard
to reading the book of Revelation prior to the implementation of the Bible study sessions?
Research Question #2
What cognitive and affective characteristics did the participants have with regard
to reading the book of Revelation following the implementation of the Bible study
sessions?
Research Question #3
How did the Bible study help participants remove obstacles to understanding and
reading the book of Revelation effectively and responsibly in the local church?
Definition of Terms
To avoid confusion, I define the terms as they are used in the context of the
project based on my own understanding. The primary terms are as follows.
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Cognitive Change
Cognition means the human learning abilities, such as knowledge, comprehension,
application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. Cognitive change is expected of the
participants through the designed Bible study series. In order to evaluate the cognitive
change, they are tested to demonstrate understanding of the main elements of obstacles in
reading the book of Revelation and important messages of the book they should follow
for living faithful lives in the church and in the world. The list of cognitive goals and
objectives of the project should be prepared for the Bible study and the questionnaire.
Affective Change
Affective change relates to attitudes and values in the learning experience. The
participants already possess attitudes and values toward reading the book of Revelation in
light of their individual relationship with God, other persons, nature, and history.
Throughout the experience of attending the Bible study series, they have a chance to
change their affective conditions. Compared to evaluating cognitive changes, evaluating
affective characteristics is more difficult because measuring achievement of desired
affective changes, such as confidence, assurance, or commitment, is difficult. The
affective change desired in participants of the Bible study may occur not from
participation in the project but from continually receiving guidance in the desirable
reading approach.
Obstacles of Reading
Some obstacles hinder readers of Revelation, making reading and understanding
difficult. Readers meet the obstacles from the text of Revelation and from the distorted
interpretation of the text. For example, an obstacle from the text is apocalyptic expression
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itself, which was familiar to people in the early Christian Church but is not familiar to
modern readers. Without the necessary literary understanding about expressions of this
type of genre, readers are apt to lose their way. In order to overcome those obstacles,
readers should study the historical and literary context of the book. Obstacles from the
distorted interpretation of the text include the allegorical interpretation of heretical groups,
the various approaches to reading Revelation, and negative attitudes of church members,
such as fear, confusion, stubbornness, or apathy, that influence individuals to read it
improperly. In order to remove those obstacles, readers should find clear and important
messages revealed through the book and keep their balance without being shaken by any
obstacles.
Revealing Messages
The most important thing in reading Revelation is to discover the messages God
wants to reveal to readers throughout the book and to apply them to their faithful lives.
As part of the canon. Revelation has unchangeable messages not only in the historical
context in which the book was written but also in the context of every generation in
which the book has been read. The messages of the book are not restricted for the future,
as some people insist that the prophecies in the book will be fulfilled in the future. In
order to find out the messages in the book, they should read it not focusing on the
expressions of the writing but focusing on the truth in it because the author uses many
mythological and symbolic expressions to reveal the messages of Revelation.
Ministry Intervention
Korean churches have many programs for reading the Bible thoroughly and
studying it thematically. However, few programs provide church members with the
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necessary information to help them read and understand the Bible rightly, such as how to
read Revelation. The Korean Methodist Church also does not provide members with
materials to help them read each book of the Bible in the local church. Only seminaries
deal with this type of education. However, the Word of God is not only given to
seminarians but also to the people of God in the church community. If they cannot
understand what they hear or read, then they live without the full benefits and blessings
of the Word of God. I expected that this project would proceed successively in the local
church in order to help members receive benefits and blessings by hearing, reading, and
taking to heart the book of Revelation.
This project proceeded through a four-week lecture series in a local church,
DKGC, which belongs to the American Conference of the Korean Methodist Church. The
senior pastor leads this missional church with Korean immigrant members and their
families. The church continually grows under his ministry leadership, and the number of
regular church participants on Sunday is about 150. As a pastor who belongs to the
church, I prepared the syllabus and contents of the lecture and led each session. This
lecture series, which convened regularly on Fridays, was designed to help church
members who were interested in removing obstacles for reading the book of Revelation
and finding unchangeable messages in the book. The number of participants was
expected to be about twenty-five. Using the same room at the church for each lecture, we
spent about one hour per session. According to the results of the questionnaire before the
lecture, the degree of difficulty and the pace of the lecture was controlled. In order to help
the participants follow the lecture, I used visual materials, such as PowerPoint, for each
lecture and had a time for questions and answers.
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Context
DKGC is a Korean immigration church, located in Dayton, Ohio. This church has
maintained a traditional Korean Methodist church influence, although church members
live in the US. They have early morning prayer meetings every day, including Sundays.
Every Friday evening, they gather together for a prayer meeting in which they pray for
their families, church, and the nations. From the perspective of the Korean traditional
church, early morning prayer meetings and Friday night prayer meetings are necessary
for church members to develop their spiritual lives within the church.
Communal dining after the Sunday worship service is another important practice
in which DKGC has followed in the Korean church tradition. Korean churches, as well as
most Korean immigrant churches, consider this love feast an important and valuable
occasion for fellowshipping among church members. During weekdays, Koreans with
American spouses sometimes avoid cooking traditional Korean food in their houses
because other family members might not like the smell or ingredients of the food.
However, every Sunday, they can take part in and enjoy traditional Korean food and side
dishes without any concerns about making an uncomfortable atmosphere. Through this
program, Korean immigrants who have chosen to stay in this country and students who
go to school in the US can placate their homesickness. The meals also function as
excellent opportunities to bind church members together as one body, sharing their lives
in the world.
The language that is mainly used in DKGC is Korean. In the Sunday morning
worship service, an English translation of the preacher's sermon is provided for American
members. Usage of the Korean language in the church makes Korean church members
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feel comfortable. Most of the church members cannot have a deep conversation with
others in English, though they can use simple English for their daily lives. Korean
immigrants, who were born in Korea and live in the US, have difficulty using English
because English has completely different letters, pronunciations, and sentence structure
than the Korean language. Through the church programs, which are carried out in Korean,
the Korean members can be impressed in their minds and be touched deeply in the
worship service, as opposed to the programs that are carried out in English. What they
pray and sing in Korean makes them more comfortable and eager for attending.
The church has a specific movement called "30, 30, 100," placing the motto of the
church as "the center of world missions." The movement involves supporting thirty
mission fields, thirty church plants, and one hundred church workers in the world. Many
church members have joined the movement, and valuable support from the church has
proceeded to various mission fields and people. The church has held the Dayton Mission
Conference each year where missionaries and former missionaries visit the church and
teach about the necessity of missions and prayer for the mission fields.
The church is modeled after the program of Grace Bible College. This program
consists of three stages covering approximately four years: basic class (forty-three weeks),
shepherd life (sixty weeks), and life applications (eighty-four weeks). For the textbooks
of the program, they use Theological Education by Extension (TEE). The Web site of
TEE Korea states that their vision is discipling all believers "by helping churches to
disciple all their members, and to create a healthy church community through TEE
Community Learning" ("Vision and Values"). They seek four valuable ministries through
the program: change-pursuing ministry, community-oriented ministry, church-based
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ministry, and Christ-centered ministry. The study of the book of Revelation is included in
the life applications stage of the Grace Bible College program. The text of the program is
not translated from English to Korean yet, and it does not deal with the obstacles of
church members for reading the book of Revelation in particular, which I consider one of
the main focuses of this project.
Methodology
I designed an explanatory, mixed-method research for this project using a
quantitative and qualitative design, hi order to grasp the tendencies of the church
members regarding reading the book of Revelation, I administered a questionnaire before
and after the implementation of the Bible study sessions. I wrote the questionnaire to
ascertain church members' cognition and affect concerning the reading of Revelation, hi
the questionnaire, they were asked how much they knew about the background and
content of Revelation, what attitudes they had toward Revelation and its reading, and
which parts influenced them regarding understanding Revelation. Using the data
collected by the questionnaire, I analyzed the results of the survey and evaluated the
tendencies of the church members concerning the book of Revelation. Asking some
affective questions, I evaluated their attitudes about the value of reading Revelation in the
church. In addition, other cognitive questions helped me evaluate to what extent the
participants understand how to read Revelation properly in the church, such as the
characteristics of the genre, historical and political background, and its main messages.
For this project, I also designed a qualitative method through which I gathered
information from some of the participants of the Bible study. The individual interviews
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asked some questions about reading Revelation, the influence of heretical groups, and the
effects of the intervention.
Participants
I led the Bible study concerning how to read the book of Revelation in the local
church, using Friday evening time for four weeks in DKGC. The church usually had the
program of evening prayer meeting on Fridays. Most of the participants were the church
members who regularly attended the Friday prayer meeting. The ages ranged from over
30 to 80 even though I did not set an age limit.
Some participants who did not attend Friday prayer meeting regularly were
church members who were interested in reading and interpreting the book of Revelation
and applying its messages to their daily lives. They made decisions to participate in the
Bible study after they received the information from the announcement of the church on
Sunday morning services during two weeks before the first session. The total number of
participants was twenty-five.
Instrumentation
A researcher-designed instrument entitled "A Quesfionnaire for Reading
Revelation" was used for grasping the tendencies and attitudes ofthe participants
concerning reading the book of Revelation in the church before and after implementing
the teaching series. The responses to the quesfionnaire allowed me to compare their initial
characterisfics and changed characterisfics related to their thoughts about reading
Revelation in their individual study, the obstacles for their reading of Revelation, and the
reasons for having difficulty reading Revelafion. This quesfionnaire consisted of twenty
questions (see Appendix A).
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Another instrument of the project was the individual interviews with participants
for collecting qualitative data. I gathered Bible study participant opinions after the
teaching series concerning obstacles of reading Revelation personally or in the church
and their feedback about the topic of reading Revelation ecclesiastically.
Variables
The independent variable of this research project was the Bible study series. Four
sessions of the lecture were presented over four weeks. Visual materials such as
PowerPoint slides and video clips containing the problems of heretical groups related to
interpreting prophecies of Revelation were employed for the participants. The dependent
variables of this research project were the affective and cognitive changes each
participant experienced through the intervention concerning reading Revelation in the
local church.
Data Collection
The researcher-designed pre-and postquestionnaire served as the primary source
of quantitative data collection for the affective and cognitive variables. The result of the
researcher-designed individual interviews with some participants served as the source of
qualitative data collection of personal feelings, opinions, and experiences concerning
reading Revelation. For the individual interviews, I selected seven participants of the
Bible study according to some criteria: They were ( 1 ) participants at all of the sessions of
the Bible study, (2) participants who had attempted to read the book of Revelation but
had difficulties understanding it, (3) participants who experienced meeting some people
who belonged to a heresy group and attempted to persuade them with their biased
interpretation, and (4) volunteers who wanted to share their feedback after the Bible study.
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I used the quantitative and qualitative data written in Korean because the participants'
primary language is Korean. I collected the data and translated it into English.
Data Analysis
I analyzed the result of each response to the questionnaire before and after the
intervention. Comparing the result of the statistics, I described the affective and cognitive
changes of the participants in relation to reading the book of Revelation. Analyzing the
result of the individual interviews, I described participants' experiences and opinions
about reading and understanding Revelation in the church.
Generalizability
The scope of this study is delimited by reading Revelation in the local church. It
does not include detailed exegeses of each verse in every chapter of Revelation as seen in
conmientaries. It focuses on how to help church members open the book of Revelation
and read it for individual and common spiritual benefits in the local church, not on how
to introduce various scholars' theories and debates concerning Revelation.
This research project is limited by the results of the field research at DKGC in
Ohio and by the participants who were volunteers in the Bible study implemented at the
church. It does not represent different views of other church members, denominations, or
American churches. It is restricted by the time period of the field research in which I led a
four-session Bible study series over four weeks.
The outcomes of this study may be applied to church members who want to read
Revelation but do not know how due to many obstacles they cannot overcome and to
church leaders who hesitate to preach and teach Revelation to their congregations
because of many potential dangers and worries. In addition, this study may be helpful for
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those who want to know the real identity of the church and church members proclaimed
in Revelation and to live victorious lives with the appropriate identity in the church and
in the world.
Theological Foundation
Jesus said to his followers that they should have ears to hear for understanding
what he taught by parables. He said to the people, "He who has ears to hear, let him hear"
(Mark 4:9, NASB) after he delivered a parable to them as a way of helping them
understand the words of the parable. Even though people heard the parable of Jesus, all of
them could not understand and receive what they heard. Only people who have ears to
hear can hear and understand the words of his parables.
Likewise, the similar phrase, "He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says
to the churches," appears in chapters 2 and 3 of Revelation (2:7, 11, 17, 29; 3:6, 13, 22).
Even though the words are proclaimed in the community of the church, church members
cannot understand and receive the words if they do not want to hear the words. If they
want to hear only what they want to hear, they do not have ears to hear what is said to the
churches. Simply belonging to the church does not give them the ability to have ears to
listen to the words of God. When they willingly open their ears to hear what is said to
them, they have ears to hear it. Grant R. Osborne suggests that this phrase could translate
as, "Let the one who is willing to hear, hsten" (121), because God's people have the
responsibility to open their ears. If God's people have an unwilling attitude to read or to
hear the words of Revelation, they cannot hear what the Spirit says to the churches.
God does not want to hide the words of Revelation from church members, but he
wants to show the words to them (Rev. 1:1) and wants them to hold fast to the words in
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their daily living (1:3). The purpose ofthe messages contained in Revelation is not to
cause church members to fear or fall into confusion; rather, it is to give church members
encouragement to repel any fear or help them to overcome confusing situations. The
words in Revelation are to be understood though readers have difficulty understanding
the words because they are expressed with many mythological word pictures and symbols,
such as numbers. These typical expressions are characteristic of the Jewish apocalyptic
literature genre.
Readers should have a different reading approach according to the genre category
of the literature. Each genre has its own specific approach in order to comprehend the
expressions used in the writing appropriately. Readers should follow some rules in each
genre for their proper reading. For instance, if one reads poetry by following the rules of
reading prose, the reader cannot understand the deeper and abundant meaning and
intention of the expressions in biblical poetry. The book of Revelation consists of three
specific genres: epistle, prophecy, and apocalyptic literature. Readers of Revelation
should recognize the characteristics of theses genres and follow the rules for reading each
genre in order to understand Revelation properly.
The author of Revelation makes clear that he wrote it to the seven churches in the
province of Asia (1 :4). In other words, the purpose of this book is not to make readers
confused by the eschatological events expressed by forms of prophecy but to give
encouragement and promises to Christians in the church. In the biblical tradition, the
primary function of a prophecy is not a prediction of a certain event that will occur in the
future but a declaration of God's message to his people in the present situation. Biblical
prophecy is defined as "a forth-telling of the divine will, a theological and pastoral
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interpretation or analysis of the present" (Carter 1 1 ). More spiritual benefits are to be
gained in reading Revelation by removing obstacles that cause readers to be confused and
focusing on God's messages given to churches, rather than reading it with the purpose of
predicting the fulfillment of various prophecies in Revelation. Therefore, reading
Revelation ecclesiastically gives modern church members spiritual benefits as well as the
benefits gained by early Church members in the time period of the author.
Overview
Chapter 2 contains biblical, historical, theological, and literary reviews about the
topic of reading Revelation, focusing on obstacles readers meet and messages to the
churches. Chapter 3 presents a detailed explanation of the research project's design, the
research methods, and the methods of data collection and analysis. Chapter 4 presents the
findings of the study. Then, Chapter 5 provides a summary of the conclusion derived
from the interpretation of the data as well as offers suggestions for further inquiry.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE
Introduction
Many Korean church members are hesitant about individually reading Revelation
listed in the last part of the New Testament. Symbolic language and metaphoric
expression throughout Revelation make it difficult to read and understand. God's
judgments towards the world and people who are beheaded by the beast, which follows
the dragon, are described repeatedly in Revelation. Many Korean church members worry
about being the object of God's judgment, about being beheaded by the power of the anti-
Christ. One of the most serious obstacles that hinders them from reading Revelation is
that they regard it as mainly being written about the last things of the world. Heretical
groups mislead people, claiming that they can calculate and foresee when and where the
last time occurs. They also propagate a false gospel in which people receive salvation if
they enter the group. Korean church members should overcome affective and cognitive
obstacles in order to read the book for receiving benefits for their faithful lives.
The purpose of this research project was to evaluate the cognitive and affective
changes of the Bible study participants of DKGC in Ohio, as a result of four Bible study
sessions on how to read the book of Revelation in the local church in order to provide
them with a guide to removing obstacles related to their reading of Revelation. I
examined theological theories to remove affective and cognitive obstacles of Korean
church members in relation to reading and understanding Revelation. In addition, I
examined what messages overarch the entire Revelation, dealing with God, Jesus Christ.
the Holy Spirit, and ethical responses of those who have sound eschatological faith.
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Obstacles of Korean Christians in Reading Revelation
Although Revelation as a book of the church has existed in the Christian churches
throughout the history of the church, many Korean Christians are hesitant about reading
the book of Revelation. While many Korean believers are generally fond of reading the
Gospel of John and 1 , 2, and 3 John, which are called the Johannine literature, they are
reluctant to read the Apocalypse of John, and some of them avoid the book. The reason is
that certain affective and cognitive obstacles block the believers from reading the book of
Revelation. In this section, I deal with the stumbling blocks that exist between Korean
church members and Revelation and how to remove those obstacles and help them read
the book. If the obstacles are removed and Korean Christians solve the problems, the
book of Revelation would be precious as God's word to them when they are no longer
hesitant about reading it, but want to read it more, know it more, and hold fast to its
messages in their faithful lives.
Fear
One of the affective obstacles many Korean believers have is a sense of fear about
reading the book of Revelation. Even though the book is listed in the Bible and allowed
to be read in the church, they have fear in directly approaching the book. Just as the
Israelites were afraid of coming near Moses because his face was radiant when he came
down from Mount Sinai with the stone tablets of the Testimony in his hands (Exod.
34:30), many Korean Christians feel a sense of fear when they directly read and interpret
the words. Holding the book in their hands makes them fearful because they consider the
book of Revelation to be special words containing God's secrets. When the sense of fear.
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like the veil that blocked the Israelites from approaching God's words, is taken away,
Korean believers will enjoy freedom in the words of Revelation (cf. 2 Cor. 3:13-18).
Fear of inability. Many Korean Church members think that they do not have the
proper ability to read and interpret the book of Revelation responsibly. For them,
understanding prophecies and messages from the text of Revelation is considered beyond
their capability. They are easily frustrated in trying to read and interpret the book because
they cannot comprehend what the Revelation reveals in the text. They have anxiety from
their inability to read it and tend to give up attempts to realize messages from the book.
This fear is similar to math anxiety that many students have in school. Moshe
Zeidner and Gerald Matthews define math anxiety as "a widespread phenomenon
affecting student math performance across the globe" (23). Students fear not having the
proper ability or comprehension to solve math problems. When students have negative or
embarrassing experiences about math studies or with a math teacher, they get math
anxiety. This symptom is called math phobia because some of those who have math
anxiety feel fear concerning mathematics. This emotional aspect affects students'
intellectual ability (22). Likewise, believers who have anxiety about reading Revelation
think that they cannot understand what they are reading in the book, so they avoid any
attempts to realize what is revealed from the text with a kind of phobia.
Although they read it in Korean, which they use in their everyday lives, the reason
they cannot understand the meaning of the text is that they consider many visions and
prophecies written in the book hidden from their eyes. For many Korean believers,
Revelafion is regarded as the mysterious book filled with God's concealed secrets. They
ruminate that those hidden secrets can be revealed and interpreted only by special people.
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Since most parts of the book are written in symbohc language, such as numbers and
metaphors, and in the frame of a mythological worldview, ordinary church members
regard Revelation as a book they cannot understand though they read it in their native
language.
Those who are afraid of reading Revelation should have confidence that they can
understand the messages in it. Unlike the prejudice of Korean church members, it was not
written to hide God's secrets but to reveal messages of prophecies to deliver God's
secrets to those who belong to God just as people can see in the first verse of the book.
The meaning of the first Greek word, d7ioKdA,u\|/i(;, is not related to something concealed
or hidden, but to something revealed or disclosed (Bauer 112). The author helps reader
understanding by interpreting some symbolic words in the text: for example, "the seven
stars are the angels of the seven churches, and the seven lampstands are the
seven churches" (1:20); "the four living creatures and the twenty-four elders fell down
before the Lamb, having each one a harp, and golden bowls full of incense, which are the
prayers of the saints" (5:8); "The woman whom you saw is the great city, which reigns
over the kings of the earth" (17: 18). When readers find the meaning of symbolic words in
Revelation, they can have confidence in their reading.
Church believers who fear focusing on what is hidden in Revelation should read
by focusing on what can be revealed through the book. When they have chances to learn
how to read Revelation properly with reference to the characteristics of the genre as
Christian apocalyptic literature and to methods for interpreting symbolic languages,
rather than reading it without these frameworks, they can receive help in understanding
what is revealed in the book. Warren Carter emphasizes the necessity that readers should
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focus on the messages revealed from the book (11-12). If their attitude is changed
through the Bible study, they can be free from the fear that they cannot understand
Revelation because it is filled with unrevealed mysteries.
Fear of God's judgment. Another reason that Korean believers have a sense of
fear is that they recognize the book of Revelation as one of judgment. The book describes
God as fearful, judging all people and the world and punishing them. As the one who is in
control of judgment, God discerns all people, and as the result of his discernment, some
people will receive eternal punishment and some people will enjoy eternal blessings. The
book of Revelation is filled with many judgments and punishments. For example, three
series of visions describe God's wrath and judgments: the vision of seven seals (6:1-8:5),
the vision of seven trumpets (8:6-1 1 : 19), and the vision of seven bowls (15: 1-16:20). The
writings to the seven churches in minor Asia contain certain reproaches of Christ to the
churches: Ephesus (2:4-5), Pergamum (2:14-16), Thyatira (2:20-23), Sardis (3:lc-3), and
Laodicea (3:15-19). When they read the reproaches to the believers in the churches, they
can have anxiety about whether they are included as people judged by God, even though
the purpose of God's reproaches to the churches is to give believers opportunities to
repent and obey what they received and heard (2:5, 21; 3:3, 19). In addition, the book of
Revelation contains material about God's wrath toward the dragon, beasts, and Babylon.
This fear can be removed through education about the intention of the author and
the messages of the book. Their fear about God's judgment in the book of Revelation is
based on their vague worries not on clear reasons. When they recognize the creatures who
cannot avoid God's judgment of wrath, they can overcome their fear. God's judgment in
Revelation does not reach to the believers who belong to God and worship him, but it
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does reach to the unbehevers who belong to Satan and serve other gods. God's judgment
does not do harm to those who were sealed by God (20:4-5) but harms those who do not
have the seal of God (9:4) or those who were sealed by the beast (13:17; 16:2). It has
nothing to do with overcomers whose names recorded in the book of life (3:5; 21:27) but
with those whose names have not been written in the book of life ofthe Lamb (13:8; 17:8;
20: 15). It does not influence those who overcome or those who do not worship idols (2:7,
11, 17, 26; 3:5, 12,21; 15:2; 17:14; 21:7 ) but those who worship idols (13:12; 14:01;
16:2; 19:20). hi other words, the book of Revelation is not the book of judgment to God's
people but the book of salvation to God's people. Thus, when Korean believers realize
through Bible study that Revelation was not written in order to warn of God's judgment
to believers but to comfort those who will be saved from all kinds of judgments and to
encourage them not to belong to people who cannot avoid God's wrath, they can remove
any fear concerning reading the book.
Fear of uncertainty about how to interpret and apply Revelation. Many
Korean members are hesitant about reading the book of Revelation for fear of
understanding it wrongly. They are especially psychologically fearful about applying the
messages of the book to their daily lives because they think it contains many visions and
prophecies related to the last things in the world where they live. In addition, they are
cautious about how they read and apply the contents of Revelation because some
Christian groups are biased by extreme eschatological expectations. They arouse criticism
both in the church and in the world by applying their wrong understanding about the
eschatological messages of Revelation to their lives.
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Some believers who belong to such groups or are influenced by the groups insist
that God's special direct revelation comes to persons who are eagerly waiting for the
second coming of Jesus like John in the book of Revelation. They boldly say that they
know beforehand the date of Jesus' second coming and that they also know what, where,
and how historical events occur in the world. For example, the Dami Mission proclaimed
that only 144,000 believers who belonged to the group would be lifted up into heaven on
28 October 1992. Jangrim Lee, who was the founder of the eschatological religious group
warned that people who did not belong to the group would be left behind in the world and
could not avoid wars, famine, and sufferings during the last seven years before the second
coming of the Lord Jesus Christ (Yonggi Cho 137). The leader of the Dami Mission
strongly encouraged those who believed the interpretation about the last day of the world
to be ready to leave the world and to devote themselves to missions, martyrdom, and
prayers. However, nothing happened on that day, and the activities of the group evoked
criticism in the world and in the church. Those who held fast to the wrong eschatological
faith encountered a big crisis in their faithful lives and were at a loss of what to do
because they gave up their jobs and property in the world. Many Korean Christians in
established churches who watched the situation unfold around this erroneous
understanding about eschatology were also fearful about possibly having a wrong
understanding about last things from the book of Revelation.
Korean church members are fearful of suffering plagues by reading the book of
Revelation improperly. In other words, they hesitate to read Revelation for fear that they
will receive God's judgment, such as calamities described in the book, or lose the
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privileges they have as God's people. Two verses at the end of the book warn them about
improperly reading the book:
I testify to everyone who hears the words of the prophecy of this book: if
anyone adds to them, God will add to him the plagues which are written in
this book; and if anyone takes away from the words of the book of this
prophecy, God will take away his part from the tree of life and from the
holy city, which are written in this book. (22:18-19)
According to these two verses, God's judgment seems to have no exceptions for those
who read and interpret the book improperly, so Korean Christians do not want to read and
interpret Revelation improperly. Many of them tend to have passive and defensive
attitudes in order to avoid God's judgment. They want to receive passively the messages
of Revelation through the words a pastor reads, interprets, and proclaims in the church
rather than read the book directly and find God's messages.
This fear Korean Christians have can be overcome or removed through education
such as Bible study because it is caused by some misunderstandings. The warnings
appearing in Rev. 22: 18-19 do not preclude them from reading the book but indicate that
the traditional formula expresses its strong authoritative character (Witherington 283). hi
order for the prophecies in the book to have authority as God's words, the contents of the
prophecies should not be added or reduced (cf. Deut. 4:2; 12:32). Rather, the warnings
are applied to false teachers who add their own instructions to the book or reduce the
messages God wants to deliver to all the churches (Osborne 795). Thus, the book of
Revelation should be read by Korean church members to respect the authority of the
prophecies, not to be distracted by the teachings of false teachers, to fmd God's messages
through the prophecies not only for readers in the period in which the book was written
but also for today's readers rather than to be afraid of reading the book.
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Confusion
Biblical scholars have different interpretive perspectives about the contents and
fulfillment of the visions and prophecies in the text of Revelation. Pastors in the local
churches interpret the text of Revelation based on certain scholars' academic perspective,
which influences their preaching. Church members also listen to the messages of
Revelation interpreted with various perspectives chosen by preachers. From this situation,
Korean believers are confused when they hear different interpretations of the same text.
For example, they are confused with various interpretations of the number 144,000 and
the number 666.
The number 144,000 (7:2-8; 14:1-5). The number 144,000 means the number of
people who are sealed on their foreheads among the twelve tribes of Israel (7:4). These
people are regarded as those who are saved by God's grace. Some people want to
interpret the statement literally, so they believe them to be faithful Jews. As Paul
understands people who belong to Christ as the seed of Abraham (Gal. 3:29; cf Rom.
2:29; Phil. 3:3), some people want to interpret the number symbolically, so they
understand them as God's people, that is, people who believe in Jesus (Osborne 31).
Concerning the place of receiving the seal, if interpreting literally, the mark is placed on
their foreheads. On the contrary, if interpreting symbolically, the mark of the seal
indicates baptism or the presence of the Holy Spirit that makes them know that they
belong to God (Carter 69).
The number 144,000 is interpreted as those in God's army who are called to serve
him in battle (Bauckham, Climax 216-17). According to Richard Bauckham, a census in
the Old Testament is related to counting the military power of the nation (Exod. 30: 1 1-16;
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Num. 1; 2 Sam. 24). Meanwhile, Ben Witherington, III understands people who receive
God's seals on their foreheads as the total number of people who have faith (137).
Contrary to God's judgment of people who did not receive his seals on their foreheads
(9:4), the number 144,000 are the people who are sealed in Christ, both Jews and Gentiles
united in Christ. As a symbolic number, 144,000 is made of 12 x 12 x 1000 or 12 x
12,000 and means complete completeness, or an innumerable number because the
number twelve denotes fullness of God's people, and the number one thousand denotes a
large number with enhanced symbolism in multiples (Gorman 17-19).
The number 144,000 is interpreted differently according to various scholars. The
influence they receive causes pastors in the local church to apply their interpretation
differently in their preaching or teaching. Heresy groups interpret the number differently
as they want it to apply to their group. The Shincheonji seduced Christians from
established churches to their group where they have twelve tribes of Israel that are sealed
by the words of their leader ("The 12 Tribes). The various interpretations of the number
confuses Korean believers when reading the text of Revelation. However, their confusion
can be solved when they learn to read the book with a broader perspective, not focusing
closely on identifying the number. With the general perspective, readers can recognize
that 144,000 people in 7:4 and 14: 1, 3 are introduced as the people ofGod's salvation not
the people of God's judgment. In other words, when people see the part of the book
within the broad perspective of the book, they can receive various interpretations of the
part. The book of Revelation reveals not only God's judgment toward the world and
unbelievers but also God's salvation toward believers. Thus, church members who are not
the object of judgment but the object of salvation does not need to hesitate reading the
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book of Revelation but can enjoy reading and affirm their identities as people saved by
God. Keeping this broad perspective will lessen the amount of confusion that readers
experience.
The number 666 (13:18). Korean believers are confused about the identity of the
number 666 because it is variously interpreted. Scholars, church leaders, or individual
Christians have tried to disclose the identity of the number by their own plausible reasons
based on some indirect clues that the text provides:
And he [the beast] causes all, the small and the great, and the rich and
the poor, and the free men and the slaves, to be given a mark on their right
hand or on their forehead, and he provides that no one will be able to buy
or to sell, except the one who has the mark, either the name of the beast or
the number of his name. Here is wisdom Let him who has understanding
calculate the number of the beast For the number is that of a man; and his
number is six hundred and sixty-six. (Rev. 13:16-18)
Some people understand 666 as related to buying or selling things because they find a
clue from the text (v. 17). They claim that the Universal Product Code (UPC), commonly
called a bar code, represents the number 666 (Relfe 51). The code has several vertical
lines of different width: according to individual numbers. The international bar code is
divided into three parts by three guard bars: first, middle, and last line. The three guard
bars are identical with the shape and width of the number 6 bar code representing the
mark of 666 (53). Those who consider UPC the mark of the beast warn that this invention
was precisely what the author of Revelation was prophesying about the number of 666.
However, bar codes, which differentiate and recognize products, cannot be the
number 666, which represents the number of the beast. According to the context of the
text, only unbelievers can receive the mark of the beast and have the privilege to buy and
sell; however, believers today can freely buy and sell things with bar codes without any
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restricted regulation. In addition, if the bar code is the number 666, the number of the
beast did not have any meaning to the Christians who lived before the invention of the
bar code. Many Korean Christians were hesitant about buying products printed with bar
codes on them. Most Korean Christians now do not have strong resistance to the system
although a few Korean believers still resist purchasing things with bar codes attached.
Some people claim that inserting a VeriChip into the human body, which is a rice-
sized chip containing personal information, is identical with receiving the mark of the
beast. Like the confusion with the bar code, their claim caused Korean believers to be
confused about the number 666. VeriChip, combining the words verification and chip, is
a tiny microchip implanted under the human subcutaneous tissue. Personal proper
identification and bio-information are stored in the chip. It functions as a radio frequency
identification chip and is also called biochip, medichip, VeriMed, or microchip (Villiers
8-9). VeriChip is the brand name of its company and the name was changed to positivelD
in 2010. Implantation of the chip typically takes fifteen minutes or less. It is designed to
be implanted in a hand or an arm by injection. It can be automatically recharged by the
temperature of the body, so people use it semi-permanently without additional treatments,
and the patient's database inside the chip can be shared with medical facilities that can
read them (Akrivopoulou and Psygkas 173-75).
If the mark of the number is interpreted as the VeriChip, it cannot give any
significance to those who lived before the invention of the chip. The distinction between
believers who receive the mark from God and people who receive the mark from the
beast is significant not only to the generation after the invention of VeriChip but also to
the believers who lived in the past. In addition, allowing the chip to be implanted into the
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human body does not mean that people turn their backs on God and follow the power of
the beast. Such a claim that VeriChip is the mark of the beast is arbitrary. According to
the tradition of the Bible, receiving a mark on the forehead and one on the hand indicates
one's identity to show obviously to whom the person belongs (Carter 92). VeriChip
cannot be the mark of the beast because people cannot differentiate whether the person
received the chip in the body or not.
The method of designating a proper name as a number was used in the ancient
Hebrew and Greek world and is called gematria or isopsephism. Gematria is the way to
add the value of Greek words written in Hebrew characters (Bauckham, Climax 388-89).
Like gematria, isopsephism is the system of designating persons or things with a total
number after adding the numbers allocated to every letter in Greek (Paul 23). Using
gematria and isopsephism, many people have attempted to decode the number to discover
an identity. However, many Korean believers are confused because of the various results
of possible attempts: computer, Nero Caesar, the beast, abbreviation in Greek of full
Latin title of Domitian (i.e., Imperator Caesar Domitianus Augustus Germanicus).
Salem Kirban claims that the identity of the number 666 is "COMPUTER" with
the use of gematria (125). He assigns numerical values to the English alphabet starting
with A as 6 and adding another 6 to the value for each consecutive letter. Thus, if all
number values of each letter of computer are added, the total number becomes 666: c=18,
0=90, m=78, p=96, u=126, t=120, e=30, r=108. However, he does not explain why he
designates the number 6 to the letter A and adds 6 to every number following. His attempt
to apply gematria to the English alphabet is arbitrary. Like the barcode and VeriChip, this
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claim is neither persuasive nor of value to the narrow perspective of the believers who
did not know computers or English.
The claim that the identification of the number 666 is Nero Caesar is also based
on gematria. As the most broadly accepted claim, the total number adding each Hebrew
consonant of Nero Caesar (nop which matches each Greek consonant (Npv Kpv),
representing the Greek words (Nepcjv KaToap) is 666: 1=200, 0=60, p=100, 1=50, 1=6,
1=200, 2=50 (Bauckham, Climax 387). Although the claim that the identification of the
number 666 is the emperor Nero has considerable persuasion, it should be very careful to
defme the identification of the number with gematria because other combinations of
Hebrew or Greek letters that have numeric values can also total number 666. The Greek
word indicating the beast is Orjpiov, and the Hebrew consonant value of the word is IVin,
whose gematria also becomes 666: 1=50, 1=6, ^=10, 1=200, n=400 (389). Greek words
such as EYAN0AI: (E=5, Y=400, A=l, N=50, 0=9, A=l, S=200), AATEINOS (A=30,
A=l, T=300, E=5, 1=10, N=50, 0=70, X=200), or TEITAN (T=300, E=5, 1=10, T=300,
A= 1 , N=50) suggested by Hippolytus as the possible name of the beast can also total 666
(St. h-enaeus 30.3). Among the possible innumerable combinations of Hebrew and Greek
alphabets, confirming the identification of the beast or the number of the beast that the
author intended is difficult (Gate 128). In addition, four different numbers are used at
least in manuscripts and versions. In some minuscules such as 2344, the number 665 is
written in the verse; in Old Latin manuscript the number 646 is shown; the important
manuscripts (papyrus 115) and C (Ephraemi Syri Rescriptus) have the number 616. Thus,
the number can be interpreted as an antagonist who lets people hve and stand against God.
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Too much focus on deciphering the identity of the beast with limited clues in the
text may hinder readers from grasping the fundamental messages revealed in Revelation.
They should be very cautious about confirming the second beast as a specific person who
lived in history. One of the mistakes Korean believers make in reading the book of
Revelation is to get easily caught up in the detail of symbolic language and metaphoric
descriptions, so they cannot see the big idea of the author in certain passages or in the
whole book (Horn 176).
When people read the book of Revelation as a whole, they cannot evade ceaseless
questions concerning to whom they currently belong. They are pressed to check their
position between God's side and Satan's side or make a decision to which side they
choose to belong. Receiving a mark in the ancient world means being someone's
possession. Receiving a mark on the forehead or right hand does not mean receiving a
mark practically on those parts of the body but is a symbolic expression to confirm their
positions (Carter 92). From this perspective, receiving the mark of the beast means that
they live to belong to Satan's side, obeying the evil power that rules this world, or false
prophets. Thus, church members do not need to be confused because they cannot discover
the identity of the beast. Rather, what is more important is to check the condition of their
own faith and whether they make an effort to live as ones who belong to God or whether
they live to have the blessing of salvation as ones who belong to God.
Korean church members' obstacles of confusion can be solved through Bible
study. If they learn why bar codes and VeriChips cannot be the identity of the number 666
through Bible study, they will not be confused by the claim. If they learn the weak points
and narrowness of attempts to interpret the number 666 as an historical, specific person.
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they would be less interested in discovering the identity of the number. Rather, in the
broad and wide frame of the book, they can focus on living while asking constantly
whether they belong to the numbers of God's people who are saved, rather than living as
people who are against God's power.
Limited Reading
As eating only what one wants breaks the balance of a healthy body, reading only
what one wants in Revelation can do harm to a healthy faithful life in the church. People
need to take a good mix of all the nourishment from food in order to keep their bodies in
good condition. When believers only read specific passages or chapters in Revelation,
read to fmd proof texts for their particular assertions, or read it leaning towards specific
theological doctrines such as eschatology, they cannot receive healthy and balanced
benefits through their reading of Revelation.
Reading limited to specific chapters. When some Korean pastors preach using
the texts of Revelation, they tend to limit the texts to passages in chapters 2 and 3. While
they consider that those chapters consist of instructions, reproaches, exhortations, and
promises not only to the seven churches in Asia Minor at that time but also to the present
churches, they regard other chapters only as speculative content filled with mythological
images. Thus, they choose their sermon passages from chapters 2 and 3 in order to deliver
meaningful messages in the church.
Korean church members who are influenced by the preachers of that tendency
want to read only chapters 2 and 3, which are relafively easy to understand. Even through
that partial reading, they can grasp certain messages from the passages, for example,
recovering first love (2:4-5), exhortation and promise in afflicfions and poverty (2:9-10),
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warning against secularization (2:14-15; 2:20-21), warning against Christians who have
only names not deeds (3: 1-2), Blessings with Christ (3:8-9), and warning against
Christians who deceive themselves (3:17-18). However, partial reading restricted by
certain passages causes believers not to find deeper and plentiful messages recognized
through reading the whole book.
The messages of Revelation 2-3 are not broken apart from other portions of the
book of Revelation but are closely connected with them. The introduction of the one who
commands to write to each messenger of the seven churches is closely related to the
description of Christ who is introduced in other places: the one who holds the seven stars
in his right hand and walks among the seven golden lampstands (1:13, 20; 2: 1), the one
who is the First and the Last, who died and came to life again (1: 17-18; 2:8), the one who
has the sharp, double-edged sword (1 : 16; 2: 12), the Son of God whose eyes are like
blazing fire and whose feet are like burnished bronze (1:14-15; 2: 18), the one who holds
the seven spirits of God and the seven stars (1:4, 16; 3:1), the one who is holy and true,
who holds the key of David (3:7; 6: 10; 19: 1 1), the Amen, the faithful and true witness,
the ruler ofGod's creation (1:2, 22; 22:16, 20; 3:14). In other words, partial reading is
better than not reading, but reading the book of Revelation as a whole is much better than
any partial reading because whole reading is necessary for finding and receiving a
balanced theology or overall message in Revelation.
Reading focused on disputed topics. Many themes are still disputed, and they do
not come to even one agreed-upon conclusion in the book of Revelation such as the
identity of the two witnesses in chapter 9, the identification of the number 666 in chapter
13, the identity ofthe 144,000 people who receive the mark of God, and the timing ofthe
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millennium. According to the opinions of scholars and pastors, interpretation and
application of the themes are totally different. Although some church members try to fmd
the passages in dealing with disputed themes, they are apt to overlook where the problem
passage is located in the whole book of Revelation. When they attempt to read the
passage, they do not consider the context before and after the passage widely but focus on
the words of the themes following interpretation influenced by others.
The theme of the millennium is one of the representative disputed problems
appearing in chapter 20 that interpreters approach from different angles. While
premillenarians believe that they will reign with Christ a thousand years after the second
coming of Jesus Christ, postmillenarians consider the duration of the millennium as the
period between the first coming of Jesus and the second coming. The latter group is also
called amillenarians because they do not believe the millennium of Christ will come to
the earth before the final judgment. The expression "reigned with Christ a thousand years"
(19:4) causes readers to focus on the number one thousand. However, when people read
this passage carefully in detail, the theme is not about the millennium but about the first
resurrection (K. Lee 530). hi other words, the author of Revelation does not imply
reigning with Christ on earth for a thousand years but that those who reign with Christ are
introduced as those who had been beheaded. In addition, the second coming of Jesus is
not directly related to the period of reign (544). If believers do not read the book of
Revelation as a whole, they are easily bound by the number one thousand. However, if
they read the book thoroughly, they can realize that the usages of numbers in Revelation
are not literal but develop their ability to see each passage in the wider frame of the book.
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Reading limited by specific doctrine. Revelation is mainly regarded by many
Korean believers as the book written about last things in the world. They think that they
know what will happen in the end times and when these things will occur if they carefully
decipher the prophecies and visions in Revelation. To them, the book of Revelation is like
a time table in which occurrences in the end times are written. Some heresy groups that
have strong eschatological tendencies hold fast to these perspectives. They are so
confident about the happenings in the end times based on the interpretation of the
prophecies and visions of Revelation that they emphasize preparation for the end time for
their members.
Some believers consider Revelation itself as the book written for Christians'
eschatological faith. They do not agree that they can know what will happen in the world
in the end times, but they emphasize reading Revelation with a focus on eschatological
faith. With eschatological faith, they have hope of the life after the last moment of this
world. Revelation provides eschatological promise of the first resurrection to those who
died on God's side and come to life (20:5). Even though believers' eschatological
decision and God's promise take significant position in Revelation, eschatology is not the
only important theology with which Revelation deals. The book contains valuable
theological content for believers in the church such, as the doctrine of God, Christology,
pneumatology, soteriology, liturgies, ecclesiology, hamartiology, angelogy, demonology,
as well as eschatology. Using the form of apocalypse. Revelation contains essential
theology for Christian life. If Korean believers read Revelation with understanding about
the variety of important theologies, they are not biased to see only eschatology but
receive help from the theologies to live balanced and healthy, faithful lives with
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appropriate Christian identity. Education to introduce and explain important theologies of
Revelation is helpful to church members for rectifying biased word choice.
Apathy
Some Korean believers have no affect (i.e., have apathy) in relation to reading
Revelation. They close their eyes towards Revelation or close their ears to hearing the
messages from the book. They do not have any concern about reading Revelation with a
closed mind. To some of them, the mythological worldview of the book does not provide
any meaning. Some of them do not want to read and talk about the book because they do
not want to expose themselves to the danger or temptation of heretical groups. Another
reason they have apathy towards Revelation is that their faithful concern is not on the
messages from Revelation but on physical, spiritual, and material blessings they can
enjoy in this world.
Repulsion to mythological worldview of Revelation. Similar to the general
worldview of the New Testament, Revelation has a kind ofmythological worldview that
modem Christians consider too obsolete to understand. To modern people who live in the
generation where they can look into the universe with an astronomical telescope,
receiving the vision of John in which he saw God's throne (4:2), four living creatures
around the throne (4:6), and twenty-four elders who worship God (4: 10) is not easy. The
beast coming up from the Abyss (11:7) and the enormous red dragon that has seven heads,
ten homs, and seven crowns on his heads (12:3) are characters modern people cannot fmd
in the real world, but they appear in science fiction films. Some of them think that
Revelation is not worthy of reading for their faithful benefit. However, the thing people
should not overlook is what the author attempted to reveal through the worldview of
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Revelation. Readers lose their way when they remain in the mythological worldview of
Revelation. Rather than focusing on mythological expressions, readers should attempt to
find meanings or messages in the mythological expressions (Bultmann, Jesus Christ 2\).
Treating mythological thought or expression as negative is not necessary. Many
Christians today are not free from mythological thought with relation to their faithful
lives. They cannot properly express descriptions beyond their thought and experience by
using objects in the real world. The messages of Revelation to the church and believers
are delivered with mythological expressions and frame in order to reveal deeper and
plentiful meanings. The real obstacle of reading Revelation is not in the mythological
expression itself but in the understanding of Revelation within the readers' own capacity.
When education about deeper and plentiful messages of Revelation written in
mythological expressions is provided to those who say that they do not have any concern
about reading Revelation, their attitudes can be changed and their obstacles can be
removed.
Defense against temptation of false teachers. Some Korean Christians draw a
defense line and have a passive attitude about reading Revelation because they do not
want to fall into the temptation of false teachers who approach established church
members with particular verses of Revelation. False teachers like to use verses in
Revelation to support their assertions. Their serious problem is that they use the verses
arbitrarily. They do not listen to what the text says to them; rather, they make the text say
what they want to say. For example, a false teacher of Shincheonji asserts that their
shepherd saw visions in heaven and is creating the kingdom of God on the earth
("Promised Pastor"). Their assertion is based on "a new heaven and a new earth" (21:1)
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and "the Holy City, the new Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God" (21:2).
Most frequently. Revelation is used as the book by Shincheonji false teachers when they
approach church members in the established church. They introduce their true shepherd
to church members based on the words of Revelation. They tempt church members by
stating that church pastors of the established church cannot understand the vision of John
but that their shepherd knows the meaning of John's vision correctly because he also saw
the same vision in heaven.
Some church members think that they should not read Revelation individually in
order not to be influenced by the wrong interpretation or application of verses in
Revelation. They are satisfied with listening to church pastors' preaching rather than with
reading Revelation directly. Some of them do not want even to listen to pastors'
preaching and ask preachers not to use passages in Revelation as sermon texts. However,
reading Revelation helps them have discernment, keep from false influence, and
understand and apply Revelation properly.
Education about presuppositions for reading Revelation can provide church
members with discernment to repel false teachers' temptations and recognition that false
teachers use verses in Revelation arbitrarily. If people read Revelation with a wrong bias,
they close their ears to what the text says, but if they read the book with proper
preunderstanding, they can realize more clearly what the text says (Bultmann, Glauben
142).
Interest in prosperity theology, not purity of Christian life. Receiving
blessings in the present life is the primary concern of some Korean church members. The
motive to begin their faithful lives is the belief that they can live blessed lives in the
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world by the help of God. They are interested in having healthy lives, successful
businesses, good work places, peaceful families, success for their children, and good
reputations after they believe in Jesus. While the Korean church has drastically grown
quantitatively, established churches have taught this main catchphrase: "If you believe in
Jesus, you can receive blessings." Although the blessings did not mean only blessings in
this present world, following the Korean War, people hoped to escape poverty and disease
in their difficult situation. Rev. Yonggi Cho of Yeoeuido Full Gospel Church, who led
dramatic church growth after the 1970s, especially proclaimed positive messages to
church members that their circumstances and conditions would be changed better if they
depended on God, suggesting threefold blessings. Based on 3 John 1:2, he preached that
those who believe in God should receive blessings from God: soul gets well; all they do
goes well; and, they enjoy good health ("Threefold Blessing"). However, his concern was
that Korean church members succeed in their lives with their faith, not on how they
should live as believers in Jesus. In other words, his emphasis was biased to phenomenal
quantitative blessings in life. He overlooked invisible qualitative blessings in life.
Christians cannot say that Christians should live a blessed life regardless of any ways and
means. Rather, they should say that even though they believe in Jesus, they may live in
poverty, have disease, receive suffering and persecution, or face death. However, they can
endure in any situation because they have faith in Jesus. They can live their lives as God
pleases. They can receive blessings to live victorious lives in faith.
By reading Revelation, Christians who are mainly concerned about successful life
in this present world have an opportunity to think which life they should live as believers.
They can realize that God's blessings are not restricted in their successful lives in this
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world. They will have a chance to recognize that they may encounter disadvantage in
order to keep the purity of their faith. Revelation Bible study provides church members
the opportunity to think who believers are in Revelation and which values present-day
believers should have. Revelation Bible study also provides motivation to keep balance in
their faithful lives and to challenge them to have unshakable strong faith regardless of
any circumstance and condition.
The Book of Revelation as Canon
When the book of Revelation was written,' fragments of the New Testament were
already regarded as authoritative writings in early Christian churches as well as the Old
Testament in Greek (LXX). The writings were in the churches in order to keep faithful
truth for early Church members as the texts for Christian community: Gospels that
contain Jesus Christ's birth, life, teaching, death, and resurrection; Paul's and other
authors' epistles that explain God's salvific work through Jesus Christ and theological
teachings and practical instructions for churches and their members; and. Acts, which
dynamically testifies to God's work through early Church features and events. After the
book of Revelation was written, it began to be included in the list of holy and
authoritative writings even though the whole Bible was not collected together in a single
volume. Early Church leaders and Christians included the Apocalypse of John, which was
recorded relatively late as one of the New Testament texts in the church. The book of
Revelation was closely related to early Church community and Christian faithful life.
' Scholars continue the debate over the time of Revelation's writing. Some consider that it was
written after the death of Nero. The majority of scholars consider that it was written during the ruling
period of Domitian. Other scholars set the time of writing broadly between AD 70 and 100 (Osborne 6-9).
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History of Revelation's Canonization
The main interest of early Christians in the first century was not in copying
Christian writings or keeping them in the church. After the death and resurrection of
Jesus Christ, they did not think they needed to record the life and teaching of Jesus Christ,
the problems of the churches, and the instructions for faithful life in the world because
they broadly expected the Lord's imminent returning after which he would establish his
kingdom on earth (McDonald 89). However, as their expectancy delayed, the gospel
spread to a large area, and the numbers in the church rapidly increased. After the apostles
of the Lord died. Christians in the church needed special books to be written for their
Christian lives not as the form of whole bundle of books but as individual books. Early
Christians and churches had little possibility to own each book belonging to the Old and
New Testaments because producing a book that met standards took a long time to write
by hand and was expensive in order to pay the person who copied writings and to use
high quality materials. Early churches by the fourth century had the texts of Christian
writings in the form of a codex or leaf book that was "an informal, economical, and
handy format" instead of producing traditional standard scrolls (Gamble 33). Therefore,
each early church kept different kinds and amounts of Christian writings according to the
financial condition of the church.
Each church continually had to gather and select work among Christian writings
until Athanasius, bishop ofAlexandria, made the list of twenty-seven books of the New
Testament and declared that these were faithfully beneficial books worth reading in the
church in the fourth century (AD 367). Although Marcion was a person who had a biased
standard for selecting canon that was influenced by Gnosticism, he is the first person who
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produced a selection of books as far as Christian scholars know, hi his canon, he did not
include the Old Testament nor other Gospels and epistles except Luke and ten epistles of
Paul among the New Testament. He believed God appeared in the Old Testament as
different from the one whom Jesus Christ called his Father. According to his evaluation,
the original apostles of Jesus Christ, except for Paul, were not faithful any longer because
they mixed the teaching of Jesus Christ with the law of the Old Testament (Bruce 134-44).
Whether Marcion knew the book of Revelation is not clearly certain; he did not include it
in his list. If he knew it, he would probably have rejected the book as canon because John
is named as author and was not considered by Marcion to be a faithful apostle and
because many verses in the book of Revelation use expressions from the Old Testament,
which he did not recognize as God's word.
Due to the unhealthy influence ofMarcion's selecting list and continually
produced Gnostic documents, the Christian church needed to arrange the list of Christian
books regarded as Scripture in the church. Another list called the Muratorian fragment
appeared at the end of the second century. The Apocalypse of John naturally had a place
as the writing of the prophet (Bruce 158-64). The author of Revelation introduced himself
as the prophet endowed with divine authority and emphasized that Christians of the
church community needed to receive the prophecies he wrote in the book as they were
(Rev. 22:18-19). Dimitris J. Kyrtatas presents that the verses show divine authority of the
book in the process of creating the whole collection: "When the New Testament canon
came into being, this declaration became, as we have seen, a catch phrase for the whole
collection" (38). Divine authority of Revelation played a considerable part in the
confirmation of Scripture to early Christians in the church. Irenaeus and leaders of early
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churches criticized the Montanists as false prophets who distorted messages using the
prophetic and eschatological character of Revelation, but they still considered the
prophecy of the Apocalypse important in the Christian church (Constantinou 21-22).
Rejection of the followers of Marcion and misused by the Montanists did not shake
apostolic and divine authority of the book of Revelation.
Origen of Alexandria strongly agreed that the Apocalypse should be included in
the list of the books for the church, admitting the apostleship of the author. He sorted
Christian writings into two classes: One is homologoumena, which means ones
acknowledged by all; the other is ou pantes fasink gnesious, which means ones disputed
and not universally acknowledged as genuine. He regarded the book of Revelation as the
one that belonged to homologoumena because Revelation was familiar to congregations
of the church community, and he considered the book interpreted for the church
(Constantinou 25). However, the opinion of Origen was refused by his pupils, Dionysios
and Eusebius. Dionysios presented that the author of Revelation was not the same person
as the author of the Gospel of John, analyzing and comparing styles and vocabularies in
the two texts (Bruce 195-96). Eusebius divided Christian collection books into three
categories: homologoumena, antilegomena, which means ones disputed but with which
most Christians of the church were familiar, and notha, which means ones rejected and
that he calls "illegitimate" or "spurious" (Metzger 203). He included the book of
Revelation into homologoumena, but he also included the book into antilegomena
because he did not agree with the apostolic authorship of the book (Dunbar 316). Cyril of
Jerusalem classified the book of Revelation as one unsuitable to read in the church,
declaring, "Let no private psalms nor any uncanonical books be read in the church, but
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only the canonical ones of the New and Old Testament" (qtd. in Metzger 210). In other
words, Cyril did not include the book of Revelation in the New Testament. The reason
why churches in the East took an uncertain position about whether they included
Revelation in the canon of the New Testament was that no Greek commentaries on it
existed in the East by the sixth century. On the contrary, the reason why the book of
Revelation was included in the canon in the West was that Latin commentaries of
Revelation existed early to help with the reading of the book in the church (Constantinou
xiii-xv). Although the book of Revelation had the long unsettled status in the East the
church gradually accepted the twenty-seven books of the New Testament, including the
book of Revelation as the Christian canon through the official declaration by Athanasius
(AD 367), the Council of Hippo (AD 393), and the Council of Carthage (AD 397).
The Church's Book� Revelation
Apostolic authenticity was one of the important standards in collecting and
accepting early Christian writings into the New Testament canon (Metzger 251-54). After
confirming the twenty-seven books as the New Testament canon, apostolic authenticity
continued to be discussed. Even some modern New Testament scholars raise doubt about
apostolic authenticity and the date of writing for many books belonging to the New
Testament (Meade 206). As the result of their critical research, they conclude that some
of the books in the New Testament were pseudographs or anonymous works, so that
holding apostolic authenticity of all books in the New Testament with only blind faith is
not possible any longer.
Fortunately, the criticism about apostolic authenticity of the New Testament canon
cannot destroy the canonical authority of the twenty-seven New Testament books because
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the church community traditionally has held fast only to those books as the canon of the
Church. The argument about apostolic authenticity cannot still overwhelm the Church
community and the tradition of the community (Thomassen, "Some Notes" 24). David G.
Meade notes, "Authorship cannot determine canonicity, and canonicity cannot determine
authorship" (207). He emphasizes the importance of authoritative tradition in the context
of the canonical process:
The discovery of pseudonymous origins or anonymous redaction in no
way prejudices either the inspiration or the canonicity of the work.
Attribution, in the context of canon, must be primarily regarded as a
statement (or assertion) of authoritative tradition. (215-16)
The books belonging to the canon have significance in the church not because they were
written by apostles but because they are the books of the church that were traditionally
accepted into the canon.
The book of Revelation about which doubt has been raised concerning the validity
of its inclusion on the list of canon by the standard of apostolic authenticity does not have
any problem in that Revelation is admitted as a canonical book with traditional value,
namely the book belonged to the church. The reason why the reformer Martin Luther,
who was convinced that Jesus Christ should be placed at the center of the canonical book,
took issue with including Revelation, James, and Hebrews in the canon, is that they did
not emphasize Christology. In other words, to Luther, those books did not preach Jesus
Christ (Kooiman 225-26). However, Einar Thomassen summarizes that various ideas
about the Biblical canon and canonicity take a series of stages:
After apostolicity had become the basis for canonicity, apostolicity
became contingent upon orthodoxy; considerations about orthodoxy were
subsequently replaced by the independent prestige of tradition, while the
notion of revealed Scripture finally enhanced even further the authority of
what had been already sanctified by tradition. ("Some Notes" 28)
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The fmal authority of a canonical book is not from the standard of apostolic authorship or
of orthodoxy but from that fact that the book was traditionally accepted and admitted as
the book of the church community.
One of the important things for reading the book of Revelation now is to focus on
the function of the book for the church community, recognizing it is traditionally
accepted and admitted as part of the canon. Brevard S. Childs, who is a well-known
biblical scholar who uses a canonical approach or canonical criticism, explains that the
meaning the Bible text reveals to church members is not from the work to fmd the
original intention of the author with historical-critical methods and to discover the earliest
form of the text but from the theological function the text has in the canonical context
{Biblical Theology 73-77). According to Childs, the best place to understand the meaning
of the text is not in the literary form of the earliest stage after seeking the various
processes of amendments and editions by the scholars, but in the fmal form as the text for
the faith community {New Testament 43). Thus, in reading Revelation in the local church,
two concerns should have balance: One is to find the messages the book's author had for
the Christians at that time; the other is to seek the messages the text gives to the faith
community and the Christians in the canonical and theological contexts. Reading
Revelation within the canon indicates reading the authoritative book of the faith
community that contains the messages God gives the community today.
Traditional Interpretation Approaches to Revelation
Readers have different perspectives concerning the point in time during which the
events in the text of Revelation happen. Some readers have the perspective that
Revelation deals with events that already happened in the past. Some readers understand
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the events with the confidence that the book prophesies happenings in the future. Some
readers interpret the events in the book with the perspective that some things were
achieved in the past and some things will be achieved in the future according to the
process of history. Some readers try to find spiritual principles in the text of the book that
apply to the faith community at any period regardless of any time concerns about the
events. Some readers have an eclectic perspective that supplements weaker points of
other perspectives in order to read, understand, and interpret Revelation responsibly.
Preterist Approach
The book of Revelation is a historical product, meaning that Revelation was
written by a specific author, to specific receivers who lived in the specific situation, and
in the specific period. Thus, preterists understand that the contents the author wrote with
symbolic language were related to events that already happened or were happening at that
time of writing. This approach is similar to the exegetical methods historical-critical
biblical scholars use such as text criticism, form criticism, and redaction criticism
because they take the historical context of the book seriously. They read the book in light
of the historical background.
Preterists, for example, read and interpret the situation of the seven churches in
Revelation chapters 2 and 3, focusing on the historical context of the seven churches "in
the light of the situation in which it was written" (Wainwright 65). This approach gives
weigh to the situations the churches faced in the local society and under the political
power of the Roman Empire and the messages the churches received in the situation at
that time. One weak point of this approach is that the contents in Revelation are unrelated
to the present life of the reader and future things. The preterist approach overlooks the
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future significance of the book of Revelation. Generally, some Korean scholars take this
view, but it is not held by many in the church.
Futurist Approach
As people see in Rev. 1 : 1-3, the author defines the Apocalypse God wants to show
his servants as "the words of this prophecy" (v. 3). Futurists have the perspective that the
prophecy of Revelation is not yet achieved but will be achieved in the future. The
approach is known as a dispensationalist or premillenialist approach. Futurists expect that
the events with prophetic, apocalyptic expressions in Revelation will happen in the future
as they are expressed. Because of the influence of dispensationalists, many Korean
Christians have this futurist perspective.
This approach has a strong point that helps Christians endure their present lives
with faith in hope, looking forward to seeing the victory of God and the achievement of
prophecies in the last days. However, this perspective cannot give any meaning to the
first readers who received the words of prophecy in their situation. It does not allow
readers to see that God participated in past human history and events. Another weakness
of this approach is that they lack an understanding of Revelation's symbolic language,
expecting that the prophecy of Revelation will be achieved as it was written in the book.
However, symbolic or metaphorical language in Revelation functions as an overall
impression, so the metaphorical expression should not be interpreted literally (Carter 6).
Historicist Approach
The historicist's perspective considers that the text of Revelation contains
information about historical events from the time when the book was written to the end
times of the world. To historicists, the seven churches in Rev. 2-3 were the historical
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churches that existed in Asia Minor at the first century, and the symbolic prophecies in
Rev. 4-22 have been fulfilled in history and in historical events in the present time of the
interpreter or will be fulfilled in the future (Forbes and Kilde 79). By decoding the
symbolic prophecies in the text of Revelation, they believe they can know how some
prophecies were accomplished in the past, which events are occurring in the present as
the fulfillment of prophecies, and what will happen in the future.
One of the weaknesses or dangers of this approach is that readers interpret the text
too discretionally. Individuals who read the book of Revelation from this standpoint try to
decode differently symbolic prophecies according to the time and place where they live.
They consider the period of their time as the eschatological apex of history, expecting the
inmiinent second coming of Jesus. That is, the center of reading and interpreting is not
located in the text of Revelation but in their own interests. Even though they read
Revelation dramatically and with tension since they tend to connect the world where they
live with the world of the text and its symbolic predictions, those who hold fast to this
approach cannot avoid repetitively changing their interpretations. Until now, all of their
decisive interpretations about the prophecies of Revelation have failed.
This approach is one of the typical reading practices of heretical groups that have
confused the Christian church throughout history. They believe that only the leader of
their group has the ability of discernment to know the time and place where symbolic
predictions are fulfilled, so they hold fast to the interpretation of the leader blindly. For
example, the leader of Dami Missionary Church (DMC), who deeply affected Korean
churches, proclaimed that the second coming of Jesus would occur on 28 October 1992,
that believers who were waiting for the day would ascend to the sky and welcome Jesus
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in the air, and that the millennial kingdom of Christ would begin. Many followers who
believed his interpretation about the last day abandoned their occupations, dedicated the
whole of their property to DMC, and prayed all night on that date, waiting for the second
coming of Jesus, but none of what they expected happened.
Another heretical group, Shincheonji, and the leader of the group, Manhee Lee,
discretionally interpret prophecies of Revelation and insist that the prophecies have been
achieved in historical events and personages. The more serious thing is that they believe
that Lee is the promised person and their church is the promised temple in Revelation.
They identify Lee as the angel Jesus sent for the testimony to the church (Rev. 22: 16).
They believe whatever he explicitly interprets and receive it as truth. However, because
of the extreme interpretations in which symbolic predictions in Revelation have been
seen as fulfilled in the particular events and real personages throughout history, many
Korean Christians hesitate to read the book of Revelation and recognize that their role is
not to read and fmd God's messages but that special persons must interpret and proclaim
what God has done in the world.
Another weakness of this approach is that they have lost the historical value
Revelation had for the first-century church community. The book of Revelation is not
only for the readers today but also for the early Christians who received and read it in the
first century. Thus, the historicist approach involves lots of risks for interpretation and
application with distortion and narrow-mindedness.
Idealist Approach
Idealists reject the approaches of preterists or futurists who strive for decoding the
text of Revelation to discover precise correlations between the text and specific events
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and people (Kovacs and Rowland 8). Rather than deciphering the text, they seek to fmd
messages and truths in Revelation about such things as God, Jesus Christ, the Holy Spirit,
church, worship, eschatological faith, and good and evil, which are not limited to one
particular circumstance in the specific time and place of past, present, or future but are
applied to every age. This approach emphasizes the role of Revelation as a part of the
canon because they consider that messages and truth in Revelation should be applicable
to every Christian church conamunity throughout the whole of history. This approach is
also called a spiritual, nonhistorical, timeless, or transtemporal approach (Gorman 66-67).
The idealist approach has a strong point that universal and timeless messages of
Revelation applicable to every age are also relevant for today's readers. They can avoid
serious risks of other approaches that seek to find what the text really means in its
original context (preterist approach), throughout history (historicist approach), or
someday in the future (futurist approach). However, preterists point out that idealists
overlook the importance of the original context. According to them, as an ancient text.
Revelation should be read in consideration of circumstances addressed in the text, its
three genres, and the symbolic language (Carter 8-12). Historicists and futurists criticize
that idealists make Revelation become completely foreign to the biblical idea of faith and
community because they transform Revelation into something more palatable to some
Christians (Desrosiers 36-37).
Eclectic Approach
The eclectic approach mixes some traditional approaches in order to compensate
for the flaws of each. Some interpreters read the book of Revelation using a mixture of
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the historicist or preterist approach with the futurist approach. Some interpreters combine
elements of the futurist, preterist, and idealist approaches (Keener 28-29).
One of the eclectic approaches is called theological interpretation, which is
interested in the formation of readers and their faithful lives in the ecclesial context
(Thompson 158-59). Leonard L. Thompson suggests five theses about theological
interpretation of the book of Revelation: (1) The church today hears the book of
Revelation addressed to it because there is only one church; (2) theological interpretation
takes the historical particularities of the text seriously because it acknowledges that God
spoke and still speaks through human agents who wrote and read these particular texts; (3)
if the function of Scripture is the renewing of the minds, then the book of Revelation
ought to be read and interpreted in ways that serve that end; (4) Scripture serves to orient
its readers to worship and serve God alone, and theological interpretation of Scripture
will impel its readers toward those same ends; and, (5) theological interpretation of
Scripture reads scriptural texts with the context of the cannon (161-71).
According to the readers' approach, they interpret the text of Revelation
differently and expect the fulfillment of the prophecies in Revelation differently. In order
to read, interpret, and apply the book of Revelation responsibly and effectively in the
local church today, readers need to examine who wrote it with what historical view.
The Author and His Prophetic and Pastoral Intentions in Revelation
Revelation introduces John as the name of the author of this book (1: 1, 4, 9; 22:8).
Church leaders and scholars attempt to identify the author of Revelation with the name of
John in the New Testament. Although few people agree with the identification, Josephine
Massyngberde Ford insists that John the Baptist is the author of the book. She dates the
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earliest section of Revelation to the early AD 30s (3-4). Justin Martyr in the second
century claimed that John, one of the apostles of the Christ, son of Zebedee, is the author
of Revelation (81.4). Eusebius of Caesarea describes an example of possibility that John
Mark mentioned in Acts 13:5 and 13 had the same name as the author of Revelation
(7.25.11-15). The presbyter (elder) John was also mentioned as the author of Revelation
(3.39.5-7). However, people do not know which person named John is the real author of
the book among the hst. They just know that his name is John as an implied author
because the author does not identify himself in a way that allows them to connect him
definitively with a John mentioned outside of Revelation (Michaels, Revelation 18).
Readers can know the author by examining what he says about himself in the
book. That is, readers need to identify the author from inside the book. First of all, John
introduces himself as a servant of God in Revelation (1:1b). When modern people read
the word servant or slave, which is derived from the Greek word SouA-oq, many tend to
think of a person who did not have any freedom to choose or to do anything. Slaves are
considered persons who should obey their owners in any circumstance. What they do is
limited by the concerns and interests of their owners. They pursue their acfivifies not with
the prospect of self-interest but with a view to the interests of the owner (Martin 51). As a
servant of God, the author of Revelation, John, should listen to and receive whatever his
master God commands to him. With regards to the fitle of 5oi3?iO(; of God, the phrase
slave ofChrist denotes the meaning of redemption from slavery by Christ. When a person
buys a slave, then the slave belongs to a new owner rather than to the old owner. When
Christ buys a person, he or she is not a slave of anybody or a slave of sin any longer but
becomes a slave of Christ, hi Christ, the slave is free in the eschatological sense. In other
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words, he or she is free from sin (63). Even though the individual faced difficulties or
sufferings while working for what God commanded him or her to do, that person did not
abandon nor run away from the ministry. The faithful servant of God, John, was not
afraid of persecution even to the point of death (cf 2: 10). He was willing to die for his
ministry.
The term 5oi)?iO(; is also used as a title of the person who is given authority or
leadership by the Lord in the Bible. Using the term, Paul shows his leadership and
defends his apostleship to his recipients (Rom. 1:1; Gal. 1: 10). In the Jewish tradition, the
term is used as the title of leaders or prophets. For example, leaders of the Israelites,
Abraham (Gen. 26:24), Moses (Exod. 14:31), David (2 Sam. 7:5), and Joshua (Josh.
24:29), are referred to as the servants of the Lord. Prophets in the Old Testament are also
called God's servants (Amos 3:7; Jer. 7:25; Dan. 9:6). When John is introduced as 6
SouX-oq auTOU (Osoi)) in the book of Revelation (1: lb), the tide do\>Xoc, designates that he
is the person who receives authoritative leadership from God (Martin 54).
Second, John is introduced as a witness who proclaims God's word and testifies to
Jesus Christ. What he testifies to is everything he experienced, that is, "the word of God
and the testimony of Jesus Christ and the things he saw" (1:2). At that time, the ministry
of proclaiming God's word and testifying Jesus Christ was dangerous, and some
experienced severe suffering, even to death. John was one of those who was ready to die
for the ministry. Some of Christians were put to death or beheaded because of "the word
of God and the testimony for Jesus" (6:9; 20:4). John introduces himself as one of those
who undertakes the ministry. He was on the island of Patmos because of the ministry
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(1:9). Thus, the author John was one of the witnesses ofthe church who were ready to die
for the ministry.
Third, John is introduced as the person who wrote what he saw and heard in the
Spirit and sent the writing to the seven churches in Asia Minor (Rev. 1:4, 10-1 1, 19). The
book of Revelation is replete with visions and prophecies based on what he saw and
heard in the Spirit. In order to emphasize visions that he experienced, he repeatedly uses
the Greek words elSov, which means "I saw" (e.g., 1:12-13; 5:1; 6:1) and fiKOuaa, which
means "I heard" (e.g., 5:11, 13; 6:1-7; 7:4; 8:13). The prophecies of John are based on the
spiritual visions that he experienced, so the church community considered his writing
authoritative. The author John also sent the writing to each church with his pastoral
concerns. Throughout chapters 2 and 3, especially, he showed his pastoral leadership to
each church by giving them faithful encouragement and warning and commanding the
members of the churches to be those who have ears to hear what the Spirit says to them.
To sum up, the author John from the inside evidence of the book was the Christian
leader who as the servant of God strongly influenced the churches with the ministry of
proclaiming God's word and testifying about Jesus Christ. He was the prophetic and
pastoral leader who wrote his visions and prophecies to the recipient churches that
recognized and respected his prophetic and pastoral authority based on his spiritual
experiences (Michaels, Interpreting the Book 29).
When John wrote the book of Revelation and sent it to the recipient churches, he
had at least two clear intentions: one as prophet and the other as pastor. As a prophetic
leader of the early Christian church, John intended to deliver the message of God in the
form of prophecies. The function of his prophecy was not largely different from the
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prophecies in the Old Testament. The prophecies in the biblical tradition did not primarily
predict what would happen in the future nor forecast specific events to come as a weather
forecast does but proclaim God's word to a particular situation (Carter 11). John never
plainly predicted specific events and figures in the future and instead spoke of the
symbolic visions he saw. Foretelling what would happen in the future in detail was not
his concern when he sent the book to the churches. Rather, what John intended to
proclaim to the believers in the church community was that the history of the world
would proceed to the direction of God's final victory, not Satan's. In the present difficult
situation where believers could hardly expect God's victory, John intended to give the
confirmation to those who belonged to the church community about God's ruling history
until their final victory with God, proclaiming prophecies that contain the will of God and
provide direction to the final victory of God (Keener 59).
In addition, as a pastoral leader of the Christian church, John intended to deliver a
message that the believers in the church would live in the world, being faithful to their
identity. Even though the environment of the world was against the Christian church,
John encouraged them to keep the purity of their faith in their given places as members of
an "in-group" (Hood 93). He also intended them to hold firm to Christian truth and
Christian life. In his writing, he declared Christian truth about who God is, what Jesus
Christ did, and how the Holy Spirit works, and he dealt with Christian life about the
nature of Christian worship, proper Christian eschatological expectation, and Christians'
endurance of suffering. His intentions are delivered to the church readers in the frame of
a circular pastoral letter and of apocalyptic, prophetic literature (Gorman 26).
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Literary Genre of Revelation
Genre is simply defined as a form, type, or kind of writing. If they read a book
without any consideration about the genre of the book, they may have difficulty rightly
grasping the contents the author of the book intended to deliver in the frame of the
specific genre. Readers need to consider the genre the author uses when they read the
book of Revelation. If they ignore the particular genres of Revelation, they will difficultly
understand the messages of the author and also to read the book itself because of the
many expressions of symbolic language. In Revelation, three specific genres are
primarily mixed: apocalypse, early Christian prophecy, and pastoral epistle.
Apocalypse
The first Greek word of the book of Revelation is d7roKdA-D\|/i(;, which is translated
as "revelation," or "lifting off of a veil" (DeSilva 12). Using transliteration of the Greek
word, d7ioKdA.un/i(;, the genre of the book is called apocalypse, or apocalyptic literature.
Liicke makes an important contribution in that he approaches Revelation as a genre of
literature. Even though he classifies the genre of Revelation as a poetical book, his
suggestion led to a widespread agreement that Revelation was an example of apocalyptic
literature (Wainwright 144-45). John Joseph Collins provides a comprehensive definition
of apocalypse as a literary genre:
"Apocalypse" is a genre of revelatory literature with a narrative
framework, in which a revelation is mediated by an otherworldly being to
a human recipient, disclosing a transcendent reality which is both
temporal, insofar as it envisages eschatological salvation, and spatial,
insofar as it envisages another, supernatural world. (5)
Apocalyptic literatures were not unfamiliar to the believers of the early Church because
some Jewish apocalyptic literatures and Christian apocalypse already existed at that time.
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Some examples of Jewish apocalyptic literatures are 1 Enoch, 2 Enoch, 2 Baruch, 4 Ezra,
Apocalypse of Abraham, the Testament of Levi, and the Sibylline Oracles. Some
examples of Christian apocalyptic literatures are the Apocalypse of Peter, Apocalypse of
Paul, and Shepherd of Hermas. Apocolyptic literature is known for a number of specific
characteristics.
Visions. The book of Revelation includes several visions, in which the author
John experienced what other Christians cannot experience while being present in the
world. He saw invisible heavenly beings, heard angelic voices, and even conversed with
them. His visionary experiences did not function as his personal spiritual experiences but
are intended to reveal what he saw and heard to the readers of the book, not to conceal it
(Michaels, Interpreting the Book 16).
Otherworldly journey. The backdrop of the book of Revelation is not limited by
present time and this world. Just as the seers in other Jewish apocalyptic literatures are
allowed to go through several levels of heaven, the author of Revelation was given
opportunities to undertake otherworldly journeys by the invitation of heavenly beings. He
went up to heaven in the spirit and he was allowed to see otherworldly things such as
God's throne in heaven (4:2), activities around the throne (4:4ff ), the abyss (20:13), the
lake of fire (20:14), and New Jerusalem (21:2).
Dualism. The book of Revelation has a strong tendency toward dualism
categorized as cosmic dualism, historical dualism, ethical dualism, and temporal dualism
(Gorman 15-16). Cosmic dualism is the belief that one force for evil (Satan and his
demons) confronts the other force for good (God and the angels). Historical dualism
reflects struggles or conflicts on earth between the children of God or light and the
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children of Satan or darkness. Ethical dualism is related to the decisions of every human
who needs to choose either one side, the side of God and good, or the other side, Satan
and evil. A temporal dualism divides history into two antithetical ages: the present age,
which is characterized by evil and injustice, and the coming age, which is characterized
by good and justice. The author of Revelation expects the coming age with the second
coming of Jesus (22:20) because only God can end the present age, which is completely
infested with the power of Satan and evil.
Symbolic languages. The author John uses symbolic language when he writes
what he saw and heard and sent it to the seven churches. The book of Revelation is
replete with imaginary animals such as four living creatures, a beast with seven heads and
ten homs (13:1), mythological creatures such as the dragon (12:3), and powerful images
such as someone like a son of man whose eyes are blazing fire (1: 14), a harlot drunk with
the blood of the saints (17:4), and a rider with a sword coming out of his mouth (19: 15).
Understanding Revelation's symbolic language is a significant challenge to the readers in
the church today. Readers need to be careful about how they read symbolic language;
events and persons expressed in symbolic language are not meant to be interpreted
literally (Carter 7). Nevertheless, readers should not consider what is written in symbolic
language unreal or meaningless. Although the symbols themselves are not the reality,
they imply the reality beyond themselves:
Saying something is symbolic is not saying unreal. A skull and crossbones
symbolizes death. We see this symbol on a botde of insect poison. That a
symbol is used to evoke the idea of death for this poison product does not
mean the product really cannot cause death. The symbols themselves are
not the reality, but they point beyond themselves to a reality. Dismissing a
religious truth because that truth is presented symbolically is as naive as
dismissing the real danger of a bottle's content when seeing a skull and
crossbones on the product label. (Stevens, "Vision" 6)
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In order to understand and interpret expressions written in symbolic language, readers
should examine how the expressions are used in the Old Testament and Jewish
literatures, including in other apocalyptic writings (Bauckham, Climax xi-xiii).
Extensive use of numbers and colors. Numbers and colors play a major role in
the book of Revelation. Each number and color has apparent possible symbolic
significance (Gorman 17-19). For example, the color white symbolizes victory (Son of
Man's hair, 1:14), resurrection (clothing of the faithful, martyrs, elders, 3:4-5, 18; 6:11;
7:9, 13-14; 19: 14), and heaven/divinity (throne of God, 20: 11). The number twelve and
its multiples twenty four and 144 has symbolic significance of God's people, God's
chosen tribes or apostles, God's presence, and cosmic fullness (21:12, 14, 21; 22:2). Ian
Paul suggests three principles about credible interpretation of the numerology of
Revelation: (1) It should make sense of the whole data of the text; (2) it should be a
possible meaning for the author and his original audience; and, (3) it should fit with the
wider message of the book (17-18).
Prophecy
The author John refers to Revelation as a prophecy, expressing the words of the
book as "the words of this prophecy" (xouq Xoyovq if\q 7ipo(pr|Tsia(;; 1:3), "the words of
the prophecy of this book" (louc; Xoyovq xfjq 7ipo(pr|T8la(; zov ^i^Xiov xouiou; 22:7, 10,
18), and "the words of the book of this prophecy" (xc6v ^toycov tov ^ipXiov ifjc;
TcpocpriTEiaq xam-qq; 22: 19). Revelation also characterizes the activity of John as prophecy
(10:11; 19:10; 22:6, 9). Prophecy has three main characteristics.
Commission to the work of prophecy. God called or chose specific persons as
prophets who took a position to tell God's message to the people in the prophecies of the
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Old Testament. The prophet who beholds the glory of God in a vision and receives a
personal message, through vision and audition, must go and proclaim (Desrosiers 44).
For example, Isaiah was called to proclaim God's message through the vision in the
temple (Isa. 6: 1-9), and Jeremiah was chosen to be a prophet even before his birth (Jer.
1:4-10). Likewise, John in the book of Revelation heard a voice that gave him a
command to write what he saw to seven churches in the spirit on the Lord's day (1:10-11).
While prophets in the Old Testament received God's command to proclaim directly God's
message, John heard God's command to write what God allowed him to see and hear in a
letter to the churches. The verses where John received the commission to "prophesy again
about many peoples, nations, languages and kings" (Rev. 10: 1 1) after taking the little
scroll from a powerful angel and eating it makes readers think of the verse where God
gave Ezekiel a scroll to eat and gave him a commission to proclaim God's words to the
Israelites (Ezek. 3:1-3). Thus, John, as the prophet chosen by God, was given a prophetic
task to write what he saw and heard to seven churches in Asia Minor (Rev. 1:11).
Messenger formula. Prophets in the Old Testament revealed that what they were
saying to people did not come from their own power but from God. The description,
which revealed that the message the prophet proclaimed was God's word, is called a
messenger formula (Desrosiers 44). The expression "thus says the Lord" with its similar
phrases is used like a formula in the prophecies. As the prophet reveals to people that
what he proclaims is the word of God, using the messenger formula, he endows divine
authority to the words he delivers. These expressions in prophecy of the Old Testaments
such as, "declares the Lord God" (Ezek. 24:14), or, "says the Lord Almighty" (Mai. 2:16),
indicate that God is identified as the source of the words.
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In the book of Revelation, the prophet John uses a messenger formula to reveal
that what he proclaims does not come from his own authority but from the divine
authority of Jesus Christ: "these things says the one who" (Td5s Xsysi 6; 2:1, 8, 12; 3:1, 7,
14). The Greek expression idSs Uysi 6 is translated as "these things says the one who"
when participle follows the masculine singular article 6. In the case of 2: 1, the translation
ofthe verse is, "these things says the one who hold seven stars in his hand." When a noun
or an adjective follows the article, the translation should be "these things say [the person]."
In the case of 2:8, the translation of the verse is, "these things says the First and the Last."
By using the messenger formula in Revelation, the prophet expects that the church
community will recognize that Christ himself brings God's messages to the churches.
Prophecy in the biblical tradition. Prophecy is not exclusively or even primarily
about making pronouncements and predictions concerning the future from the perspective
of the biblical tradition. Rather, it is speaking words of comfort and challenge, on behalf
of God, to the people of God in their specific historical situation. However, message of
prophecy is delivered whether through visions, poetic language, or symbolic language.
The message is about judgment or salvation (Gorman 23). Prophecy in the book of
Revelation seeks mainly to stimulate faithful response among John's audience, not to
provide an absolute blueprint for an uncertain future (DeSilva 11). What is important in
prophecy is the response of receivers who listen to and read the proclaimed words. As
readers see in the story of Jonah, what matters is the response to prophecy. In response to
this vision of the future, the city's inhabitants repented and turned to God with the result
that God spared the city (Jon. 3:10). Thus, the main purpose of prophecy in the Old
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Testament is not to proclaim God's message concerning an unchangeable future but to
expect faithful response to the receivers of the prophecy (DeSilva 11).
Similarly, prophecies in Revelation command to repentance from sins, which
would have a different result according to the response of receivers. For example, Christ
commands the church of Ephesus: "Repent and do the things you did at first. If you do
not repent, I will come to you and remove your lampstand from its place" (2:5). If they
repent and do the things they did at first, Christ would not punish them with his judgment.
The result depends on the decision of the receivers (2:16, 22; 3:3, 19). Thus, the prophecy
of Revelation proclaims God's message to the church community, demands a return to
God, and holds fast to faith in the life rather than playing a role as an absolute blueprint
for an uncertain future or a time table for future events.
Letter
The book of Revelation has the characteristics of an epistle. Readers can see
clearly the form of a letter like other epistles in the New Testament�who is the sender,
who is the receiver, and what is the content of the letter�even though modern readers
sometimes find it hard to understand.
Epistolary framework. John received the command to write a letter to seven
churches when he received the commission on the Lord's day (1:10-11). That is, the way
to deliver God's message was to use the form of letter. Finding the parts of the letter in
Revelation is not difficult. As people see Paul's letters, a typical letter includes four parts:
opening formula, thanksgiving, body message, and a concluding formula:
John to the seven churches that are in Asia: Grace to you and peace from
him who is and who was and who is to come, and from the seven spirits
who are before his throne, and from Jesus Christ, the faithful witness, the
firstborn of the dead, and the ruler of the kings of the earth. To him who
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loves us and freed us from our sins by his blood, and made us to be a
kingdom, priests serving his God and Father, to him be glory and
dominion forever and ever. Amen, Look! He is coming with the clouds;
every eye will see him, even those who pierced him; and on his account all
the tribes of the earth will wail. So it is to be. Amen. "I am the Alpha and
the Omega," says the Lord God, who is and who was and who is to come
the Almighty. (1:4-8)
The sender of the letter was John and the receivers of the letter were seven churches in
Asia Minor: Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamum, Thyatira, Sardis, Philadelphia, and Laodicea
(1:4, 1 1). As a greeting, where Paul usually says, "Grace and peace to you from God our
Father and the Lord Jesus Christ" (1 Cor. 1:3), or something similar, John used an
elaborate formula containing his pastoral concern and confession (l:4b-5). Thanksgiving
was replaced by a doxology (l:5b-6) as in some of Paul's letters (Gal 1:4-5). For
Revelation the body of the letter includes everything from 1:9 to 22:20. At the end of the
epistle, John closes with the sort of final epistolary benediction found in other epistles:
"The grace of the Lord Jesus be with God's people, Amen" (22:21; cf. 1 Cor. 16:23).
Thus, Revelation takes the epistolary framework for delivering God's message to
recipient churches.
Pastoral circular letter. As a pastoral epistle, the book of Revelation reflected
pastoral concerns to believers of the churches located in Asia Minor in order to help them
hold fast their faith and overcome challenges in their difficult situations. Believers in the
church experienced internal conflicts with certain groups that held positions that offered
to compromise with Hellenism: those who receive the influence ofthe Nicolaitans (2:6,
15), those who kept teaching of Balam (2: 14), and those who tolerated the teaching of the
woman Jezebel (2:20). Church members were especially faced with a serious challenge
about eating things sacrificed to idols, which was a culturally generalized activity in that
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period (2:14)." In addition, Christians in Asia Minor were not free from harassment or
oppression by certain Jewish groups and adherents of emperor worship in Roman society.
Some Christians such as Antipas introduced as "faithful witness of the Lord" were put to
death because they did not deny their faith in the Lord (2: 13). Some believers endured
their tribulation and poverty by those who said they were Jews (2:9). Some people of God
who did not worship the image of the Emperor were killed (13:15; 20:4). If they refused
to worship the Roman Emperor, they were simply classified as people who did not belong
to the Emperor (Witherington 185). The author of the pastoral letter demanded that
believers in Asia Minor not yield to culturally, politically, and religiously difficult
situations they encountered but overcome all kinds of challenges, first by giving them
comfort, commendation, encouragement, and promises, and second by giving them
warning and urging them to repent and make decisions to return to the Lord.
The book of Revelation as a pastoral epistle was sent to the churches with the
purpose of circular reading in Asia Minor. The cities associated with the churches
mentioned in Revelation 2 and 3 are located in an orderly manner along the circular road
around Asia Minor when looking at the places on the map of that period (Gorman 86).
John briefly deals with the specific situation each church faces and the response of
believers in the church, referring to the names of the receiving churches. He also briefly
wrote specific messages to each church. He did not intend to send his pastoral letter to a
specific church but sent it with the purpose of circular reading, including all of seven
churches as his recipients (Bauckham, Theology 13). The author used a fixed expression
^ For example, merchant guilds in Thyatira were very famous. Unless attending to their ritual
activities, citizens had difficulty gaining membership in the groups. When they did not want to eat things
sacrificed to idols, they withdrew from the local merchant groups. Being involved in economic activity
without belonging to local merchant guilds was considerably difficult (A. Collins, Crisis and Catharsis 88).
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at the end of the messages to each church: "He who has an ear, let him hear what the
Spirit says to the churches" (eKK^rjoiaK;; 2:7, 11,17, 29; 3:6, 13, 22) not to one church
(EKiaTioia). Even though this expression is used for each church, the messages to each
church are meant to be heard by the other churches and received and held fast
(Witherington 96).
John did not have to designate the seven churches mentioned in Revelation 1-3 as
the recipients of the circular pastoral letter to Asia Minor. His pastoral concern was not
restricted to the seven churches but could be extended to other Christian churches that
existed in the area during that period. When the apostle Paul wrote his letter to believers
in the Colossian church, his pastoral intention was not limited to receivers in Colossae
but included believers of other churches such as the church of the Laodiceans around the
area: "to the saints and faithful brethren in Christ who are at Colossae: Grace to you and
peace from God our Father" (Col. 1:2). His extended intention is revealed in 4:16: "And
when this letter is read among you, have it also read in the church of the Laodiceans."
Likewise, Revelation as the circular pastoral letter to the churches in Asia Minor was also
sent to be read in other churches where believers of the churches faced similar situations
with the churches mentioned in Revelation 1-3, so that those from that period could
receive the same messages from the letter (Bauckham, Theology 16). John does not
specifically deal with situations or problems of a certain church after Revelation 2 and 3.
He delivers content that can be applied to every Christian in the area ofAsia Minor from
chapter 4 on. The number seven represents perfection and completeness. The seven
churches mentioned in Revelation represent every church in Asia Minor, and, more
broadly, the seven churches represent every church that existed in the world from that
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time to the present. From this perspective, Revelation is the circular pastoral letter that
contains messages of God for Christians today to read and gain faithful benefits.
Narrative Criticism�The Voices of Revelation
Narrative criticism is one branch of literary criticism. According to narrative
criticism, the real author of a particular writing is distinguished from the implied author,
which means the author as understood from within the literary framework of the writing
itself The implied author is also commonly distinguished from the real author and the
narrator in literary criticism. That is, "the real author is the person who actually wrote the
text; the implied author is the person whom the text's features and contents imply wrote it;
and the narrator is the 'voice' who tells the story" (Brown 314-15). The book of
Revelation is also narrative whether its genre is defined as a letter, prophecy, or
apocalypse.
Many narrators appear in the book of Revelation. As an implied author, John is
the "servant of God" (1:1), the "brother and companion in the tribulation and kingdom
and patience in Jesus" (1:9), the prophet and Christian leader (19:10; 22:9, 16), delivering
God's messages to the churches (1:11; 22:16). Another narrator, being "like a son of man"
appears in the vision of John (1:13) and takes the baton of narrator from John (1 : 17b).
The person of John is changed from first person singular to third person singular and the
person of another narrator is changed from third person singular to first person singular:
When I [John] saw him [new narrator], I [John] fell at his [new narrator]
feet as though dead. Then he [new narrator] placed his [new narrator] right
hand on me [John] and said: do not be afraid. I [new narrator] am the First
and the Last. (1:17)
When the new narrator introduces himself to John, he identifies himself as Jesus Christ
not by his name but with expression, "I died, and behold I am alive forever" (1: 18). In
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addition, this narrator directly reveals himself only one time at almost the end of
Revelation as Jesus in 22:16: "I, Jesus, have sent my angel to give you this testimony for
the churches." Sometimes, one of the twenty-four elders plays a role of another narrator
instead of John when John does not have knowledge of what he sees or hears. For
example, when John cannot explain the meaning of a great multitude from every nation
on earth (7:9), one of the twenty-four elders appears as another narrator with the question
to John, "Who are these, and where have they come from?" (7:13). The elder is called a
reliable narrator of Revelation. John often presents himself as a reliable narrator. He
writes that the fme linen worn by the bride of the Lamb is "the righteousness of the saints
(19:8b). Likewise, one angel sometimes plays a role of reliable narrator of the book
(17:7-18). hiterestingly, beings that belong to darkness and sin such as the beast, dragon,
or great prostitute never play the role of narrator of any story in Revelation. Thus, they
have no authority to lead and interpret the narrative of the book as what they want.
A pattern of expression indicates the implied author throughout the book of
Revelation. This pattern consists of a eldsq, which means "the things that you have seen"
(e.g., 1:18) or 8t6ov, which means "I saw" (e.g., 4:1) and a eiaiv, which has the meaning
of "which are" (e.g., 1:19). For example, John's vision of heaven introduced by si5ov (I
saw) in 4: 1 includes "seven torches of fire burning before the throne, which are [d siaiv]
the seven spirits of God. In chapter 5 he states, "And I saw [si5ov] ... a Lamb standing as
one slain, having seven heads and seven eyes, which are [oi eioiv] the seven spirits of
God .... When the Lamb took the seven-sealed scroll, the four living creatures and
twenty-four elders fell down before him, each living a harp and golden bowls full of
incense, which are [ai eimv] the prayers ofthe saints" (5:6, 8). Readers can see and hear
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what the implied author saw and heard and understand only as much about what he
learned from his experiences.
Structure of the Book
Examining the structure of the book of Revelation helps readers grasp the
intended messages from the author. Like a frame of a building, the structure of a book is
shrouded in the complete construction, but it has power to connect each part of the
building and hold it together. When people see the contents of a modern published book,
they can easily understand the structure the writer of the book has in mind. Modern
authors organize and develop their writings based on their outline. However, the book of
Revelation does not provide its readers with a table of contents or an outline. Critical
scholars do not reach consensus on the structure of the book of Revelation. Each scholar
suggests the frame of the Apocalypse according to his or her observations and studies.
Some typical theories about the outlines of the book are widely cited in current literature:
nonstructure theory, chronological structure theory, sevenfold structure theory, chiastic
structure theory, and linguistic marker structure theory.
Nonstructure Theory
Scholars who assert nonstructure theory regard John's apocalypse as a composite
book. James Moffatt assumes that this book consists of "the variations of Christological
climate, the juxtaposition of disparate materials, and the awkward transitions at one point
after another" (488). Joseph Estlin Carpenter points out that Revelation does not have
coherence and temporally continuous order among the compiled visions (28). Erom this
standpoint, interludes or intermezzos function as connecting links between visions
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contained in the book because they consider the book as the kaleidoscope of various
disparate visions (7:1-17; 10:1-11:14; 14:1-20).
However, Revelation is not a simple compilation in which the materials of visions
are combined with unordered structure but the result of literary work written with a
coherent structure intended by the author. Bauckham emphasizes the unified
characteristics of the book, which is composed with an excellendy complex structure:
"The more Revelation is studied in detail, the more clear it becomes that it is not simply a
literary unity, but actually one of the most unified works in the New Testament" {Climax
1). Scholars who assert this nonstructure theory overlook that each part, including visions,
is a significant element that supports the main messages going through the book.
Chronological Structure Theory
Scholars who assert chronological structure theory of the book of Revelation
understand that visions appeared in the book were written for prophesying continuously
happening events. In other words, the arrangement order of visions written in Revelation
matches the order of events that happened or will happen in history (Charles xxiii-xxv).
According to Robert Henry Charles, Revelation is divided into seven parts not including
the introduction and conclusion. The visions that appear in each of the seven parts allude
to events with chronological order.
The chronological structure theory is supported by interpreters who have an
historical approach to Revelation and who believe that visions and prophecies in the
Apocalypse are fulfilled according to the process of history. However,
this theory does
not explain the repetition ofthe same or similar themes in Revelation.
For example, the
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author deals with 144,000 as children of God who receive confirmation of salvation in
chapters 7 and 14.
Sevenfold Structure Theory
The author of Revelation uses the specific number seven in the entire book:
churches (1:4, 11, 20), spirits of God (1:4; 3:1; 4:5; 5:6), lampstands (1:12, 20; 2:1), stars
(1:16, 20; 2:1; 3:1), seals (5:1, 5; 6:1), trumpets (8:2, 6, 13), bowls (15:7; 16:1; 17:1;
21:9), and plagues (15:1, 6, 8; 21:9). Some scholars take note of the number seven in
relation to their structure. Adding a group of seven unnumbered visions that appear in
12:1-15:4 and another group in 19:11-21:8 to the groups of letters, seals, trumpets, and
bowls, Adela Yarbro Collins suggests that the number seven represents the key to
Revelation's structure (Combat Myth 19; see Table 2.1).
Table 2.1. Sevenfold structure theory by A. Collins.
Section Title Passage
1. Prologue 1:1-8
2. The seven messages 1:9-3:22
3. The seven seals 4:1-8:5
4. The seven trumpets 8:2-11:19
5. Seven unnumbered visions 12:1-15:4
6. The seven bowls 15:1-16:21
Babylon appendix 17:1-19:10
7. Seven unnumbered visions 19:11-21:8
Jerusalem appendix 21:9-22:5
8. Epilogue 22:6-21
As an interpreter, A. Collins puts the number seven to the two sets of seven
unnumbered visions in 12:1-15:4 and 19:11-21:8. However, the author of Revelation did
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not provide numbers in the two unnumbered vision sections. If the number seven is an
essential element for the structure of the book, then one must consider why these two
sections are not numbered in the sections.
Chiastic Structure Theory
As a literary principle, chiasmus can be applied to sentences and passages in the
Old and New Testaments. People in the periods of the Old and New Testaments could
recognize chiastic structure as it was a familiar form (Lund 30). Like the shape ofthe
Greek letter X(x), many Hebrew and Greek sentences have symmetric structure around
key words or key expressions. Nils Wilhelm Lund assumes that the structure of
Revelation has a chiastic structure in which each division of two separate parts matches
with its counterpart (325). This structure is his suggested simple oudine:
A. Prologue (1:1-20)
B. Seven Epistles (2: 1-3:22)
C. Seven Seals (4:1-7:17; 8:1, 3-5)
D. Seven Trumpets (8:2, 6-12, 13; 9:1-21; 11:14-18, 19)
E. The Church's Testimony in the Roman Empire (10: 1-1 1)
E. The Church's Testimony in Judaism (11:1-13)
F'. The Church Persecuted Officially by Judaism (12: 1-
17)
E'. The Church Persecuted Officially by the Roman Empire
(13:1-18)
D'. Seven Bowls (15:1, 5-8; 16:1-21)
C. SevenAngels, etc (14:1-20; 15:2-4)
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B'. SevenAngels (17:1-22:5)
A'. Epilogue (22:6-21)
However, he does not analyze the structure of Revelation in order but arbitrarily changes
the order of some sections (8:2; 11:14-18, 19; 14:1-20; 15:2-4) and attempts to contrive
the flow of chiastic structure.
Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza suggests that the structure of the book of Revelation
has an architectonic pattern, that is, the pattern of inclusion or symmetry {Book of
Revelation She maintains that Revelation 10:1-15:4 places as the center ofthe
book that is "the prophetic interpretation of the Chiristian community's situation" (169).
The center part is encompassed by Revelation 4: 1-19: 10 where the two scroll visions and
the three septets follow the "prophetic-apocalyptic judgment/salvation pattern" (175).
The prophetic-apocalyptic pattern is integrated in the prophetic-apostolic letter, so the
letter septet (1:9-3:22) corresponds with the part of Revelation 19: 1 1-22:9 where readers
are reminded of the promises given to overcomers in the seven churches. The first unit of
the book, 1:1-8, is related to the last unit, 22: 10-21, as the promise and fulfillment. Her
chiastic structure is outlined in the following way (175):
A. 1:1-8 Prologue
B. 1 :9-3:22 hiaugural Vision and Letter Septet
C. 4:1-9:21; 11:15-19 Seven Seals and Scroll Vision
D. 10: 1-15:4 Small Prophetic Scroll
C. 15:1, 5-19:10 Continued Seven Sealed Scroll Vision
B
'
. 19:11 -22:9 Visions of Judgment and Salvation
A'. 22:10-22:21 Epilogue
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Her structural analysis is remarkable in that she finds the parallel relafionship among A,
B, C and A', B', C, embracing the whole parts of the book. She has a strong point in that
she attempts to analyze the author's techniques of composifion: for example, use of
imageclusters and symbolassociafions distributed over the whole book,
preannouncements, crossreferences, and contrasts ("Composifion" 359-62). She also
makes a contribufion when she stresses how the form and content, that is, the structure
and theological perspecfive, are fused into the whole book (362-66). However, Fiorenza
analyzes the structure artificially because she deals with part C as one section when it
consists of two�the seven seal-openings (6:1-8:5) and seven trumpets (8:6-1 1:19)�and
her C does not include 15:2-4 (Witherington 19). Part D (10:1-15:4) as the center part of
her structural analysis is not subdivided, comprising a relafively larger porfion (P. Lee
276).
Structure Analysis with Linguistic Marker��v jrvEVfiaxi
Bauckham considers the whole parts of the book except the prologue (1:1-8) and
epilogue (22:6-21) as a single visionary experience that consists of John's four visions at
the island of Patmos (Climax 3). The technical phrase sv Trveupaxi appears in the
important sections a total of four times (1:10; 4:2; 17:3; 21:10). It functions as a literary
device that introduces each of the four visions. Bauckham's structural analysis is oufiined
in the following way (21-22):
1:1-8 Prologue
1:9-3:22 hiaugural vision of Christ and the churches, including seven messages to
the churches
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4: 1-5: 14 Inaugural vision of heaven leading to three series of sevens and two
intercalations:
6:1-8:1; 8:3-5 Seven seals, Numbered 4+l+(l+intercalation)+l
8:2; 8:6-11:19 Seven trumpets. Numbered 4+l+(l+intercalation)-i-l
12: 1-14:20; 15:2-4 The story of God's people in conflict with evil
15:1; 15:5-16:21 Seven bowls. Numbered (4+3) without intercalation
17:1-19:10 Babylon the harlot
19:11-21:8 Transition from Babylon to the New Jerusalem
21:9-22:9 The New Jerusalem the bride
22:6-21 Epilogue
His structural analysis is an attempt to take seriously the insight that the book of
Revelation was intended to be read for hearers in a public worship service rather than for
individual meditation (3). When the book was read as a whole in the church, clear
linguistic markers helped hearers grasp the flow of the composition in a lengthy work
(Barr 244-49).
Bauckham's structural analysis is an attempt to compensate weak points of Jan
Lambrecht and S. Eiorenza. In the case of Lambrecht, the structure of Revelation is not
considered a linear development but a spiral development, and he does not explain
properly the relationship of chapters 1-3 with the other sections (85-86). In the case of
Fiorenza, her chiastic structure embraces the whole book of Revelation while she does
not emphasize its characteristics of the spiral development {Book ofRevelation 175).
However, in the case of Bauckham, his structural analysis not only embraces the whole
book of Revelation but also emphasizes the spiral developmental structure in which three
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series of sevens�the seven seal-openings, the seven trumpets, and the seven bowls-
interlock closely with one another, and the three series of judgments are progressively
severe and closer to the end (Theology 40).
The structural analysis of Bauckham is one of the most helpful suggestions in
understanding the structure and composition of Revelation (Witherington 19). Although
other scholars before Bauckham suggest that the repetition of the phrase 8v 7rv8U|iaTi (in
the Spirit) has significance in the structure of Revelation, and his suggestions do not
strongly emphasize the characteristics of the chiastic structure of the book, I use
Bauckham's structural analysis for this research.
Overarching Themes in Revelation
When the book of Revelation was read in the early Christian church, believers in
the church could probably understand the main messages revealed through it much better
than modem believers do. Symbolic or metaphoric expressions used in Revelation make
the grasping of the implied meanings by modern Christians difficult but were probably
familiar to the early Christians. While the words of Revelation were read from cover to
cover by a reciter, they could catch important overarching themes in the book. They could
differentiate ancillary contents that helped hearers to understand the main themes
efficiently. In order for modern Christians to understand the messages properly as the
early Christians did, they need to consider which overarching themes are revealed and
emphasized throughout the book of Revelation. They need to examine what Revelation
reveals about God, Christ Jesus, and the Holy Spirit, and what Revelation challenges and
promises to Christians who live in the world. They have to receive examples about how
Revelation suggests Christians live their current lives with the eschatological expectation.
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Nature of God throughout Revelation
While God is declared to be the source or origin ofthe revelation of Jesus Christ
(1:1), he reveals his identity about who he is by using the expression of self-disclosure,
sy6 eipi (I am): eyo) sini to ak(^a Kal to w "I am the Alpha and the Omega"; (eyw ei^i) 6
w'n Kal 6 riv Kal 6 8px6pevo(; "[I am] the one who is and who was and who is to come";
(eycb sipi) 6 TcavTOKpciTcop "[I am] the Almighty" (1:8). hi addition, God is called by the
creatures 6 KaGfuievoq 8(il tov Gpovov "the one who sits on the throne" (4:2), 6 ^covtoc; eiq
Toiyq aicovaq twv aicbvcov "the one who lives for ever and ever" (4:9). Through these
descriptions about God, readers develop a theology of God in the book of Revelation.
The source of the Revelation. The first verse begins with the phrase AttokciA,!)
\\fiq 'Irioou XpioToi) (Revelation of Jesus Christ). As each book of the Pentateuch takes
the title of its book from the first word or the first phrase, so too the first phrase of this
book indicates that the main theme of the revelation to be delivered throughout the book
is Jesus Christ. However, the author makes clear that this revelation is not caused by
Jesus himself but is given to Christ from God. Here God appears as the source of the
revelation. By sending his angels, he made the revelation known to John who writes it to
the churches. Thus, the revelation is caused by God who allowed John and church
members to receive it.
The Greek word d7tOKd?iu\j/i(; has the meaning of "disclosure of revelation of
particular kind" (Bauer 112). As the source of d7roKdA.u\}/i(;, God reveals truth hidden in
visions or dreams. In the case of Revelation, d7ioKdX,u\|/i(; is to reveal the revelation of
Jesus Christ through visions. Revelation 1 : 1 is very similar with Daniel 2:28-29 where
God is introduced as 6 dvaKaA-UTCTCov nuaTfjpta (the one who reveals secrets). Daniel told
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King Nebuchadnezzar that God, who revealed secrets through visions he received in his
dream, showed him what was going to happen. People who receive revelation need to
know from where the revelation comes. If they know that the revelation they received
through visions, dreams, or books comes from God, they give authority to the revelation.
Thus, to Christians who have faith, revelation they read or hear from the book of
Revelation can be regarded as the word of God (K. Lee 73).
The One who is, and who was, and who is to come. When the author of the
book of Revelation refers to God, he prefers using certain appellation, which represents
the nature of God, rather than using only the word God. God is referred to as 6 wv Kal 6
r|v Kal 6 epxopevoq (the one who is, and who was, and who is to come) by John (1 :4) and
by God himself (1:8). In a slightly changed form, the four hving creatures say 6 rjv Kal
cov Kal 6 epxopevoq (the one who was, and who is, and who is to come, 4:8), and the
twenty-four elders say 6 w'n Kal 6 rjv (the one who is and who was, 11:17), and the third
angel who poured out his bowl also uses this delineation (16:5). Describing God's name
using the participle form of the verb sijui is also found in Exodus 3:14 (LXX): syd) si|ii 6
wv (I am the one who is). Later Jewish people interpret this usage of God's name as
representing God's divine eternity, and Hellenistic philosophers such as Philo regard the
divine eternity as timeless being (Bauckham, Theology 28). Thus, the Jewish
interpretation and Hellenistic philosophical understanding directly influenced the divine
name "the one who is and who was and who is to come" (1:8). This expression
emphasizes God's eternal nature.
When this tide appears in Revelation, one peculiar thing is that the author of the
book does not follow the usual Greek grammar but uses it as his own significant
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expression. The Greek preposhion ano usually takes the genitive noun form. However,
the author places the nominative form after the preposition: d;i6 6 wv Kal 6 r\v Kal 6
epXO^ievoq (1:4). The author is unlikely not to know the Greek grammar system or to
make a mistake because he applies the same nominative form to other verses (1:8; 4:8;
11:17; 16:5). He correctly knows genitive forms normally for other objects of the
preposition after and in the same verse and in the next verse: dTio twv tma 7rv80|idTcov
(1:4); dTTO 'Ir|aoi) jpioxov (1:5). In the tradition of Judaism, God's name is so sacred that
people cannot call his name carelessly. Using God's tide in the nominative form without
case inflection suitable for Greek grammar emphasizes God's immutability and God's
faithfulness (D. Shin 41). The author deliberately uses the nominative case after the
preposition dTto for revealing that only God can be the real subject (Campbell 47).
The title of God, 6 w'n Kal 6 rjv Kal 6 epxoiievoc;, does not follow the natural
order of time, but "the one who is" is placed first before "[the one] who was" and "[the
one] who is to come." Although Hellenistic people used a similar expression about Zeus,
the order and expression are clearly different from the usage in Revelation. They called
Zeus "the one who was and who is and who will be" (Mounce 46; Krodel 82). In the
order of Hellenistic expression, the past tense (imperfect) appears first and then the
present participle, and a different expression of the future is used. The author, who
follows Jewish expression, emphasizes God's present presence by using the present
participle first before the past tense. While Zeus is expressed as "the one who will be" in
order to emphasize divine eternity, God in Revelation is described as "[the one] who is to
come." This present participle usage focuses on God's dynamics in which he is coming
toward the present from the future. God in Revelation is not only the static God who still
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exists in the future. The author of Revelation implies that God is dynamic as not only the
one who will be eternally in the future but also the one who works in the present and the
one who is coming to the present with fmal victory and heavenly blessings (R Lee 3 1).
Alpha and the Omega. "The Alpha and the Omega" (1:8; 21:6) is another
description of God revealed in the book of Revelation. This expression is used as God's
divine self-declaration that comes near the beginning (1:8) and again at the end ofthe
book of Revelation when he declares his eschatological purpose is completed (21:6).
Because A (alpha) and Q (omega) are the first and the last in the Greek alphabet, the
expression "the alpha and the omega" has the meaning that God is the first and the last,
God is the creator and the completer, namely, he is the one who embraces all. This
expression emphasizes that God manages all history and holds fast his will from the
beginning to the end (D. Shin 44).
This divine self-declaration is significant in that no one can take God's
sovereignty. God is the alpha and the omega of history. That is, the beginning and the end
of history are in his hands. One of the important themes of the book of Revelafion is that
the dragon is expelled from heaven, the beasts receive power from the dragon in the
world, and the woman and Babylon take authority on earth, confinually giving challenge
to replace God's posifion as the Alpha and the Omega (13:4, 8, 15). Even though the evil
beings' great influence causes many people to worship the dragon and the beast and to
give people fear and awe, the evil creatures are only objects of God's judgment. They
cannot take God's place, and the final victory will not be to theirs but God's (17: 14;
18:21; 19:20).
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The Lord God the Almighty. The title 6 TtavTOKdicop (the Almighty) appears
nine times in Revelation, hi most cases, this title is used as 6 icupioq 6 Gsoq 6 TcavTOKdicop
(the Lord God the Almighty, 4:8; 11:17; 15:3; 16:7; 19:6; 21:22). The Greek word for the
Almighty is 6 TravioKdicop. This word is translated from the Hebrew word nisns . which
is usually used with 'Tb^ mn'' (the Lord God) as in nix?^ ^n^^ mn"' (2 Sam. 5: 10; 1 Kings
11:9; Jer. 5:14; Amos 3:13; 4:13; 5:14, 15, 16, 27; 9:5; Hos. 12:5). This form is general in
"the Old Testament Prophets where the title indicates Yahweh's unrivalled power over all
things and therefore his supremacy over the course of historical events" (Bauckham,
Theology 30). No other beings can stand against God; authority and victorious power are
not given to him, but he has these things in himself. Thus, the Lord God the Almighty is
the only one who actually rules over all things.
The One who is sitting on a throne. When readers see how many times the
author uses the word Opovoq (throne) throughout the book of Revelation, they realize that
he imparts significant meanings to the word. The Greek word Gpovoc; appears sixty-two
times in the New Testament, and it appears in Revelation fourty-seven times, hi the
expression 6 KaOfip-evoc; 87ri Toi3 Opovou (the one who sits on the throne) and similar
expressions, John uses the throne as the title about God (4:2, 3, 9; 5: 1, 7, 13; 1:16; 7: 10,
15; 19:4; 20:11; 21:5).
John does not describe about the one who sits on the throne in detail, as happens
in similar usage in Ezekiel 1:4-28. Instead of a detailed description about God, John
carefully expresses the one who sits on the throne symbolically in 4:3 with the light of
three translucent precious stones: idoTTic; (jasper), odpSiov (sardine), and opapdySivoq
(emerald). John R Walvoord insists that these stones impart significance to the readers: a
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clear jasper like a diamond today as the purity of God, a beautiful red sardine stone like a
ruby as God's redemptive purpose, and a green emerald as a rich background for God's
glory (104). He also attempts to match the precious stones with the name and meaning of
the tribe of Israel: that the jasper represents the first tribe, Reuben which means "behold,
a son," and the sardine stone represents the last tribe, Benjamin which means "son ofmy
right hand" (104-05). As representative of precious stones, however, they portray "the
majesty of God, resplendent and clothed in unapproachable light" rather than having
individual significance in detail (Mounce 120-21). Likewise, some more precious stones
appear to describe God's glory in the holy city, Jerusalem, and the foundations of the city
walls (21:10-11, 19-20). Thus, these stones are used to provide the overall impression
about the one who sits on the throne in symbolic form.
The word Gpovoc;, the symbol of the absolute sovereignty of a king, implies a
political meaning of rule and judgment (Schmitz 160-61). Unlike the vision of Isaiah in
the temple (Isa. 6:1), John emphasizes that God is the sovereign who rules over the whole
universe by saying that he saw God's throne in heaven (4:2). The region ofAsia Minor at
the author's time was under the rule of the Roman Emperor. Whatever their religions
were, people who resided in the region were hard to be free from the political, economic,
cultural, and social influence of the Roman emperor who sat on the throne of his Empire.
Even though the Roman Emperors' ruling power was great and influenced a large
territory during their reign, it could not reach other realms nor other time periods beyond
their Empire where other kings had their own sovereignties. However, God's throne,
which lies in heaven, is not confined by temporal and spatial limitations. The author
reveals to the readers or hearers with the imagery of the throne in heaven that God s
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sovereign authority extends over and through the whole of history and the whole universe
(Lunceford 71).
The political imagery of the throne is mixed with cultic imagery (Bauckham,
Theology 33). The one who sits on the throne is described as the being who deserved to
receive worship from his creatures. The place where the throne lies is the temple in
heaven (4: 1-2; 1 1: 19; 5:5-8) and twenty-four elders and four living creatures fall down
before the one sitting on the throne and worship him (4:9-10; 5:14; 7:11; 11:16; 19:4). As
God's creatures, they give glory and honor and power to their creator who sits on the
throne (4: 11). They do not assert that they have any authority before God because God
allows all of their authority. With the action of throwing their crowns, they express
absolute obedience and reverence to God (4:10). The scope of the worship is expanded
from the four living creatures and twenty-four elders to "every creature in heaven and on
earth and under the earth and on the sea" (5:13). With reference to the throne, the author
of the book of Revelation strongly emphasizes that other evil beings who sit on their
thrones do not deserve to receive worship but are doomed to destruction (20:10). The
author declares that God judges the destiny of those who worship the beast and his image
(14:9-10; 19:20). Even the angel who receives revelations from God and delivers them to
John does not deserve to be worshipped. When John fell down to worship the angel, the
angel refuses John's worship but conmiands that he should worship God (19: 10; 22:8-9).
Summary about God's nature. As previously noted, the author strongly
emphasizes God's nature in the book of Revelation by using several descriptions about
God. God is introduced as the source ofthe revelation of Jesus Christ. Revelation can be
regarded as God's words because God reveals secrets through visions and prophecies.
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God's eternal nature is emphasized by the expression of "the one who is, and who was,
and who is to come" (1:8). God is always the actor in the past, in the present, and in the
future. God is also dynamic because he is not only the static God who will exist in the
future but also the one who accomplishes his salvation history and the one who is coming
toward the present with final victory from the future. By using the description the Alpha
and the Omega, that is, the first Greek letter and the last, the nature of God's sovereignty
is revealed. No other beings can replace God's position because the beginning and the
end of history are in his hands. The word for representing God's nature, the Almighty,
appears in Revelation with the Lord God. This typical title, the Lord God Almighty,
indicates God's unrivalled power over all things over the process of history. No other
beings can stand against God. In the expression, the one who is sitting on the throne, the
political imagery and the cultic imagery are mixed. God is the sovereign who rules over
the whole universe. Even though a Roman emperor who sat on the throne in the Roman
Empire had strong influence over certain areas and periods, his ruling power was limited
by his time and space. On the contrary, God's sovereign authority extends over the whole
of history and the whole universe. Only God deserves to receive worship from his
creatures.
Nature of Jesus throughout Revelation
The author implies the identification of Jesus Christ by using many descriptions
for Christ called Christological titles, which are concentrated in chapters 1-3, 5, and then
repeated in the latter chapters of Revelation. Most of the Christological titles are also
found with the same or similar expressions to God in the Old Testament and in Jewish
literature. The author, who is strongly influenced by the Jewish background, uses the
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Christological titles from his traditional materials with the theological concerns about
Christ. Examining the same or similar Jewish traditional expressions with the
Christological tides helps readers understand the nature of Jesus Christ in the book of
Revelation.
The Alpha and the Omega�the First and the Last. The author identifies Jesus
Christ with God by using the same title for Jesus that is used for God. The title "the
Alpha and the Omega" (1:8; 22: 13) is the description for God's absolute authority: He is
the alpha and the omega of history. That is, the creation and the end of the world are in
his hands (cf 1:8). This tide is used for only God in the Old Testament (cf Isa. 44:6;
48: 12), but John applies the title to Christ (22: 13).
The title "I am the First and the Last" (1:17; 22: 13) is also divine self-declaration
for both God and Christ. In other words, these two expressions, "the Alpha and the
Omega" and "the First and the Last," are applied to Jesus Christ with the same
significance. John emphasizes that Christ was also in the beginning (creation) of the
world and in the end (judgment) of the world (K. Lee 106). Christ is called r\ ctpxfi
KTiaccoq Tou Qeov (the beginning of the creation of God) in the introductory part of the
message to the church in Laodicea (3:14). Christ is also described as the one who will
come to the world again at the end time (1:7; 22:7, 12). Therefore, Jesus Christ, who is
called "the Alpha and the Omega, the First and the Last, the Beginning and the End"
(22:13), is strongly related to the eternal fullness of God (Bauckham, Theology 56-57).
The Lamb that is slain. The Greek word dpviov, which is a diminutive of dpfiv,
is used for representing the Lamb in Reveladon (Bauer 133). As the title for Christ,
the
Lamb cannot be found in other books in the New Testament. The similar word appears
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for Christ in John 1:29, 36 and 1 Peter 1:19, but it is not dpviov but a^ivoq. Although the
word dpviov appears in John 21:15, it is used in plural form, so the word does not have
Messianic meaning. The title dpviov, representing the Lamb, is used as a messianic title
for Christ only in the book of Revelation.
Connecting dpviov (the Lamb) with to 80(pay|i8vov (that is slain) emphasizes the
redemption by the self-sacrifice of Christ, who gave his life a ransom for all (Colijn 150-
51). Three combined expressions, dpviov eaTTjKoq cbq eocpayjxevov (a Lamb stands as if it
had been slain), 8a(pdyr|(; (you were slain), and to dpviov to eocpayjievov (the slain Lamb),
appear in one chapter (Rev. 5:6, 9, 12). John proclaims Christ as the one who is crucified
as Paul does: "We preach Christ crucified" (1 Cor. 1:23a). For John, Christ is shown to be
Redeemer through his death, so from this perspective, he is the conqueror or the victor.
Brenda B. Colijn explains the paradox that the messianic Lion of Judah is actually a
slaughtered Lamb: "One of the central paradoxes of the book is that the Lamb who has
been slain is also the one who is crowned king of kings" (302). Because of his blood as
the means of redemption, believers can have relationships with God and attend the eternal
life he gives to believers.
The Lamb, who was slain, is worthy to receive worship from "every creature in
heaven and on earth and under the earth and on the sea" (5:12-13). Just as God is worthy
to receive glory, honor, and power from those who belong to heaven for he created all
things (4:11), Jesus is worthy "to receive power and wealth and wisdom and strength and
honor and glory and praise" for he was slain (5:12). Among the nouns for praising Christ
in 5:12, 5uva|iiv "power" and iaxuv "strength" are synonyms, hi other places where these
words are used in Revelation, only God deserves to receive those words (4: 1 1 ; 7: 12;
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1 1:17; 19:1). However, in 5:12, those words are related to praising Christ, hi addition, in
5:13, both God and Jesus receive praise and honor and glory and power at the same dme:
John does not wish to represent Jesus as an alternative object of worship
alongside God, but the one who shares in the glory due to God. He is
worthy of divine worship because his worship can be included in the
worship of the one God. (Bauckham, Theology 60)
Therefore, readers can realize that John has the theological intention of identifying the
nature of God with the nature of Jesus as the one who is worthy to receive worship.
The One who died and came to life again. The expression, "the one who died
and came to life again" (1: 18) is the Christological term connected with the tide, "the first
and the last" (2:8b). This expression implies a special significance with regard to the
death and the resurrection of Christ. The significance of Christ's resurrection is
intentionally emphasized, which becomes a reason for Christ's present sovereignty and
for Christ's ruling authority over the dead and the living. Christ is the first fruit of the
dead (1:5b). Thus, Christ guarantees eternal life for those who belong to him through his
resurrection.
The author of the book of Reveladon emphasizes that Christ's eternal authority
about life and death works in the reality of the church. In the letter to the church in
Smyrna, the church received the conditional promise of salvation though the church was
suffering with afflicUons, tests, poverty, and threats: "Be faithful, even to the point of
death, and I will give you the crown of life" (2:9-10). In addidon, the one who overcomes
receives the promise that "he wdl not be hurt at all by the second death" (2: 1 1). In spite
ofthe situation where believers are suffering with the threat of tribulation, the church is
under Christ's eternal ruling authority over time, life, and death. As the Lord of the
church, Christ is the one on whom the church can rely in all kinds of sufferings, tests, and
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temptations. As the one who hves eternally, he guarantees etemal life to those who
belong to him.
The One who has the sharp, double-edged sword. The expression that a sharp,
double-edged sword comes out of his mouth is used in the tide for Christ. If a sharp
sword comes out of his mouth when he speaks, people cannot stand before him because
the sword can stab them. In Revelation 2:16, he says, "Repent therefore! Otherwise, I will
soon come to you and will fight against them with the sword ofmy mouth." The
expression, the sword coming out of the mouth, appears in 19:21: "The rest of them were
killed with the sword that came out of the mouth of the rider on the horse. The rider on
the horse is Jesus Christ (D. Shin 212). With the sword coming out of Jesus' mouth, Jesus
is the judge who divides people into two sides and punishes those who belong to the evil
side. Jesus Christ repels those who belong to the power standing against God. In
Revelation, the dragon and the beasts appear as the representatives of opponents against
God. The dragon and the beasts boast their power in the world, so they always attempt to
make people follow them and worship them instead of following and worshiping God.
However, the victor is Jesus Christ not the dragon nor the beasts, nor Satan. Jesus will
repel and judge them (19:20).
The One whose eyes are like blazing fire. This symbolic expression reveals that
Jesus Christ can see everything clearly and he knows everything. Before the light of fire,
darkness disappears. Before the light of fire, hidden things are exposed. Before the
blazing fire of Jesus' eyes, people cannot hide anything. Jesus repeatedly tells the
churches and believers in the churches in chapters 2 and 3 that I knows them: For
example, he says, "I know your deeds, your hard work and your perseverance. I know
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that you cannot tolerate wicked men" (2:2); "I know you have persevered and have
endured hardships for my name, and have not grown weary" (2:3); "I know your
afflictions and your poverty" (2:9); "I know your deeds, your love and faith, your service
and perseverance, and that you are now doing more than you did at first" (2: 19); "I know
your deeds; you have a reputadon of being alive, but you are dead" (3: 1). He knows
everything about people because he sees everything with his eyes like blazing fire. He
knows people's situation; he knows plans and desires; he knows faults and sins; he knows
faith and loyalty. Jesus knows everything. People cannot hide before his eyes. Therefore,
people should be conscious of the eyes of Jesus all the time. Whenever Christians are
doing good things, or whenever they are in temptation about bad things, they should be
conscious of the eyes of Jesus Christ because he sees them with his eyes like blazing fire.
Summary about Jesus' nature. With his theological intention, the author uses
many titles for Christ in the book of Revelation. One of the characteristics of the titles is
that he uses some of the same titles for both God and Jesus: the Alpha and the Omega, the
first and the last, the one who is worthy to receive worship. With these expressions, the
eternal and transcendent nature of Jesus Christ is revealed. The Lamb provides
redemption to believers through his self-sacrifice on the cross. His resurrection is the
foundation of his authority and glory as the Redeemer. He knows every situation where
believers are suffering because of their faith. In addidon, he will come with final
judgment towards evildoers, especially those who stand against God. The author
emphasizes that people can have a proper reladonship with God in faith toward Christ
and that Christ is the only one who can promise final victory and salvation to the church
at the end time.
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Nature of the Holy Spirit throughout Revelation
The Greek expression for the Holy Spirit, Tweiipa dyiov, does not occur in the
book of Reveladon, but the word Tuveupa occurs in total twenty-four dmes. Among these
occurrences, the breath of life, Tuvsupa (11:11; 13:15), unclean spirits, Trveupaia
dKdGapxa (16: 13, 14; 18: 12), and the spirits of the prophets, id Tuveijpa twv 7rpo(pr|Tcov
(19: 10), are irrelevant to the concept of the Holy Spirit. The seven spirits of God, id tma
TTveupaxa tov 0soi) (1:4; 3:1; 4:5; 5:6), are differendated from the Holy Spirit because
they indicate seven angels of God.^ The spirit of the prophecy, to Tweiipa ifjc Tipocprixelac;
(19:10), is considered to be the concept of the Holy Spirit to some scholars and the
concept of essence or heart to others according to their interpretation of the expression."^
The expressions readers need to examine to defme the nature of the Holy Spirit in
Revelation are the phrase ev Tweupaxi Tuvevjuari (1:10; 4:2; 17:3; 21:10) and the
concept of the Spirit as the speaker (2:7, 11, 17, 29; 3:6, 13, 22; 14:13; 22:17).
The phrase ev jrvEvpaxi. John always uses the phrase ev Trvsupan with reference
to his own experience of visions in Revelation. In 1:10, he says that he heard in the Spirit
^ Bauckham claims that John uses the expression of seven spirits as a symbol for the divine Spirit
on the basis of the understanding of Zechariah 4:1-14 {Theology 1 10-15). Dong-Ook Shin insists that the
expression of the seven spirits before God's throne emphasizes the perfection of the Holy Spirit's ministry.
According to his explanation, the seven spirits are God's powerful spirits who complete God's will while
they go around the whole world, and they are God's spirits of wisdom, understanding, counsel, power,
knowledge, and the fear ofthe Lord (41). However, seven spints in Revelation 5:6 are beings like the
angels as God's and Christ's messengers who are sent to the whole world. The seven spirits should be
considered as angels with God because they are referred to as the seven angels before God in Revelation
8:3.
In the expression f) yap napTupia \r\ao\) eaiiv to KVEX>\ia tfjc; TipocpTiTEiaq, "for the witness of
Jesus is the spirit ofthe prophecy" (Rev. 19:10), the interpretation of the phrase, "the spirit ofthe prophecy.
is differently suggested by scholars. Robert H. Mounce understands it as "the witness or testimony thai
Jesus bore is the essence of prophetic proclamation�the principle that dominates prophecy" (349-50).
Gordon D. Fee understands the spirit of prophecy as "'the Spirit' who has inspired this 'prophecy'" (269).
Gregory K. Beale considers the concept of rtvd)^a as collective or distributive singular, and
the concept ot
Tfiq 7tpo(piiT8ia(; as descriptive genitive, so he understands that people who have testimonies
about Jesus are
prophetic people (947).
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behind him a loud voice like a trumpet, hi 4:2, he says that he was in the Spirit when he
saw the vision of heavenly throne and heavenly worship scenery, hi 17:3, he was in the
Spirit when he saw the vision of the judgment to the great prosdtute. hi 21: 10, he was in
the Spirit when an angel brought him to a great and high mountain and showed him the
holy city, Jerusalem. Thus, the Holy Spirit is the divine being who causes the author to
have visions. Similar verses in the Old Testament also express visionary experiences from
the Holy Spirit (Ezek. 3:12, 14; 8:3; 11:1, 24; 37:1; 43:5). With the help ofthe Holy Spirit,
John heard the sound like a trumpet, saw the vision of the heavenly throne, and saw the
judgment of the prostitute and the vision of Jerusalem coming down out of heaven from
God. John did not play a leading role in the visions he experienced but the Holy Spirit led
him to experience the visions. Therefore, John emphasizes the proactive role of the Holy
Spirit through the phrase ev Trveupaii in Revelation.
The phrase ev Tcveupaxt has important places through the whole structure of
Revelation. The first use is placed in the beginning of his calling vision, in which the
author of Revelation is entrusted with writing (1 : 10). The second phrase takes place in the
beginning of the body section in Reveladon (4:2). The third phrase appears in the
beginning of the vision about Babylon (17:3), and the fourth occurs in the beginning of
the vision about New Jerusalem (21:10). The vision about Babylon especially contrasts
with the vision about New Jerusalem. The author of the book attempts clearly to show the
object of God's judgment and the object of God's salvadon. The destrucdon of Babylon
is presented as the decisive judgment acdon that is the expression ofGod's extreme wrath.
Contrastively, New Jerusalem is dealt with at the very end of the body to present the
accomplishment ofGod's ruling. By using the phrase ev Trveupait, John emphasizes
that
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he received an important message when he was in the Spirit. The Holy Spirit endows the
authority and legitimacy to the messages delivered through visions in Reveladon as well
as makes John's experience of visions possible by the proacdve leading.
The Spirit who says to the churches. The formulaic expression 6 excov ouq
dKOUodxco xi to Tweupa Xtyei miq 8Kiar|olai(;, "he who has an ear, let him hear what the
Spirit says to the churches," occurs repeatedly in chapters 2 and 3 (2:7, 11, 17, 29; 3:6, 13,
22). Readers can find the formulaic expression oc; sxsi wxa dKoueiv dKousxco, "he who
has ears to hear, let him hear," in other books of the New Testament (Mark 4:9, 23; 7: 16;
Matt. 11:15; 13:9, 43; Luke 8:9b; 14:35), but the expression, including the phrase tI to
TEveupa A,sysi miq EKKkr\ciaic;, "what the Spirit says to the churches," occurs only in
Revelation. The basic form of this formulaic expression is found in reveladon discourses
and letters of Jewish tradition, and the Holy Spirit in the form encourages those who
listen to consider the contents as words for them (Berger 118). As a speaker, the role of
the Holy Spirit is to deliver God's revelation to the prophet and the churches (14: 13;
22:17). Therefore, from the tradition of prophedc discourse, the prophet John does not
speak on his own to the churches, but only the Spirit of God speaks to the churches
through him. In other words, the churches can hear what the Spirit speaks through the
prophet.
The words the Holy Spirit says to the churches is connected with the words that
Christ says to the churches. The words given to each church in Revelation 2 and 3 are
what the risen Christ commands each messenger of the seven churches in Asia Minor
to
write. Christ says to the messengers that he knows the situation and
condition of each
church. Christ gives compliments for good things in the churches while he reproaches
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them for something bad in the church. He also presents promises for those who overcome
in each church. At the last part of what Christ tells to the churches, the formulaic
expression, "He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches," is used.
Readers realize that the words of Christ to the churches are delivered through the Holy
Spirit. The dehvered messages through the Holy Spirit are meant not just for one specific
church but for all churches (Osborne 122). Therefore, the role ofthe Holy Spirit is a
mediator as a speaker to proclaim the reveladon of Christ to the churches.
Summary about the Holy Spirit. The role of pneumatology is important in
Reveladon, even though theology about the Holy Spirit is not described in detail. The
phrase ev Tcveupaxi has important places in the whole structure of Revelation (1:10; 4:2;
17:3; 21:10). The author of Reveladon emphasizes through the phrase ev Trveupan that
his visionary experience was possible by the leading acdon of the Holy Spirit who
endows authority and legitimacy to the visions. John received important visions that
contained messages to church members when he was in the Spirit. The Holy Spirit
appears as a speaker in Revelation. As an agent of God's revelation, the Holy Spirit has
the role to speak words of Christ in relation to encouragement, commendadon, promise,
and judgment to the prophet and the churches.
Expectation of the Author through the Eschatological Expressions
The book of Reveladon seems to be filled with God's judgments for the world s
end dmes. The expressions that imply an imminent end dme, such as "the things which
shortly take place" (Rev. 1:1), "the time is near" (1:3), or, "I will come to you quickly"
(2:5, 16; 3:11; 22:7, 12, 20), cause readers to have a sense that the second coming ofthe
Lord will happen soon and that the end dme of the world is near at hand. However,
the
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end time emphasized in Revelation still has not come approximately two thousand years
after the proclamation of the imminent end of the world.
When readers examine the expressions ofthe author of Reveladon that he used
for his imminent eschatological expectation, they see that the author of Revelation was
waidng for the imminent end of the world. He connected the reveladon of Jesus Christ as
the content of the book with "the things which shortly take place" (1: 1). hi the beginning
of the conclusion, he summarizes the content of the book with the expression "the things
which shortly take place" (22:6). Other expressions are used for representing the
imminent end in Reveladon: "I am coming to you" (2:5); "I will come to you quickly"
(2: 16); "I will come quickly" (3:11; 22:7, 12, 20). With those sentences, the author
announced the impending second coming of the risen Christ. The expression, "I will
come like a thief (Rev. 3:3; 16: 15), was familiar to the believers in the early Church (1
Thess. 5:2; 2 Pet. 3:10); it is related to the unexpected, sudden, and irrevocable coming of
Christ in Revelation (Walvoord 81). On the basis of well-known sayings of Jesus (Matt.
24:43-44 par. Luke 12:39-40), Christians of early Church were familiar with connecting
the image of the thiefwith the command to watch or stay awake (Michaels, Revelation
82). The expression "the time is near" (1:3; 22:10) indicates that a certain decisive event
will occur before long. By using the article before the Greek word Kaipoq, which means
time, Christian readers know that the time is an eschatological terminology indicating the
time of judgment or the end (Delling 458). The word sjjvq, which is used in the same
expression, emphasizes the imminence of the time, hi addition, as the response to the
word of Christ, "I will come quickly" (22:20), the author answered in the same \ erse with
eschatological expectation: "Amen. Come, Lord Jesus." Therefore, the author ofthe
book
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not only delivered the imminent end-time message to the receivers ofthe writing but also
eagerly anticipated that the second coming of Christ and the judgment of the world will
come soon.
Even though the author of the book had the imminent eschatological expectation,
he took a flexible position about the exact time of the last day. He did not designate any
specific day for when the last day will take place. For example, the souls of those asked a
question about the fime of God's judgment: "How long. Sovereign Lord, holy and true,
until you judge the inhabitants of the earth and avenge our blood?" (6: 10). The answer of
God to their question was that they needed to wait a litde longer until the day that God
designated for the judgment: "They were told to wait a little longer, until the number of
their fellow servants and brothers who were to be killed as they had been was completed"
(6:11). Through the answer, the author, who had imminent eschatological expectation,
made his receivers realize that only God knows the exact time of the judgment day. In
other words, his flexible response on the time of the last day implies that time is
remaining until the last day and nobody knows when the day will come.
Be Those Who Repent
Repentance is one of the important faithful attitudes and ethical responses related
to eschatological faith. Readers can find two kinds of repentance in Revelation: One is
the repentance of believers; the other is the repentance of nonbelievers. The repentance of
believers is related to the demand of Christ that believers should do right things with their
faith when tempted to do wrong things by false teachers or by forgetting their first
allegiance. The repentance of nonbelievers is a chance to be saved by returning their
li\ es
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to God from their place where they live away from God. However, the result is the same
for those who do not repent whether they are believers or nonbelievers.
The demand for believers' repentance in the church gave them an opportunity to
make their decision to turn from the wrong teaching that influenced them: the teaching of
Nicolaitans, the teaching of Balaam, and the teaching of Jezebel. The teaching of
Nicolaitans was referred to as the same teaching of Balaam that made believers in the
church eat food sacrificed to idols and commit sexual immortality (2:14-5). The woman
Jezebel, who called herself a prophetess, was referred to as misleading believers in the
church with the same teaching of Balaam. Thus, the groups with different names that
influenced faithful lives of church members to do wrong things had almost the same
theological position (Michaels, Revelation 76).
"Eadng food sacrificed to idols" (2:14) was a challenge to the faith of Chrisdans.
Most social and economic groups in Greco-Roman culture at that time had a religious
aspect. If they did not want to attend the religious ritual of the groups in the culture, they
could not be members of the groups. Eating food sacrificed to idols indicated that they
opened themselves to the Greco-Roman culture (A. Collins, Crisis and Catharsis 88).
Thus, the author of Reveladon urged believers in the church to make their decision
whether they would attend the religious rituals of Greco-Roman culture, thereby
deserting their faith.
"Committing sexual immortality" (2:21) is the expression that should be
understood metaphorically as "to participate in Gentile culture" rather than understood
literally as "to commit sexual behavior" (Carter 36). The general meaning ofthe Greek
word Tiopveia was "unlawful sexual intercourse" (Bauer 854). However, this
word could
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be used often metaphorically in relation to the idolatry in Jewish tradition (Duff 67).
Since the author used sexual language in other texts in the book as metaphorical usages.
for example, "the great prostitute" (17:1), the expression "committing sexual immortality-
seems more plausible as having a metaphorical meaning. Thus, the author ofthe book
urged believers in the church to return from the influence of wrong teaching with their
pure Christian identity in the circumstance where they were easily assimilated into the
culture of Hellenism.
The demand for repentance to the believers of the church gave them an
opportunity to make a decision whether they would live their lives with the Lord or they
would live their lives regardless of the Lord. Christ demanded repentance from those
whom he loved because he rebuked and disciplined them (3:19). His loving compassion
was exemplified in 3:20 as an invitation of the Lord, and he urged a response to the
invitation. As Osborne points out, this invitation is often misunderstood as an evangelical
invitation for the unsaved to become those who receive Christ as their personal savior
(212). However, this invitation is a challenge for the weak in the church and individual
church members to make a decision to open the gates of their hearts and receive the Lord
into their lives. Thus, if believers in the church return and repent from the wrong
teachings and wrong influences and open the gates of their minds and receive the Lord,
Christ will enter into them and have deep fellowship with them in their lives.
The chance of repentance is given to the believers of the church and to
nonbelievers in the world as well. The object of God's judgment in Revelation are those
who worship the dragon and the beasts (13:4, 7-8) and those who stand on the side of
Satan (20:8-9). They curse the name of God and do not glorify him (16:9, 11, 21). Further,
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they gloat over the death of two witnesses who are sent by God ( 1 1 : 10). They are under
the rule of the great prostitute (17: 15) and stand on the side ofthe false trinity and attend
their rebellious war in Armageddon (16:13-16; 19:19). Thus, they are targets ofGod's
wrath ( 1 1 : 1 8; 14: 10) and receive eternal suffering (14: 11). God pays back double for
what Babylon the Great has done (18:6). God gave them a chance to repent, but if they
miss the chance and do not repent undl the end, they are judged according to what they
have done and are thrown into the lake of fire (20:11-15). If they do not take advantage of
the chance to repent, they cannot be saved.
The author of the book repeatedly points out that nonbelievers repudiate the
opportunity to repent and do not turn to God. The rest of the people who are not killed by
the judgment of the trumpet do not repent of what they have done (9:20-21), and
unbelievers in the judgments of bowls refuse to repent and glorify God. Rather, they
curse him (16:9, 11). David Edward Aune asserts that the purpose of the seven trumpet
judgments and of the seven bowl judgments is not to give the chance to unbelievers to
repent but to give irrevocable punishments to them (335, 899). The eternal gospel is
given to those who live on the earth, that is, to every nation, tribe, language, and people
in order that they might fear God and give him glory (14:6-7). Thus, the trumpet
judgment and the bowl judgment can be partly given to unbelievers as the opportunity of
salvadon by God who provides the chance for repentance to them (Osborne 434). In
addidon, a case of unbelievers' repentance is found in Reveladon: "The survivors were
terrified and gave glory to the God of heaven" ( 1 1 : 1 3). A severe earthquake after two
witnesses went to heaven sdrs up their repentance. Therefore, the opportunities
of
repentance in Revelation are given to believers in the church who should li\
e together
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with the Lord and to unbelievers in the world who should retum from the place of
judgment to the place of salvation as well.
Be Those Who Endure
The Greek word iJTropovfi (endurance) defines the nature of Christian life and the
existence of Chrisdan community. It is especially significant to church members in
situations of difficulty, tribulation, or persecution. The word UTiopovf) occurs thirty-two
dmes in the New Testament. It means "the capacity to hold out or bear up in the face of
difficulty" (Bauer 1039-40) seven times in the book of Revelation and has important
nuances such as the other ethical concepts of faith, hope, love, and service.
The author introduces himself to the church members as their brother and
companion: "I, John, your brother and companion in the suffering [GHvi/iq] and kingdom
[PaoiXsla] and endurance [i)7iopovf|] in Jesus, was on the island of Patmos" (Rev. 1:9).
He connects the concept of UTiopovfi with the concepts of 0Hv|ii(; (suffering) and paoiA^ia
because all three words are interrelated with the same preposition and article ev ifi
(Osborne 80). The word QXi\\fi(; expresses the difficulty that his receiver churches are
experiencing internally and externally. In the suffering situation, Christ exhorts the
church of Smyrna, "I know your afflictions and your poverty" (2:9). The word poverty^
explains the word ajflictions more specifically, so the afflictions can be a kind of poverty.
The author announces that some of the church members will be arrested and suffered
during a limited period in the church (2: 10). The suffering is related to the tribulation that
believers will experience. The nuance of kingdom is to be understood in relation
to 1 :6
where Christ makes believers to be a kingdom and priests. Believers and the churches
belong to the territory of God's ruling. Thus, believers can endure afflictions
with the
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hope of the kingdom of God where God's ultimate rule is accomplished in the situation
of threat and tribulation they encounter in their present lives. Endurance is the virtue of
those who receive tribulation and the behavior of believers in the period of afflictions
(Fee 13-14).
Endurance is one of the compliments that the church of Ephesus receives from
Christ in Revelation 2:2. Church members in Ephesus endure hardships 5id to ovopd pou
(because ofmy name, 2:3). The phrase to ovopd pou (my name) occurs again in the
expressions ouk fipvf|aco to ovopd pou (you did not deny my name. 3:8) and KpaTei(; to
ovopd poi) (you hold fast my name, 2: 13). The statement ouk f)pvf|OQ) Tfjv tcIotiv poD
(you did not deny my faith) explains the meaning of the previous expression Kpareic; to
ovopd poi) (you hold fast my name) in the same verse. The genitive pou of ttiv ttIotiv
pou is regarded as an objective genitive (Wallace 116-19), and the genitive pou indicates
Christ. Thus, faith in 2: 13 is related to the faith in the name of Christ, that is, the faithful
confession of Christ by believers who are ready to receive suffering because of Jesus
Christ. Therefore, endurance has significance in that Christians bear hardships and keep
their faith to the end even in any tribulation on account of the faith in Christ.
Endurance is required for the presupposition of eschatological salvation. The
expression oti eTtiprioaq tov Xoyov Tfjq UTiopovfig pou, "because you kept the word of my
endurance" (3: 10), is related to pou Xojov (my word) in eTfjpadq pou tov Xoyov (you kept
my word, 3:8). Believers in the church of Philadelphia received compliments from Christ
because they kept the word of Christ, which is the word of endurance
in the given
environment and situation. The prophecy about the eschatological salvation
follows after
the compliment: Kdyw as xiipfioco 8K Tfjq (bpaq tou Tieipaopou Tf\c peUouoiic cpxeaOai
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em Tfjq oiKO\)p8C0Ti(; 6X.r|(; Tieipdoai xouq KaToiKowiaq 87n Tr\q yx\q, "I will also keep you
from the hour of the test which is about to come upon the whole world, to test those who
dwell upon the earth" (3: 10b). Thus, endurance that keeps the word of Christ in
tribulation is the significant presupposition for attaining the eschatological salvation of
believers.
The expression �68 eoxiv f] UTiopovf] Kal f) ttIoxk; xwv dylcov, "here is the
endurance and the faith of the saints" appears in the word of exhortation that is in the end
of the vision about the first beast (13: 10). In this vision, the beast has the authority to rule
the world for a temporary period. The beast speaks arrogant words and blasphemies with
authority (13:5), and it blasphemes God and slanders those who live in heaven (13:6). In
addition, it demands worship and loyalty from people (13:7-8) who are supposed to give
them only to God (19: 10; 22:9). Some of believers are caught and some of them receive
persecution to be killed (13: 10a). In face of such tribulation by the beast, the author of
Revelation emphasizes f] UTTopovf) Kal f] tuoxk; (endurance and faith) as the main virtues
(13:10b). Christians should show God their steadfast endurance and unwavering faith to
the end in the impending persecution (Mounce 254). In Revelation, these two words f)
UTTopovfi Kal f) Triaxic; (endurance and faith) are connected closely with each other. Christ
commends the church at Thyatira because they have deeds of love, faith, service, and
endurance (2:9). Endurance is demanded when the saints "keep the commandments of
God and the faith of Jesus" (14: 12). The saints cannot keep the faith of Jesus without
endurance while some of them abandon their faith in Christ. Thus, the word Tulaxic docs
not mean faith as the virtue that people should fundamentally possess to be a
Christian. It
is used as the meaning of fidelity or loyalty to God even in severe persex
erance. The
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words fi iJTCopovfi Kal f) TulaiK; are almost used as synonyms so that endurance is the
loyalty to God by the saints to keep to the end even in the tribulation where they are
threatened by death.
Be Those Who Overcome
The challenge to be those who overcome is one of the main messages in
Reveladon (Osborne 122). The word viKav (to overcome), which is used for the
overcomer, occurs seventeen dmes in Reveladon, while the word appears eleven times in
other parts of the New Testament. The message to be an overcomer is emphasized in the
book of Revelation. The words of promise about eschatological salvation are given in
Revelation 2-3 to overcomers by the risen Christ and God. The risen Christ gives words
of promise to overcomers in each church by using different symbolic languages whose
meaning is hard to understand in a contemporary context: receiving the right to eat from
the tree of hfe, which is in the paradise of God (2:7b); not being hurt at all by the second
death (2: 1 lb); receiving "some of the hidden manna and a white stone with a new name
written on it" (2:17b); receiving authority over the nations (2:26); ruling them with an
iron scepter (27a); receiving the morning star (28); "being dressed in white" (3:5); "being
made a pillar in the temple of God" (3:12); and, "receiving the right to sit with Christ on
his throne" (3:21). hi Reveladon 21:7, God gives the word of promise to the overcomer
again: "[He] will inherit all this, and I will be his God and he will be my son." The author
reveals the identity of the overcomers in the book of Revelation.
Those who overcome are believers who keep the works of Christ to the end. In
Reveladon 2:26, the nominative phrases 6 vikwv (the one who overcomes) and 6 rripcbv
dxpi xaoD^ Id �pya pot) (the one who keeps my works until the end) are in the pendent
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nominative. The pendent nominative is "the logical rather than syntactical subject at the
beginning of a sentence, followed by a sentence in which this subject is now replaced by
a pronoun in the case required by the syntax" (Wallace 51). The two nominative phrases
are the precedent ofthe dative am{b in the following sentence: 8d)oco auicp e^oualav 87ri
Twv 87n Tcov eOvwv, "I will give him authority over the nations" (2:26). The second phrase,
"the one who keeps my work until the end," elaborates the first phrase "the one who
overcomes" (Fee 43). As Aune points out, the meaning ofthe expression "keeping my
work" is unclear (645). In relation to the term, overcome, however, Christ gives a word of
promise to the one who overcomes at Laodicea: "I will give the right to sit with me on
my throne, just as I overcame and sat down with my Father on his throne" (3:21). As
readers examined in the nature of Christ, Jesus Christ is introduced as the Lamb who has
been slain in Revelation 5 (vv. 6, 9, and 12). The Lamb who has been slain is also the one
who is crowned King of kings (Colijn 302-03). By his blood as the means of redemption,
believers can have relationships with God and attend the life he gives them eternally. He
is paradoxically declared as victorious even though he was slain. As Christ's martyrdom
means his victory (5:9), so too becoming a martyr means the one who overcomes. Thus,
Christians can be faithful until the moment of death by keeping the works of Christ even
if they lead to martyrdom. The blood of the Lamb and the witness of Christ can be the
reason for the faithful Christians to be those who overcome just as Christ overcame.
However, the author of Revelation does not expect that all Christians in the
church would be martyrs. The words of promise about eschatological salvation to the
overcomers are given not only to martyrs but also to all believers in the church. In other
words, the words to overcome in Revelation is not unconditionally related to persecution
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or martyrdom. Church believers should overcome various challenges and attacks
inwardly and outwardly. For example, the one who overcomes is used as the opposite of
"the cowardly, the unbelieving, the vile, the murderers, the sexually immoral, those who
practice magic arts, the idolaters and all liars" (21:7-8). The receiver churches ofthe book
of Revelation are challenged by false teachings in the church (2:6, 14, 20) and experience
serious conflicts with the Roman Empire (2:26; 13:7-8). Some believers among churches
were in danger of being imprisoned (2:10). Some believers experience disadvantages or
threat of lives (13:15-17). Some believers are in danger because of their attachment to
wealth (3:17). hi those situations, church believers receives temptations to compromise
with the tense surrounding situation, hi the face of temptations, keeping faith is difficult
to believers who want continually to be overcomers. Thus, the words of promise about
the eschatological salvation given to the one who overcomes can be the words to give
exhortation to Christians who make efforts to overcome all kinds of temptations in their
faithful lives.
Research Design
For the purpose of this study, I designed an explanatory, mixed method that used
quantitative and qualitative data in order to obtain both statistical results from a
questionnaire and opinions from individuals via interview (Creswell 100). As one of three
general strategies of a mixed method, John W. Creswell explains that sequential
procedures are used by the researcher who "seeks to elaborate on or expand the findmgs
of one method with another method" (16). I began with a quantitative method in which
theories and concepts through the Bible study were tested. I then followed up
with a
qualitative method involving detailed exploration with individuals.
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The questionnaire collected quantitadve data of this study. As all instruments of
collecting data have advantages and disadvantages, written quesdonnaires have strengths
and weaknesses. Mildred L. Patten describes major advantages of using quesdonnaires in
research: (1) Quesdonnaires provide an efficient way to collect data; (2) quesdonnaires
yield responses that usually are easy to tabulate or score, and the resulting data is easy to
analyze; (3) quesdonnaires are useful for collecdng information on sensitive matters or
even illegal acdvides because they can be administered anonymously; and, (4)
quesdonnaire research is economical (1-2). Using four choices�strongly disagree,
disagree, agree, and strongly agree in Likert style, I designed a questionnaire for the study.
Even though respondents become frustrated due to the absence of a middle neutral or
undecided choice, such choices in the questionnaire cause respondents not to reveal their
position clearly on a controversial statement (35). As a traditional virtue named Jungyong
in South Korea, some Korean church members tended to choose middle responses on
several items. Thus, I used four choices in the questionnaire to collect clear data from the
participants.
The individual interview was used for collecting qualitative data in the study.
Individual interviews after the intervention provided me with individual participants'
feelings, opinions, and experience conceming the topic ofthe research (Sensing 103).
Interviewees' views and perspectives gained through interviews matched, modified, or
corrected the outcomes ofthe Bible study sessions. Although data and insight from
several points of view can be gathered quickly and enriched through group interview s
that are sometimes called focus groups, group responses may hinder individual
expression (120). Some participants did not want to reveal their personal experience in a
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group setting. For Korean participants a private and confidential setting would be
efficient for sharing their opinions and experience related to particular themes imposed in
this research project.
Summary
Many Korean church members are hesitant about reading the book of Revelation
due to affective obstacles such as fear, confusion, and apathy. Some of them think that
they are not qualified to read and understand symbolic languages, metaphors, and
disastrous judgments expressed in Revelation. However, the meaning of the first Greek
word djcoKcdvif/ig is not related to something concealed or hidden but to something
revealed or disclosed. Those affective challenges can be removed through education
about the intendon of the author and the messages of the book that Revelation is not
about judgment to God's people but about salvadon to God's people. Rather than being
hesitant about reading the book, church believers need to check their faith condition
whether they live as the ones who belong to God while they read the book of Revelation.
The theological and literature review shows the need and basis for this study. The
book of Revelation is admitted as a canonical book, namely the book belongs to the
church, hi reading Revelation in the local church, two concerns should have balance: One
is the concern to find the messages the author of the book had for the Christians at that
time; the other is the concern to seek the messages that the text gives to the faith
community and Christians in the canonical and theological contexts. As a pastoral leader
of the Christian church, John intended to deliver a message that the believers in the
church would live in the world, being faithful to their identity. He also intended them to
hold firm to Christian truth and Christian life, hi his writing, he declared Christian truth
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about who God is, what Jesus Christ did, and how the Holy Spirit works and deals with
Christian life, the nature of Christian worship, which eschatological expectation
Christians should have, and endurance through sufferings. His intentions are delivered to
the church readers in the frame of a circular pastoral letter and of apocalyptic, prophetic
literature.
The author strongly emphasizes God's nature in the book of Revelation by using
several descriptions about God. God is introduced as the source of the revelation of Jesus
Christ. No other creatures can replace the Creator's position because the beginning and
the end of history are in his hands. God's sovereign authority extends over the whole of
history and the whole universe. The creator God deserves to receive worship from his
creatures. Christological titles represented for Jesus help Christian readers understand his
nature in Revelation such as the Lamb that is slain, the One who died and came to life
again, the One who has the sharp, double-edged sword, or the One whose eyes are like
blazing fire. Some ddes described for the nature of Jesus are the same expressions for
God's characters. God's absolute authority is applied to Jesus with the expression of the
Alpha and the Omega. God's eternal fullness is also described to Jesus with the tide of
the First and the Last. The role of pneumatology is also important in Reveladon, even
though theology about the Holy Spirit is not dealt in detail. The author of Reveladon
emphasizes that his visionary experience is possible by the leading acdon of the Holy
Spirit who endows authority and legitimacy to the visions. The Holy Spirit appears as a
speaker in Reveladon. As an agent ofGod's revelation, the Holy Spirit has the role of
speaking to the churches for Christ.
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While the words of Reveladon were read from cover to cover by reciters, they
could catch important overarching themes in the book. They could differentiate ancillary
contents that helped hearers understand the main themes efficiently, hi order for modern
Christians to understand the messages properly like the early Christians, they should
consider which overarching themes are revealed and emphasized throughout the book of
Revelation. Even though the author of the book had the imminent eschatological
expectation, he took a flexible position about the exact time of the last day. He did not
designate any specific day for when the last day will take place.
The flexible response on the time of the last day implies that time still remains
until the last day, and only God knows when the day will come. Christians should have
faithful attitudes and ethical responses in the world until the last day will take place. Even
though the environment of the world is against the Christian church, John encourages
them to keep the purity of their faith in their given time and place. He also intends them
to hold firm to Christian truth and life. Declaring Chrisdan truth about who God is, what
Jesus Christ did, and how the Holy Spirit works, he deals with Chrisdan ethical responses
with imminent eschatological expectation : repentance, endurance, and victorious life.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Problem and Purpose
Many Korean church members consider reading Revelation very difficult because
they are afraid of the message or afraid of misunderstanding it. They inevitably face some
obstacles that hinder their attempts to read the book of Revelation and understand the
content. They know that some heretical groups or individuals who wrongly interpreted
prophecies in Reveladon received cridcism from established churches and from people
outside the church. Symbolic or metaphoric language makes them difficult to understand
God's messages in Reveladon. Some church leaders warn church members not to read the
book of Revelation and encourage them to avoid people who are interested in its
promises and messages. However, the book of Reveladon is not a book Chrisdans should
avoid, but a book they should draw near to them and willingly read as God's Word. Most
of all. Revelation is God's precious Word, included in the canon, that believers should
read to live faithful lives. Modern Christians should have a faith community and live
faithful lives to receive the message of Revelation for godly development and growth.
With the problems related to reading Revelation, I wanted to help identify some
representative obstacles church members face and suggest an alternative reading
approach, focusing on the major messages of Revelation not only for the early churches
but also for modern churches and church members with the findings of this research
project. For this project, I designed a four-week Bible study for the Dayton Korean Grace
Methodist Church in Dayton, Ohio, as well as interviews with the participants. The
purpose of this research project was to evaluate the cognitive and affective changes of the
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Bible study participants of DKGC in Ohio, as a result of four Bible study sessions on
how to read the book of Revelation in the local church in order to provide them with a
guide to removing obstacles related to their reading of Revelation.
Research Questions and/or Hypotheses
To accomplish the purpose and goals of this research project, three research
questions guided the entire endeavor. The first research question focused on the cognitive
and affective characteristics of the participants before the intervention. The second
research question noted the cognitive and affective changes in the applicants because of
the intervention. The third research question sought to discover what elements of the
intervention led the applicants to overcome obstacles and understand the messages in
Revelation.
Research Question #1
What cognitive and affective characteristics did the participants have with regard
to reading the book of Revelation prior to the implementation of the Bible study sessions?
The first research question addressed the general cognitive and affective characteristics
that the participants had about reading the book of Revelation before attending the Bible
study sessions. Cognitive characteristics were related to the participants' knowledge and
understanding about the book of Revelation. Affective characteristics were related to their
attitudes and values about reading it (L. Ford 108). To collect quantitative data about
cognitive and affective characteristics before the intervention, I developed and used a
questionnaire (see Appendix A).
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Research Question #2
What cognitive and affective characteristics did the participants have with regard
to reading the book of Reveladon following the implementadon of the Bible study
sessions? The second research quesdon addressed the participants' cognidve and affecdve
changes after the intervention. The researcher-designed Bible study proceeded through a
four-week lecture series in a local church, DKGC, which belongs to the American
Conference of the Korean Methodist Church. To collect quandtadve data about the
cognitive and affective changes of the participants after the intervention, I used the same
questionnaire and analysis as I did prior to the Bible study and compared the statistical
result between the two.
Research Question #3
How did the Bible study help participants remove obstacles to understanding and
reading the book of Revelation effecdvely and responsibly in the local church? The third
research question addressed how to overcome obstacles and how to understand the main
messages in Revelation. I dealt with those topics in the Bible study series. To collect
qualitative data, a researcher-designed individual interview was used. Questions in the
individual interview correlated to how to read the book of Revelation effectively and
responsibly in the local church. Experiences and opinions of the individual participants in
the Bible study group were collected in the individual interviews because they could not
be shared during the study sessions due to time limitations.
Population and Participants
The purpose of this project was to identify obstacles in reading Revelation and
understanding messages in the book and to suggest an alternative reading approach that
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was beneficial to the participants. For this project, I designed a Bible study group in
DKGC that consisted of volunteers who were interested in reading the book of
Reveladon in the local church and for their individual lives.
Friday night prayer meeting is one of the regular church programs of DKGC.
Most of the regular participants of the Friday night prayer meeting are adult church
members who are interested in their spiritual growth. Using the dme of prayer meeting on
Friday night with the church's permission, I designed the four-week Bible study series.
After two announcements during Sunday morning services, the church invited church
members to the Bible study. Church members who were interested in reading the book of
Revelation attended the Bible study sessions. The total number of participants was
twenty-five (see Table 3.1).
Table 3.1. Participants in the Bible study (N=25).
Age nofMale(%) nof Female (%) Total %
30-39 1(4) 2(8) 12
40-49 2(8) 5(20) 28
50-59 4(16) 7 (28) 44
60-69 1 (4) 3(12) 16
Design of the Study
Church members in DKGC who attend early morning prayer meetings and Friday
night prayer meetings are generally more interested in being involved in church activities
and in Bible study than other believers who attend only Sunday morning worship services
once a week. Using the time of the Friday prayer meeting from 7:00 to 8:30 p.m., I
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designed the series Bible study about how to read the book of Revelation in the local
church within the context of a Korean congregation.
Before the intervention, DKGC announced the Friday night series Bible study on
Friday night to all church members during the previous three weeks. The intervention
was a four-week Bible study. In the first session, I asked participants to fill out questions
on the prequestionnaire and then gave a lecture on affective obstacles that hindered
Korean church members to read the book of Revelation properly, hi the second session, I
dealt with representative approaches for reading Revelation (preterist, futurist, historicist,
idealist, and eclectic approach) and explained its genres (apocalyptic literature, prophetic
literature, and circular pastoral epistle), hi the third session, I explained the structure of
Revelation and the nature of God, Jesus Christ, and the Holy Spirit in the book of
Revelation. In the fourth session, I gave a lecture on the main messages of Revelation for
Christians who have eschatological faith and hope (be ones who repent, be ones who are
patient, be ones who overcome in every situation).
An explanatory, mixed quantitative and qualitative method was designed for this
project. In order to grasp the tendencies of the church members regarding reading the
book of Revelation, I administered a questionnaire before the implementation of the
Bible study sessions. The result of the quesdonnaire indicated participants' cognidon and
affect concerning reading Reveladon. The same quesdonnaire was used for ascertaining
cognitive and affective changes after the intervention. Analysis and comparison between
prequestionnaire and postquestionnaire provided quantitative data for the research project.
Individual interviews with participants after the series Bible study about reading the book
of Revelation provided the qualitative data. Even though a focus group interview has
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some advantages in that one person's opinion in the group functions as a motivation to
evoke another person's memory of an experience, Revealing personal experience in a
group setting is hard to some Korean church members. For this reason, I designed
individual interviews.
Instrumentation
I used two self-developed instruments in the research project: the questionnaire
for reading revelation (QRR) and the individual interview. The QRR was used for
grasping the tendencies and attitudes of the participants concerning reading Revelation in
the church before and after implementing the teaching series. The data from the
questionnaire indicated participants' cognitive and affective changes related to how they
think about reading Revelation, the obstacles for their reading of Revelation, and what
made them difficult in reading Revelation. This questionnaire as a quantitative method
consisted of twenty questions. Questions included how much the participants understand
the historical and literary characteristics for reading the book, how well they knew the
main messages of the book for the church and for their personal lives, and how much
they knew about the wrong approaches of false teaching related to reading Revelation
(see Appendix A).
Another instrumentation of the project was the researcher-designed interview
conducted individually with participants of the Bible study sessions to provide qualitadve
data. I gathered opinions of the participants of the Bible study during and after the
teaching series concerning obstacles of reading Revelation personally or in the church
and their feedback about the topic of reading Reveladon ecclesiasdcally (see Appendix
B).
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Questionnaire. The questionnaire was designed to collect the data of participants'
cognitive and affective characteristics before and after the intervention. The questionnaire
consist of twenty questions, and the questions are categorized into these two areas. The
affective questions are numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. The cognitive questions
are 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20. Participants responded with one of the
following: (1) strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) agree, or (4) strongly agree.
Individual interview. I corrected qualitative data through individual interviews
with some participants of the intervention. The questions of the individual interview
included personal experience about reading the book of Revelation and personal affective
and cognitive changes after the intervention. I also corrected the data about personal
thought about interpretation of heresy groups such as Shincheonji and Dami.
Variables
The Bible study series was the independent variable of this research project. I
presented four lecture sessions over four weeks. Visual materials such as PowerPoint
slides, including the contents of the Bible study, and video clips showing the problems of
heretical groups related to interpreting prophecies of Revelation were used for the
participants. The dependent variables of this research project were the affecdve and
cognidve changes each participant experienced through the intervendon concerning
reading Revelation in the local church.
Reliability and Validity
In order to strengthen reliability and validity, I documented the use of research
instruments by transcribing interactions of individual interviews in the Bible study group
for further control and analysis. I then translated collected data. In addidon, by using
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multiple sources of data (i.e., questionnaire and individual interviews), I ensured the
reliability of the research and enabled triangulation of data sources.
Data Collection
The data collected and analyzed through the field research I completed at DKGC
in Ohio, was essendal for this research project. I observed the level of knowledge and
attitudes of the participants during the Bible study and recorded the observations to
collect qualitadve data. I used questions prepared beforehand for effective observation
records.
For the quantitative data analysis, I used types of descriptive statistics with the
results of the prequestionnaire and postquestionnaire measured before and after the Bible
study. The prequestionnaire asked the participants to answer questions for about fifteen
minutes at the beginning part of the first session in the Bible study. The postquestionnaire
given to the participants at the end part of the fourth session in the Bible study. I did not
ask them write their names on the questionnaires (see Appendix A).
I collected qualitative data through individual interviews with seven volunteers
who participated in the Bible study and wanted to share their personal experiences and
opinions with regard to reading Revelation. I also gathered qualitative data through their
evaluation and critique of the Bible study. Individual interviews were arranged after the
Bible study with volunteers among the participants who wanted to share their feedback.
Using their available schedules, the face-to-face interviews were carried out in the church.
The list of the questions used in the interviews is in Appendix B.
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Data Analysis
For the quantitative data analysis, I used types of means and standard deviations
and descriptive statistics with the results of the prequestionnaire and postquestionnaire
employed before and after the Bible study. With the responses to the questionnaire, I
analyzed their cognitive and affective changes through the teaching about reading
Revelation ecclesiastically.
For the qualitative data analysis, I analyzed the content of the individual
interviews. With the content analysis of the interview, participants' personal feelings,
opinions, and experiences concerning the topic of the research project were evaluated.
Ethical Procedures
I informed participants that each person would remain anonymous, their data
would be stored in a secure location, and interview recordings would be maintained in
encrypted, password-protected digital files. The data is presented in aggregate form, and
none of the participants' identities was disclosed to any other person, including
immediate family members.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
Problem and Purpose
The author of Revelation did not want to conceal the words of prophecy but to
urge the church recipients to read, hear, and take to heart the written words (Rev. 1:3).
Messages revealed from the book of Revelation provided church believers with comfort
and promises to endure and overcome with faith everything they suffered in their lives in
which situation they met or in which period they lived. However, many Korean church
believers fmd reading Revelation difficult even though it provides many benefits to their
faithful lives. They have prejudice or preconceived notions about Revelation, which
function as obstacles in reading the book. They have negative attitude about individual
reading and understanding because of various narrow and improper attempts to
understand the messages of Revelation and because of distorted and arbitrary
interpretations by heretical groups. Some of them think that they do not have the ability
to find messages revealed from the book of Revelation when they attempt to read it
without considering its literary genre, characteristics of expressions, structure, and
theological emphases.
I started the research project with interest in helping Korean church believers
properly read and understand Reveladon. The premise of the study was that the Bible
study sessions can help church believers overcome their affecdve and cognitive obstacles
in reading Reveladon. I designed the Bible study group in DKGC, which consisted of
volunteers who were interested in reading the book of Revelation in the local church and
for their individual lives. I planned to educate the group on the reading of Revelation.
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Over four weeks, the volunteer subjects were provided with four Bible study sessions.
The purpose of this research project was to evaluate the cognidve and affective changes
of the Bible study participants of DKGC in Ohio as a result of four Bible study sessions
on how to read the book of Revelation in the local church in order to provide them with a
guide to removing obstacles related to their reading of Revelation.
Participants
The participants of the research project were church believers who regularly
attended Dayton Korean Grace Church and voluntarily wanted to participate in the Bible
study sessions on Friday evenings over four weeks. The senior pastor of the church made
public announcements to church believers in Sunday morning services about the Bible
study: How to Read the Book of Revelation. The church believers who made a decision
to participate in the Bible study consisted of both those who regularly attended the Friday
evening prayer meeting as well as those who were interested in learning from the Bible
study on Reveladon even though they did not regularly attend the prayer meeting on
Fridays. The total number of the participants were twenty-five among whom the number
of male believers were eight and the number of female believers were seventeen (see
Table 3.1, p. 114).
The number of participants in the Bible study was twenty-five persons who make
up approximately 15 percent of the total church believers (165 persons) who regularly
attend Sunday morning worship service (see Figure 4.1). The ones who belong to the age
group below 30 and the ones who are over 70 did not attend the Bible study on Friday
evenings. The twenty-five participants in the Bible study constitute about 24 percent of
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the congregation who are between the ages of 31 and 69. hi other words, approximately
one of four in the age group from 31 to 69 participated in the Bible study.
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Figure 4.1. Ages of participants in the Bible study and Sunday attenders.
Research Question #1
What cognitive and affective characteristics did the participants have with regard
to reading the book of Revelation prior to the implementation of the Bible study sessions?
Affective characteristics are related to the participants' attitudes and values about reading
Revelation. The results of the first ten statements of the prequestionnaire and the
responses of the questions two and three of the individual interviews helped answer this
research question. I collected the data about their affect toward reading the book of
Revelation through the questions before starting the intervention.
As the result of analysis about participants' affecdve tendencies, they generally
had negative attitudes and values about individual reading of the book of Revelation.
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They responded to the first statement of the prequesdonnaire with a 1.76 baseline on a
Likert-type scale as follows: 1�Strongly disagree; 2�disagree; 3�agree; 4�Strongly
agree (see Figure 4.2).
Statement 1 : 1 like to read Revelation more than other books in the New Testament.
Figure 4.2. Preference about reading Revelation before the intervention.
Participants had tendencies to read other books in the New Testament rather than
to read Reveladon when they individually read the Bible. As the result of an individual
interview, a participant said that she felt stronger pressure on her mind about reading
Reveladon than reading other books in the New Testament. She did not have strong
pressure on her mind, and she did not worry about misreading when she read other books
in the New Testament. However, she considered that she was not qualified to read
Reveladon properly and she might experience harm if she would wrongly understand
prophecies in the book. In regard to statement eight of the prequesdonnaire, the
participants responded negadvely and 1.92 was the baseline for the statement (see Figure
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4.3). In other words, they had a tendency to avoid reading Revelation individually before
they participated in the Bible study.
Strongly Agree |||||^^|m 8%
Agree ||||||Hm^||[^^HHI
Disagree 20%
Strongly Disagree |^^||||||||||^||^||||||||||||||||^||||||[^ 48%
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%
Statement 8: 1 am convinced that individual reading of Revelation is helpful to my present faithful life.
Figure 4.3. Value of individual reading about Revelation.
Many of the participants considered that special qualification was required to read
and interpret the book of Revelation before the intervention. A participant said in the
interview that the ability of interpretation about symbolical language, numbers and colors,
and metaphors in the book was the authority and duty given to pastors and a few special
Christians:
I have heard that people who belong to heretical group such as Shincheonji
wrongly interpret symbolic languages and metaphors in Revelation in
order to apply the interpretations for proving the dogma of the group. I
think that special persons such as pastors who have authority of biblical
interpretation can provide safe and proper interpretation for church
believers. Following their interpretation is the way not to go astray.
(Participant A)
In regard to statement seven, 80 percent of the participants responded positively about the
statement and 20 percent of them responded negatively. That is, they agreed that ordinary
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laypersons in the church did not have appropriate ability to read and interpret the book
(see Figure 4.4). The baseline of the statement seven was 3.24.
� Strongly Disagree
� Disagree
� Agree
� Strongly Agree
Statement 7: 1 think only a few special people can read and interpret Revelation.
Figure 4.4. Attitude of depending on special people for interpreting Revelation.
Most participants had passive attitudes with regard to keeping their faith from the
influence by heretical groups. The heretical group Shincheonji quote many verses in
Revelation to support the dogma of the group that the leader Manhee Lee is "the
overcomer in this era," "the promised messenger," and "the only true prophet"
^Promised Pastor''). Before the intervention, 80 percent of the participants agreed with
statement five. The baseline of statement five was 2.84. The percentage of the
participants who positively responded positively with statement six was 72 percent. The
baseline of statement six was 2.68 (see Figure 4.5).
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Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree
� Shincheonji 12% 16% 64% 8%
� Dami Mission 8% 12% 68% 12%
� Shincheonji � Dami Mission
Statement 5: 1 would better not to have interest in messages of the book of Revelation in order to avoid the
influence by the false teaching of a heretical group such as Shincheonji.
Statement 6: 1 should put Revelation away so that I will not to be an imminent eschatologist who is waiting
for the second coming of Jesus on the designated day like Dami mission.
Figure 4.5. Passive attitude against heretical groups' false teaching.
In relation to the reason for reading Revelation, most participants thought that
Revelation contains secrets about important events that will happen in the future. Before
the intervention, 88 percent of the participants responded positively to statement four.
The baseline of statement four was 3.08 (see Figure 4.6). They regarded eschatology as
the main theology of Revelation. They did not put a value on other important theologies
such as theology of God, Christology, Pneumatology, ecclesiology, missiology, or
angelology in Revelation.
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STRONGLY DISAGREE
DISAGREE
AGREE
STRONGLY AGREE
Statement 4: 1 think that the major reason to read Revelation is to know what events will happen in the last
Figure 4.6. Major reason to read Revelation: To know events in the end times.
Cognitive characteristics are related to the participants' knowledge and ability to
understand Revelation. The result of statements eleven to twenty of the prequestionnaire
and the response to question one of the individual interview are related to the cognidve
tendency of the participants. I collected the data about their cognitive tendency about
Revelation through the questions before starting the intervention. Participants responded
to the statements that are related to literary characteristics of Revelation, meaning of
prophecy, significance of titles that are used for God and Jesus Christ, symbolic language,
numbers, and overarching messages that Revelation reveals to Christians for their ethical
lives.
Many participants did not know about the literary genre of Revelation before the
Bible study. The scale of understanding of participants was considerably low when they
responded to the statements about literary genre such as apocalypse, prophecy, circular
pastoral epistle (see Table 4.1). Before the intervendon, 80 percent of the participants
responded negatively to the statement twelve. The participants who accounted for 76
time.
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percent did not know the significance of present prophecy to address God's words to
believers in a specific situation. The participants who constituted 68 percent did not
understand that the genre of Revelation is a circular pastoral epistle. One of the
participants said that he thought Revelation is a book of prophecy about events in the
future. He considered the content of prophecies in Revelation important not for living his
present faithful life but for preparing for events that will happen in the future.
Table 4.1. Preunderstanding about genre of Revelation.
Prequestionnaire Statements about Genre of Revelation Scale (1-4)
12. 1 know the characteristics of apocalyptic literature as a genre of Revelation. 1.80
13. 1 understand the difference between prophecy for future and prophecy for the present. 1.80
14. 1 know the characteristics of the circular pastoral epistle as a genre of Revelation. 2.20
Most participants did not know how to read symbolic language, metaphor, colors,
and numbers in Revelation before the intervention. A participant interviewee said that
symbolic expressions described in Revelation function as one of the biggest obstacles
when he read and understood them:
I attempted to understand symbolic expressions by myself, but I could not
know what the prophet wanted to deliver with the expressions. I drew a
strange image of Jesus Christ when I read his figure described by many
symbolic descripdons in Reveladon 1:12-16. 1 failed to understand the
meaning of the image. (Participant B)
Many participants did not have knowledge about understanding the characteristics of
symbolic expressions before the intervendon. They had a lack of ability to differentiate
the characters that appear in Revelation with symbolic descripdons between God's side
and Satan's side (see Table 4.2).
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Table 4.2. Participants' preunderstanding about symbolic expressions.
Prequestionnaire Statements about Symbolic Expressions Baseline (1-4)
1 1 . 1 understand the characteristics of symbolic languages and metaphors in Revelation.
15.1 understand the significance of colors or numbers the author uses in Revelation.
20. 1 am able to categorize all the characters who appear in Revelation as being on God's
side or Satan's side.
One of the remarkable characteristics about the cognitive tendency of participants
before the intervention was that they were familiar with the titles designating God and the
tittles designating Jesus Christ (see Table 4.3). One participant in the individual interview
explained why the titles for God and Jesus Christ were well-known to him:
I know many Christian songs that have lyrics with expressions in
Revelation including the titles of God and the titles of Jesus Christ. I am
familiar with titles for God, such as the One who is and who was and who
is to come, the Lord God the Almighty, the One who is sitting on a throne,
and titles for Jesus Christ, such as the Lamb that is slain, the One who died
and came. (Participant C)
However, he did not know well before the intervention that some terms such as the Alpha
and the Omega or the First and the Last are used for God's dde and Jesus' dde. Jesus is
described in Revelation as the one who can share in God's glory (Bauckham, Theology
60). Participants did not recognize that the divinity of Jesus Christ is emphasized in
Reveladon rather than in other books in the New Testament.
Table 4.3. Understanding the significance of the titles used for God and Jesus.
Prequestionnaire Statements about Significance of Titles Scale (1-4)
16. 1 understand the significance of the titles used for designating God. 3.32
17. 1 understand the significance of the titles used for designating Jesus. 3.32
2.16
1.76
2.28
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Research Question #2
What cognitive and affecdve characterisdcs did the participants have with regard
to reading the book of Revelation following the implementation of the Bible study
sessions? The postquestionnaire and individual interview questions six and seven were
used to evaluate participants' cognitive and affective changes after the intervention. As
the result of analyzing posdntervendon data, participants showed significant difference
from the preintervention data.
Many participants could read the description of judgment that appears in
Revelation without a fearful mind any longer after the intervention. The response to
statement two was considerably changed (see Figure 4.7). The response value of
statement two was changed 3.00 on the prequestionnaire to 2.00 on the postquestionnaire.
The considerably negative response of participants about God's judgment in Revelation
was changed during the Bible study. Those who responded to the statement with strongly
disagree or disagree realized that the target of the judgment emphasized in Revelation is
not people who belong to God's side but people who belong to God's opponent. Many of
them overcame their fearful emotion about God's judgment because they learned that
God's judgment will not pour out on people who belong to God but on people who
belong to the power opposing God (e.g., 19:17-21). Participants' vague and negadve
attitude about the content of Reveladon was caused by indirectly hearing and not by
directly reading. When they read Revelation directly and check what is revealed from the
book, they could overcome their negadve and vague emotions and values about the book
of Revelation such as fear, confusion, or apathy that they had before the intervention.
Those who responded to the statement with strongly disagree or disagree realized that the
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target of the judgment emphasized in Revelation is not people who belong to God's side
but people who belong to God's opponent.
Strongly Agree
Agree 24%
- 12%
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
56%
60
� Preintervention � Postimplementation
Statement 2: 1 feel afraid when I read about God's judgment in Revelation.
Figure 4.7. Change of affect toward fear of reading Revelation.
Participants' obstacles of confusion were solved through the intervention. The
response to statement three, 'T am confused when I hear the different interpretations of
the number of the beast (666) from others," was considerably changed. The response
value of statement two was changed from 3.20 on the prequestionnaire to 1.80 on the
postquestionnaire. One of the participants said in the individual interview that she was
not confused about God's judgment any longer:
When I heard explanation about God's judgment from Shincheonji, I was
so confused because they asserted that people can avoid God's judgment
only when they enter the group of 144,000 as the way of their coundng.
However, I realized through the Bible study that the number of 144,000 is
a symbolic number that means numerous people who believe God and
receive God's salvation. I am not confused any longer, but I fully trust
God who will save the believers in the time of judgment. (Participant D)
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Affective obstacles that participants had before the intervendon such as fear or confusion
were considerably solved through the Bible study.
Before the intervention, participants had negative and passive attitudes about
directly reading Revelation for themselves. According to the result of the
prequestionnaire statements seven, eight, and nine, 80 percent of participants thought that
they were not qualified to read and interpret Revelation. The participants who accounted
for 76 percent responded strongly disagree or disagree to the faithful benefits of
individual reading of Revelation. The participants who constituted 76 percent did not
want to read uncomfortable parts of Revelation. After the intervention, however, many
participants realized that every individual church believer was qualified to read
Revelation. They were confident that individual reading of Revelation is helpful to their
faithful lives, hi addidon, they did not skip the uncomfortable parts in Reveladon but had
an attitude that they were able to read the uncomfortable parts with their level of their
understanding (see Figure 4.8).
80% 72% 72%
� Prequestionnaire
� Postquestionnaire
Statement 7 Statement 8 Statement 9
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Statement 7: 1 think only a few special people can read and interpret Revelation.
Statement 8: 1 am convinced that individual reading of Revelation is helpful to my present faithful life.
Statement 9. 1 avoid reading certain parts of Revelation because they make me uncomfortable.
Figure 4.8. Changes of overcoming affective obstacles about reading Revelation.
The Bible study, How to Read Book of Revelation, helped participants overcome
their cognitive obstacles that they had when they read it individually and understood what
is revealed from Revelation. Participants showed significant changes in their response to
the statements that asked about their understanding of literary characteristics of
Revelation before the intervention and after it. Before the intervention, participants did
not know about the literary characteristics of Revelation (see Tables 4. 1 and 4.2, pp. 128
and 129). After the intervention, however, participants' responses to the statements
related to their understanding of literary characteristics of Revelation was considerably
higher than before the intervention (see Figure 4.9). Thus, the Bible study helped
participants read and understand Revelation with consideration to literary characterisdcs.
� Prequestionnaire
� Postquestionnaire
Statement Statement Statement Statement Steatement
11 12 13 14 15
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Statement 11:1 understand the characteristics of symbolic languages and metaphors in Revelation.
Statement 12: I know the characteristics of apocalyptic literature as a genre of Revelation.
Statement 13: I understand the difference between prophecy for future, which predicts events in the future,
and prophecy for the present, which speaks God's word to a particular situation.
Statement 14: I know the characteristics of the circular pastoral epistle as a genre of Revelation.
Statement 15:1 understand the significance of colors or numbers the author uses in Revelation.
Figure. 4.9. Clianges of understanding literary characteristics in Revelation.
As one of the significant characteristics after the Bible study sessions, participants
realized that prophecies in Revelation are not restricted to informing events that will
happen in the future. Before the intervention, many participants considered that
Revelation contains information about future events especially events in the end times in
the form of a code before the intervendon (see Figure 4.6, p. 127). They thought that they
could know which events would happen in the end times and when they would occur if
the information in Revelation is decoded. However, they realized that the overarching
messages in Revelation focus on Christians who live in the present day rather than focus
on future events that will occur someday. One of the participants shared her realization
about the importance of a present faithful life in the individual interview:
I was interested in knowing when the end time would come in the world,
but I realized that living my present faithful life is much more important
than knowing about the end time. Even though I do not know the exact
time of the last day of my life or of the world, I want to live my present
life as God's people who have hope of salvation, enduring with faith and
overcoming evil challenges. (Participant E)
Participants showed changed characterisdcs about Christians' ethical response in their
present lives. The responses of participants to statements eighteen and nineteen after the
intervention were considerably changed (see Table 4.4). The baseline response value of
the statement was changed from 2.24 on the prequestionnaire to 3.32 on the
postquesdonnaire.
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Table 4.4. Change of cognition about present ethical messages in Revelation.
Scale (1-4)
Change of Cognition about Present Ethical Messages
Before After
18. 1 know what the expression "the one who overcomes" means in ^ 24 332
Revelation.
19. 1 know what the expression "the one who endures" means in Revelation. 2.24 3.68
One of the participants responded to the question about newly learning newly
with regard to understanding Revelation after the Bible study in the individual interview:
I was not interested in reading or studying Revelation individually before,
but I had a nund to know more about Revelation through the Bible study. I
was satisfied with knowing messages of Revelation through sermons of
preachers indirectly because I thought I did not have ability to understand
difficult parts of Revelation. However, I can have confidence to read,
understand and interpret Revelation individually after I learned how to
read the symbolic language, numbers and colors and how to interpret the
meaning of visions and prophecies. Most of all, I can realize that
Revelation is not a secret writing that is hidden to believers, but a written
book given to the church in order to reveal God's messages to believers.
(Participant F)
As the changed scale between preintervendon and postimplementadon is presented in
Appendix B, participants had significant affective and cognitive changes about reading
Reveladon after attending the Bible study.
Research Question #3
How did the Bible study help participants remove obstacles to understanding and
reading the book of Reveladon effecdvely and responsibly in the local church? The Bible
study helped participants learn the benefits of reading Revelation broadly or reading
wholly rather than reading partly. When they read Revelation partly, they did not know
what the problem of heretical groups' assertions was. The reading method heredcal
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groups use is reading pardy, so most of their interpretation for specific verses or
expression is not related to the meaning in the whole book of Revelation. For example,
Shincheonji calls their leader "the overcomer," and they assert that the promises to the
one who overcomes in Revelation 2 and 3 are given to their leader ("Promised Pastor").
However, when they read Revelation broadly or wholly, they realize that every believer
who keeps the work of Christ until the end time can be the overcomer who receive the
promises in Revelation (2:26; 21:7).
Participants of the Bible study learned to have broad perspective about God's
judgment series. When they read partly God's judgment, they thought each period of
judgment would occur in order in the future. Many Korean church believers have been
strongly influenced by pastors and theologians who interpret Revelation as the prophecy
about a seven-year great tribulation. Yonggi Cho explains the contents of chapters six to
nineteen in Revelation as the events that will happen during the seven-year tribulation
(137). Seongjong Shin considers chapters six to ten as prophecy of events in the first half
ofthe tribulation, lasting 3 1/2 years, and chapters eleven to nineteen as prophecy of
events in the second half of the tribulation, lasting 3 1/2 (51). However, when participants
read the judgment series wholly or broadly, they realize that the prophet emphasizes
separation between unbelievers who will be destroyed and God's selected people who
will be saved in each severe judgment duration. Even though the intensity of judgments
increases and the scope of judgments enlarges, people who belong to God's opponents
will be destroyed and people who belong to God will be separated from the punishment.
Participants who read Revelation broadly check their faith situation with the concern
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whether they live in God's side as or live on Satan's side instead of having concern about
which period in which they live God's time table or when the last judgment will occur.
The Bible study helped participants remove obstacles they met when they read
Revelation without consideration of literary genre. They regarded visions in Revelation
as John's personal spiritual experience, whose meaning is hidden to the readers. However,
participants learned through the Bible study that visions John experienced personally are
described using the framework of the genre of apocalyptic literature. They learned that
the journey to the other world is one of the characteristics of apocalypse and contains
messages to reveal to the readers. Understanding the usage of symbolic languages in the
Old Testament apocalyptic and Jewish apocalyptic literature helps readers find symbolic
meaning with relation to messages in the frame of the entire book of Revelation.
A participant in the individual interview said that one of the benefits through the
Bible study was to learn how to read Reveladon in light of main overarching messages of
the book:
Through this Bible study, I learned that reading Revelation in the frame of
the main messages of the book is helpful to my present faithful life. Before
the participadon in the Bible study, I thought that some narrow concerns
were really important in Reveladon such as when the last day will occur,
which phenomena of the last day will happen, what the meaning of the
number of the beast is, what I should do not to receive the mark ofthe
beast and so on. However, I realize that the overarching main messages of
Reveladon are important such as God is worthy to receive worship from
his people, Jesus Christ should be glorified, those who are waidng for
imminent last day should have faithful atdtude to repent and return from
sinful place, to endure with faith in any situation, and to live the life of
overcomer and so on. (Participant C)
The Bible study provided broad perspectives in which the attendants read the book of
Revelation in the frame of the overarching main messages revealed in the book.
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Reading Reveladon focusing on the contents of prophecies revealed to readers
helped participants remove obstacles they met when they focused on the accomplished
dme and way. Most participants had a tendency to consider Revelation important for their
future destiny not for their present faithful life. However, they realized that significant
messages that Revelation delivers are closely related to their present faithful responses.
They learned that important messages in Revelation are not restricted to information
about the last day but are related to, for example, who God is, what nature Jesus has,
what the role of the Holy Spirit is, and how believers live with faith in God's fmal victory.
One of the participants in the individual interview said that he had a chance to look back
on his faithful condition through the Bible study:
I did not consider my present life important for receiving God's salvation
because I thought I could be saved by the faith. When I read believers'
faith who will be saved by God, I looked back my life and asked myself to
have faith to be saved. Can I be beheaded because I want to keep
testimony for Jesus and the word of God (Rev. 20:4)? I realized that faith
in Revelation is very expensive not to trade it with life. The important
thing is whether I have the faith in my present life or not. (Participant G)
The Bible study challenged participants to meet real obstacles when they decided to live
on God's side and to live as overcomers whose names will not fade out from the book of
life.
Summary ofMajor Findings
The research project produced the following major findings:
1. The Bible study. How to Read the Book of Revelation, brought significant
changes to the participants who had negative and passive attitudes and their value about
reading Revelation.
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2. The Bible study, How to Read the Book of Revelation, brought significant
changes to the participants who had cognidve obstacles in understanding what Reveladon
reveals.
3. Reading Revelation while focusing on overarching messages helps participants
apply the significance of the prophecies in Revelation to their present faithful lives with
eschatological expectation.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
Major Findings
As a book listed in the canon, Revelation is full of God's authoritative words that
church believers should read, hear, and keep in mind. Church believers should receive
faithful benefits through the prophecies of Revelation. However, many of them cannot
begin to read what Revelation reveals because they cannot overcome their affective and
cognitive obstacles about reading Revelation or because they do not have an appropriate
guideline for interpreting the prophecies in Revelation. Because visions and prophecies in
Revelation are described in symbolic language, metaphor expressions, and symbolic
numbers and colors, Korean church believers think only a few special people can
interpret the book of Revelation. Thus, I designed a Bible study at DKGC in Ohio to help
participants remove their affective obstacles about reading Revelation and to gain
cognitive understanding about Revelation. The purpose of this research project was to
evaluate the cognitive and affective changes of the Bible study participants of DKGC in
Ohio, as a result of four Bible study sessions on how to read the book of Revelation in the
local church in order to provide them with a guide to removing obstacles related to their
reading of Revelation.
Overcoming Affective Obstacles about Reading Revelation
Many participants overcame their affective obstacles that had caused them to have
negative and passive atdtude and value about reading Revelation. Before participadng in
the Bible study, some of them were afraid of reading about severe judgments and terrible
persecutions described in the book of Reveladon. They were also afraid of extreme
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responses to the prophecies of Revelation as the result of reading and interpreting them
wrongly like some people in heredcal groups. For example, members ofDami Mission
denied their present lives in order to look forward to being raptured on Jesus' second
coming day, that is, on the designated day according to their leader's interpretadon of
prophecies in Revelation. However, as they participated in the Bible study, participants
realized that the author of Revelation did not prophesy the exact day of Jesus' second
coming, and he did not ask church believers to deny their present lives to prepare for the
last day.
Walvoord explains that Jesus will come again suddenly, irrevocably on a day that
people cannot expect (81). In other words, nobody in the world can calculate the day of
Jesus' second coming to the world. The import thing to church believers who are waiting
for the last day is not that they know when the last day comes but that they know how to
live while waiting for the last day. While church believers wait for the second coming of
Jesus, the atdtude they should have is not to have a fearful mind about receiving God's
judgment but to have hope to be saved by God on that day. When they read Revelation
direcdy and check what is revealed in the book, they could overcome their negadve and
vague emodons and values about the book of Reveladon such as fear, confusion, or
apathy that they had before the intervendon.
Overcoming Cognitive Obstacles about Reading Revelation
The Bible study. How to Read Book of Reveladon, helped participants overcome
their cognidve obstacles that they had when they read it individually and understood what
is revealed from Reveladon. They were not familiar with the literary expressions of
Revelation until they learned that the literary genre of Revelation is apocalypse, prophecy.
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and circular pastoral episde. Visions and prophecies in Revelation were described in
typical expressions of apocalypse.
Michael J. Gorman explains that symbolic language used in Revelation does not
function like scientific or logical language but is evocative or emotive language that
contains symbolic significance in the image (16-19). Bauckham insists that expressions
written in symbolic language should be interpreted in light of same or similar apocalyptic
expressions in the Old Testament and Jewish literature (Climax xi-xiii). Paul asserts that
numbers in Revelation should be interpreted with relation to the significance of the
number in the whole book of Revelation (17). The participants in the Bible study learned
that numbers and colors in visions and prophecies have symbolic significance beyond the
expressions themselves. For example, some participants did not know the meaning of
white color in the expression, "His [Jesus'] head and hair were white like wool, as white
as snow" (1: 14). They learned the color white was used as the symbolic meaning to
victorious divine being or eternal being. Thus, the Bible study helps participants read and
understand Revelation with consideration to literary characteristics.
Reading Revelation While Focusing on Overarching Messages
Revelation is not a book in which prophecies and visions are listed randomly.
Prophecies and visions in Reveladon are related to one another organizadonally, so each
part should be understood and interpreted in relation to other parts. Bauckham
emphasizes that Revelation has a more united structure than other works in the New
Testament even though the structure is complicated (Climax 1). If a reader excludes
chapters one to three and starts to read from chapter four. Revelation is regarded not as
the work that contains God's message to be delivered for church believers but as a work
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of fantasy based on John's visionary experiences. Each judgment vision described in
Revelation could be understood appropriately in relation to other judgment visions.
Reading Reveladon as focusing on overarching messages helps participants not
go astray while they attempt to read any part of the book. One of the overarching
messages of Revelation is that opponents against God in Reveladon will be finally
destroyed by God's judgment even though they appear here and there in Reveladon as
tremendously powerful beings. For example, the second beast seems to have powerful
authority to kill those who do not worship the image of the first beast (Rev. 13:15). When
participants read chapter thirteen alone or focus on decoding the number 666 (Rev. 13:18),
they can be seized with fear. The important thing is that they should read each part in
relation to the entire book broadly. The beast that severely threatens and persecutes God's
people with its strong power will be finally destroyed by God in the entire frame of
Revelation (19:20).
Reading Revelation as focusing on overarching messages also helps participants
apply prophecies in Revelation to their present faithful lives. Before participating in the
Bible study, many of them thought that the prophecies of Revelation were already
achieved in the past or will be achieved in the future. They considered that each prophecy
has information about a historically specific event. Some participants believed that they
can know the historical event that the prophecy implies if a special person can decode the
prophecy. After the Bible study, however, many participants realized that each prophecy
of Revelation also has present significance to readers. DeSilva explains that prophecies in
Revelation are significant not because prophecies inform a future event that will not be
changed under any circumstance but because prophecies urge people to respond with
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faith under the will of God (11). Thus, prophecies in Reveladon are God's present words
that exhort church believers to stand on God's side and make a decision with faith in any
situation and in any period in history.
Implications of the Findings
The Bible study. How to Read the Book of Revelation, is considerably effective in
that Korean church believers overcame their affective and cognitive obstacles about
reading Revelation. As the results of the pre- and postquestionnaire show, participants'
negative and passive attitudes and cognition became positive about reading Revelation,
and their lack of knowledge and ability to understand Revelation were also changed as
appropriate knowledge and ability. Thus, this Bible study can be used for church
believers who are interested in individually reading Revelation but are hesitant to start
because of their affective and cognitive obstacles.
The Bible study. How to Read the Book of Reveladon, is considerably effecdve in
that Korean church believers protect themselves from distorted teachings of heredcal
groups about reading and interpredng Reveladon. Korean established church believers
are the target of heredcal groups such as Shincheonji that allegorically interpret words
and phrases in Revelation to support their dogma. Korean church believers keep
themselves from the strong influence of heredcal groups if they learn how to differendate
arbitrary and inappropriate interpretadons from responsible and appropriate
interpretadons. Thus, this Bible study can be used for church believers who are interested
in overcoming the influence of false and distorted interpretadons by heretical groups.
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Limitations of the Study
Church believers who belong to the age group below 30 did not participate in the
Bible study. On the first and second Fridays of the intervendon, the church had a special
retreat program for college students and young adults outside the church. Even though
some of them were interested in studying the book of Revelation, they did not join the
Bible study. I could not collect data that reflected young people's attitudes and knowledge
about reading Revelation. I could not prove that the Bible study is effective for young
people. Thus, I cannot generalize the effectiveness of the intervention for the younger
generation under 30 years old.
I did not have sufficient time to explain in detail about the contents of the Bible
study. The time allotted for the Bible study in the church was from 7:30 to 9:00 on Friday
evening. During an hour and a half, I had to give lectures and answer the questions
participants asked. Sometimes, I could not deal with what I prepared for each session
because of limited time. When I explained the genre of Revelation as apocalypse,
prophecy, and circular pastoral episde, the term apocalypse was not familiar with the
participants. However, I could not allot sufficient dme to explain the characteristics of
apocalypse in detail. As the result of postquesdonnaire, participants answered 20 percent
strongly agree and 44 percent of agree to the quesdon about apocalypse, while 52 percent
answered strongly agree and 32 percent agree to the question about the genre of epistle.
Thus, the result of some statements in the quesdonnaire reflected the lack of dme in Bible
study.
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Unexpected Observations
I expected that participants in the Bible study would respond significandy to the
life the book of Revelation demands of church believers after realizing overarching
messages. One of the main overarching messages in Revelation is that church believers
who have confidence in their salvation will not give up their faith and not turn back on
God even by the moment of death in any situation they meet in their present lives, hi
order to see the difference of the attitude and value of their faith, I put the statement, "I
will not give up faith in God even though I face martyrdom because of my faith," in
number ten of questionnaire. However, the result came out differently than I expected.
Participants already responded highly to the faithful life that is ready for martyrdom
before the intervention. The baseline of the statement was very high before the Bible
study as 3.48. 1 was surprised that many participants in the Bible study already live their
faithful lives with strong confidence of salvation regardless of the intervention.
Recommendations
I realize that I need to add biblical, theological, ethical counterarguments against
assertions of heretical groups in future research regarding the study of Revelation. Most
heredcal groups use verses from Revelation and support their dogma by interpreting the
verses distortedly and arbitrarily. I introduced heretical groups such as Shincheonji and
Dami Mission and their assertions by using the content of Reveladon. However, I did not
deal with enough detail and sufficient counterarguments against their assertions in this
Bible study. In order for Korean church believers to keep their faith from the strong
influence of heretical groups, they should know how to disprove the arguments of
heretical groups biblically, theologically, and ethically.
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If some pastors want to have an opportunity to lead this Bible study for another
group in the church, I recommend they should take longer period of Bible study sessions.
During a four-week series Bible study, I could not deal with some parts I prepared nor
explain them in detail due to limited time. I think a six-week series Bible study for
reading Revelation would be appropriate for both lecturer and participants.
Postscript
"Seeing one time is better than hearing one hundred times" (H^^$P~^M) is a
famous epigram in Korea. Many Korean church believers tend to be satisfied with others
explanations or pastors' sermons that deal with the significance of prophecies and visions
in Revelation. They thought that they are not qualified for directly reading the book of
Revelation. When a person meets obstacles, avoiding them is not the best solution for the
person. Learning how to remove the obstacles can be a much better way because the
person does not need to avoid them when meeting the obstacles again. While I led the
Bible study. How to Read the Book of Revelation, I encouraged participants to read
Reveladon individually and to learn the way to remove their obstacles step by step. I
could spend meaningful time with participants who did not give up and attended the
Bible study from the first session to the last. I really appreciate the church, senior pastor,
and the participants in the Bible study.
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APPENDIX A
A QUESTIONNAIRE FOR READING REVELATION
INSTRUCTIONS: Please take the next 15 minutes to complete the questions.
Please note the different rating scales used in each section and respond accordingly.
Thank you.
Share your opinion in these areas
based on the following scale:
Opinion Rating
Strongly Disagree 1
Disagree 2
Agree 3
Strongly Agree 4
Strongly . StronglyDisagree Agree . *
Disagree _ Agree
1
^ ^
4
1 . 1 like to read Revelation more than other books
in the New Testament.
2 3 4
2. 1 feel afraid when I read about God's judgment ^ 2 3 4
in Revelation.
3. 1 am confused when I hear the different
interpretations of the number of the beast (666) 1 2 3 4
from others.
4. 1 think that the major reason to read Revelation
is to know what events will happen in the end 1 2 3 4
times.
5. 1 would be better not having any interest in the
messages of the book of Revelation in order to ^ 2 3 4
avoid the influence of the false teaching of a
heretical group such as Shincheonji.
6. 1 should put Reveladon away so that I will not
to be an imminent eschatologist who is waidng ^ 2 3 4
for the second coming of Jesus on the
designated day like Dami mission.
7- I think only a few special people can read and ^ 2 3 4
interpret Revelation.
8. 1 am convinced that individual reading of 12 3 4
Revelation is helpful to my present faithful life.
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Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree3
Strongly
Agree
4
9. 1 avoid reading certain parts of Revelation
because they make me uncomfortable.
10. I will not give up faith in God, even though I
face martyrdom because ofmy faith.
1 1. 1 understand the characteristics of symbolic
languages and metaphors in Revelation.
12. 1 know the characteristics of apocalyptic
literature as a genre of Revelation.
13. 1 understand the difference between prophecy
for future, which predicts events in the future,
and prophecy for the present, which speaks
God's word to a particular situation.
14. 1 know the characteristics of the circular
pastoral epistle as a genre of Revelation.
15. 1 understand the significance of colors or
numbers the author uses in Revelation.
16. 1 understand the significance of the ddes used
for designating God.
17. I understand the significance of the titles used
for designating Jesus.
18. I know what the expression "the one who
overcomes" means in Revelation.
19. 1 know what the expression "the one who
endures" means in Revelation.
20. 1 am able to categorize all the characters who
appear in Revelation as being on God's side or
Satan's side.
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
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APPENDIX B
RESPONSE VALUES BEFORE AND AFTER THE INTERVENTION
Statements of the Questionnaire
Scale (1-4)
Before After
1 . 1 like to read Revelation more than other books in the New
Testament.
1.76 2.28
1.88
3.20 1.80
3.08 2.08
2. 1 feel afraid when I read about God's judgment in ^
Revelation.
3. 1 am confused when I hear the different interpretations of
the number of the beast (666) from others.
4. 1 think that the major reason to read Revelation is to know
what events will happen in the end times.
5. 1 would be better not having any interest in messages of the
book of Revelation in order to avoid the influence of the 2.84 1.68
false teaching of a heretical group such as Shincheonji.
6. 1 should put Revelation away so that I will not to be an
imminent eschatologist who is waiting for the second 2.68 1.68
coming of Jesus on the designated day like Dami mission.
7- 1 think only a few special people can read and interpret
Revelation.
8. 1 am convinced that individual reading of Revelation is
helpful to my present faithful life.
9. 1 avoid reading certain parts of Revelation because they
make me uncomfortable.
10. I will not give up faith in God, even though I face
martyrdom because ofmy faith.
1 1 . 1 understand the characteristics of symbolic languages and
metaphors in Revelation.
12. 1 know the characterisdcs of apocalypdc literature as a
genre of Revelation.
13.1 understand the difference between prophecy for future,
which predicts events in the future, and prophecy for the 1 .80 2.96
present, which speaks God's word to a particular situation.
14. 1 know the characteristics of the circular pastoral epistle as a
genre of Revelation.
15.1 understand the significance of colors or numbers the
author uses in Revelation.
3.24 2.20
1.92 3.04
3.00 1.88
3.48 3.64
2.16 2.84
1.80 2.68
2.20 3.32
1.76 3.04
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Baseline Scale (1-4)
Statements of the Questionnaire
Before After
16. I understand the significance of the titles used for
designating God.
3.32 3.48
17. I understand the significance of the titles used for 3.32 3.48
designating Jesus.
18. I know what the expression "the one who overcomes"
means in Revelation. 2.24 3.32
19. I know what the expression "the one who endures" means
in Revelation. 2.24 3.36
20. I am able to categorize all the characters who appear in
Revelation as being on God's side or Satan's side. 2.28
3.08
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APPENDIX C
QUESTIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEW
1 . What obstacles have you faced when you have attempted to read and understand the
content of the book of Reveladon before this Bible study?
2. Before this Bible study, did the idea of studying or reading Revelation cause you
anxiety or fear? Did you avoid reading Revelation? If so, why?
3. If you have had any experience meeting some people who belonged to a heresy group
such as Shincheonji or Dami and who attempted to persuade you with their biased
interpretation, could you tell me your experience?
4. Do you think that the Bible study has prepared you to read Revelation? In what way?
5. Are you interested in reading and studying Revelation on your own? Why or why not?
6. How has your thinking changed with regard to reading Revelation after the Bible study?
Could you tell me the changes?
7. What have you newly learned with regard to understanding Revelation after the Bible
study? Could you tell me the changes?
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APPENDIX D
INFORMED CONSENT
You are invited to participate in a research project conducted by Rev. Daljin Kim, a
D.Min. student at Asbury Theological Seminary. The study is called. How to Read the
Book ofRevelation. The results of this research project will contribute to his doctoral
dissertation.
The research project will define affective and cognitive obstacles and investigate the way
to remove those obstacles regarding reading the book of Revelation. Specifically, this
research project includes (1) prequestionnaire, (2) Bible study consisting of four sessions
(3) postquestionnaire, (4) individual interview. Your participation will be anonymous and
I will not try to match any of the completed questionnaires with any participant in this
study project. The data will be destroyed after the successful defense of the dissertation.
Your participation is voluntary.
If you agree to be in the study, you will be asked to participate in a four-session Bible
study about how to read the book of Revelation in the church, Dayton Korean Grace
Church on Fridays (7:30 pm-9:00 pm).
If something makes you feel bad while you are in the Bible study sessions, please tell me.
If you want to stop participating in the Bible study, you may stop whenever you want.
You can ask me questions any time about anything related to this study.
Signing this paper means that you have read this and that you want to be in the study. If
you do not want to be in the study, do not sign the paper. Being in the study is up to you,
and no one will be mad if you do not sign this paper or even if you change your mind
later.
Thank you for considering participating in this research project.
Printed Name of Participant Signature of Participant Date Signed
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APPENDIX E
OUTLINE OF THE BIBLE STUDY SESSIONS
I. Session 1
A. Greeting and Prayer
B. Prequestionnaire
C. Church Book, Revelation
1 . A Book of the Canon
2. Meaning ofApocalypsis
D. Obstacles to Read Reveladon
1 . Fear
2. Confusion
3. Limited Reading
4. Apathy
5. Lack of Knowledge
E. Traditional Reading Approaches to Revelation
1 . Preterist Approach
2. Futurist Approach
3. Historicist Approach
4. Idealist Approach
5. Eclectic Approach
F. Goal of the Bible Study: How to Read the Book of Revelation
G. Assignment: Read Revelation from the First Chapter to the Last Chapter
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II. Session 2
A. Greeting and Prayer
B. Check Assignment and Sharing Opinions
C. Reading a Book in Light of Literary Genre
D. Literary Genre of the Book of Revelation
1 . Apocalypse
a. Visions
b. Otherworldly Journey
c. Dualism
d. Symbolic Languages
e. Symbolic Numbers and Colors
2. Prophecy
a. Prophecy in the Biblical Tradition
b. Prophecy in Revelation
3. Circular Pastoral Epistle
a. Epistolary Framework
b. Circular Letter
c. Pastoral Concern of John
E. Q and A Time and Assignment
III. Session 3
A. Greeting and Prayer
B. Check Assignment and Sharing Opinions
C. Reading Revelation as a Whole
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D. Structure of Revelation
E. God's Nature in Revelation
F. Jesus' Nature in Revelation
G. Holy Spirit's Nature in Revelation
H. God's Judgment and His Salvation
I. Q and A Time and Assignment
IV. Session 4
A. Greeting and Prayer
B. Check Assignment and Sharing Opinions
C. Overarching Message of Revelation
D. Eschatological Expectation and Present Faithful Life
E. Be Those Who Repent
F. Be Those Who Endure
G. Be Those Who Overcome
H. Q and A Time
I. Postquestionnaire
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